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President's Column
'The Year's Almost Over-Ed's Time is Ntghl"
Time goes l i b the wind! It seems but
yesterday that we launched upon yet
another year withT.C.D.L.A. Therejust
is not enough time in a year, let alone a
month, week or day, to accomplish all the
great things we plan. Yet, that is what
makes us keep working for better things
for the future. Yea, "Ed's time is nigh"what will he do with it? Will we he as snpportive of him as we have of those of us
who have preceded him? I am confident
thut we, all of us, will continue to work
together for the common good and help
Ed's administration bamme one of the \rest
in our hlstory. Soon, all-too-man, I as your
outgoing President will turn over the gavel
to him and join the ranks of our "Past
Presidents. " I pledge to do all I can to help
him and T.C.D.L.A. in the years toeoma.
But before I do that, there are a few random t h i s I want to talk abnnt that may
be food for our thoughts.
We need to take a careful, analytical and
unimpassioned look at the question of
whether or not T.C.D.L.A. should h o m e
an Affiliate of National. What is an "Affiliate"? Will we give up any of our
+"rights"; our "autonomy "? If so, what?
And even if so, would it bethat bad when
contrasted and balanced with the good?
The main thing that I do not want to see
is T.C.D.L.A.'s own VOICE watered
down or otherwise diminished. We must
remember that it is here, right here in
Texas, that we built our strength, and there
really is not much that National or anyone
else can do here that we either have not
already done or are able to do if we put
our minds to it. This may sound egetzstical
to some, perhaps many, hut before we relinquish any of our local strength, we must
weigh everything catefwlly.
Then, there is the spectre of forf&ure
of attorney's fees as evidenced in U.S. v.
Dr~r~sdaale(#86-5050, 4th Circuit). In
Drysdafe,the court held 5 to 4 that "there
is no established Sixth Amendment right
to pay an attomey with the illicit proceeds
of drug transactions." And again, "The
right to counsel of choice belongs only to
those with legitimate assets.'' Intertwin&
within the verbiage in Drysdale, interest-

ingly enough, is the statement that "the
interest of the defendant in hiring a lawyer
and the interest of the lawyerjnreceiving
a fee are 'inextricably hound."' This
raim the question of how a pmper balance
can be struck between the court's holding
and this last statement. This controversy
swirls around the Cmpmhensive Forfeih m Aet of 1984. Waiting in the wings is
even more pending legislation that would
add mail fraud an@money laundering to
the list of "No-no's." It has been mently
said that unless something is done to curb
the creeping tide of possible forfeitures or
prohibitions as to attorneys' fees that about
the only lawyers who will he willing to
handle cams within the forbidden categaies will be sleazy or down-on-their-luek
lawyers who will take the money anyway
and try to circumvent the statute. Drysdale
and cases there cited are worth studying,
and it behooves us defense attorneys to do
our putt in protecting all citizens' right to
counsel, simultaneously to do our part in
upholding the dignity and integrity of our
profession. Can this be done, taking into
consideration the trend? At least we must

w.

This spotlights again something that has
literally plagued me virtually from my first
day of practice: "The image of the
LAWYER in the eyes of the publicespecially of those of us who practice
CRIMINAL LAW." The "law-&biding
citizen" for the most part just does not
understand the Constitutional safeguards of
" K i t to Counsel"; "Right against Selfincrimination"; "Freedom fmm unreasonable searches and seizures"; "Presumption sf Innocence"; and "Right to a fair
trial by jury before a fair and impartial
judge." Somewherp.along the way, we of
the legal profession have miserably failed
in our P.R. Unforhmately, I do not know
the answer. I do know that we need to he
constantly aware of reality and constantly
on the alert for what we can do to protect,
preserve and defend these freedoms-and,
take my word for it, it is going to get
tougher before it gets better.
Just recently, one of our inventive and
deepthinking members of our Board of

Direator$ argued a much-publicized capital
murder case before the U. S. Supreme
Court. This precipitated a series of arlielea
by one of San Antonio's newgpaper columnists ast ti gating out brother criminal
lawyer of misusing the legal system; of
prostituting the Constitution: of literally
being some breed of Anti-American. So,
on and on it goes, but we must continue
in our fight to give meaningll defensenot
only to the law-abiding citizen, but to all
persons, regardless of how high or low
they may be in the social strata, who are
charged with gny and all sorts of crimeeven the murderers, robbers and dopers.
Someone wrote me time that unless we
protect fkm, then "good folks" will haye
nowhere to turn when the spectre of oriminat prosecution suddenly looms overhead.
&fore I forget it, I want to thank our
Chair of the "Hall of Fame" committee,
Frank Jackson, for his tireless efforts in
working out specificguidelines and more
formality and meaning to the method of
selecting nominees to T.C.D.L.A.'s Hall
of Fame. Thanks also go to the entire committee and to the h a r d of Directors for
their valuable participation in this most
important recognition of those of our
brother and sister "Criminal Lawyers"
who have made outstanding cootribution$
toward furthering the goals of our
Aweiation.
mniinued on page 24
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Part I
The scope of this article will be
restricted, as the title implies, to habeas
corpus attacks onjirtal felony convictions.
This necessitates a brief reminder that
Article 11.07, V.A.C.C.P. itself is NOT
so restricted. Section one of the article is
an anomaly; a procedure for gaining relief
for one charged with a felony in the same
article as the sole method in Texas law for
attacks on final felony convictions where
confinement has been ordered. Es parte
Renier, 734 S.W.2d 349 (Tex. Cr. App.
1987); Ex parte Brown, 662 S.W.2d 3
(Tex. Cr. App. 1983); Esparte Twynzan,
716 S.W.2d 951 (Tex. Cr. App. 1986).
See also Ex parte Pena, 739 S.W.2d 50
(Tex. Cr. App. 1987) where the Court held
that the trial judge does not have the
authority to order theprobationer to serve
A graduate of the University of Tans at from sixty to one hundred and twenty days
Austin and St. Mary's Unh~ersitySchool in TDC as a condition of probation where
o f k w , he has been a member of the Staff there was no affirmative fmding madepurCorrnselfor Inmates, Te.\as Deparhne~~t
of suant to Art. 42.12, Sec. 3g (2)@),
Corrections, the General Cozrnsel to the V.A.C.C.P. This paper will not attempt
Board of Pardons and Paroles, a StaffAt- to cover Section one of Article 11.07 other
torney for the Court of Crirninal Appeals than to state that it appears that relief
and, for the past several yea~s,the Chief through this section would be gained
Staff Attorney for the same Court.
utilizing the traditional procedures followed when filing under Articles 11.08
and 11.O9, V.A.C.C.P. These would
Waivers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .26
. include, as contrasted with Article 11.07,
Plea Bargains. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .26 Section 2 et seq., the necessity of having
Other Issues and Habeas Corpus.. . .28 a judge issue the wiit, either grant or deny
Jeopardy ......................28 relief, and, assuming denial, following
Evidence ......................29 normal appellate procedures through the
Judgment and Sentences. . . . . . . . .30 Courts of Appeal with discretionary leview
Other General Issues. . . . . . . . . . . . . .30 in the Court of Criminal Appeals.
Habeas Corpus within the context of
Time Credits. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..30
Cumulation of Sentences. . . . . . . ..32 attacks onfnalfelony con~ic~ions
has been
Prior Convictions. ............. .32 heavily litigated and should not be thought
Charge Issues. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..34 of in the tradit~onalhabeas colpus manner.
Parole and Mandatory Supervision
The statute should be read carefully, more
Issues .......................34 to distinguish the procedures than anything
Affirmatwe Findings. .......... .36 else. Thankfully, most counties have set
Commutation of Sentences. ......38 up systems to ensure that the applications
Death Penalty Issues. . . . . . . . . ..38 they receive are handled carefully and corAdditional Miscellaneous Issues. . . . .39 rectly, primarily because most writs filed
Nan-meritorious ................39 in Texas pursuant ta Article 11.07 are filed
Meritorious Issues. . . . . . . . . . . . .40 pro se. This will be a benefit to you
Summation.. ....................41 because you can slide through by sin~ply
Acknowledgments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .42 filing the application in your local District

Clerk's office and letting them handle it.
In fact, the statute has
thc duty on the
district clcrk to nlovc rhc writ upplication
through the system.

The Statute
Arficle 11.07, Sec. 2,
el seq., V.A.C.C.P.
As mentioned above, the normal appellate steps do not apply. Further, the writ
issues by operation of law. The application must be filed in the county of conviction and this is true even though the conviction itself is not being attacked. An
example is EY parte Wood~vard, 619
S.W.2d 179 (Tex. Cr. App. 1981) wherein
the Court held that a parole revocation
attacked via habeas corpus must be filed
in the county of conviction even though the
revocation may have taken place in another
county. See also Ex parte Brager 704
S.W.2d 46 (Tex. Cr. App. 1986), wherein
the Court held that attacks on prison
disciplinary proceedings must be filed in
the county of conviction and not in the
county of incarceration. To get around the
requirements of Article 11.07, the Court
construed this application as an original
writ. The statute is strictly construed in this
regard. Keep firmly in mind that the
statute, with the exception of Section I,
only applies to final felony convictions.
Article 11.07, Section 2(a), supra; Ex
parte P a p e , 618 S.W.2d 380 (Tex. Cr.
ADO. 1981): E r Dark Gautltier. 618
s.k.2d 382
Cr. App. 1981); EY
pmte t e o ~ v ~662
i , S.W.2d 3 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1983). But habeas corpus is not a
substitute for direct appeal. In E r parte
Clore, 690 S.W.2d 899 (Tex. Cr. App.
1985) the Court held that where the applicant had an appeal option but intentionally
bypassed it, instead filiug an application
for a writ, the application will be dismissed
due to that intentioual bypass.
The major point to remember, in terms
of content, is that the application must state
facts, which, if true, would entitle the
applicant to relief. 13pnrte Maldonado,
688 S.W.2d 114 (Tex. Cr. App. 1985).
Merely stating legal conclusions is not
enough. See also Expa~teHernandez, 705
S.W.2d 700 (Tex. Cr. App. 1986),wherein the Court held that since certain issues
can be appealed from a deferred adjudication and others cannot it is incumbent on
the applicant in a writ situation con~plain-

e ex.'

ing of his lack of an appeal from the
deferred to specify what grounds he would
have raised on the appeal. The failure to
do so resulted in the writ being denied.
The writ application must be properly
verified. The actual statute, Article 11.14,
Section 5, V.A.C.C.P., reads, "Oath must
be made that the allegations of the petition
are true, according to the belief of the petitioner." However, in Ex parte Jackson,
616 S W.2d625 (Tex. Cr. App. 3981). the
Court wrote, "The petitioner, who is
applicant's attorney, has sworn that the
allegations in the application 'are to the
best of [his] information and belief, true
and correct.' This verification is not sufficient for such an application." The Court
cited Ex pa* Eilattd, 420 S.W.2d 955
(Tex. Cr. App. 1967) and Exparte Youug,
418 S.W.2d824 (Tex. Cr. App. 1967) for
this proposition. In another case involving
an oath by an attorney representing the
applicant, that the allegations within the
application were true and correct, the
Court held against the State who cited E r
parte Jackson, supra, pointing out that this
oath was unqualified, as opposed to the one
inErparte Jackson, supra, and was sufficient. Ex pork Burns, 635 S.W.2d 744
(Tex. Cr. App. 1982). See also EA palte
Brooks, 637 S.W.2d 955 (Tex. Cr. App.
1982) wherein the applicant merely signed
his name and then swore to the petition

before a notary. The trial court reconlmended relief be denied because the oath
was insufficient, however, the Court of
Criminal Appeals held that, "The oath on
this petition is not deficient."
The District Courts of Texas do not have
authority to grant relief in such actions. Et
parre Williants, 561 S.W.2d I (Tex. Cr.
App. 1978); Exporte Beck, 621 S.W.2d
810 (Tex. Cr. App. 1981); E,rpmte A h attder, 685 S.W.2d 57 (Tex. Cr. App.
1985). Any order by such a court purporting to do so is void. Erpatre Johnson, 652
S.W.2d 401 (Tex. Cr. App. 1983); Ex
parte Ybarra, 629 S.W.2d 943 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1982) (the trial court cannot grant a
new trial after a habeas hearing). The court
is without authority even to deterniine
whether or not the writ should issue. It
issues by operation of law.
Where the Court of Criminal Appeals
has granted relief on an application for
habeas corpus the trial court cannot do
anything hut carry out the mandate. Thus,
where the Court has granted relief because
of an unauthorized tine the trial court cannot later attempt to reform the judgment
to delete the fine upon return of the case
to his court. Bevy 11. Hngltes, 710 S.W.2d
600 (Tex. Cr. App. 1986).
Upon receipt of the application certain
duties fall upon the clerk's shoulders. The
writ must be assigned to the proper court

SENTENCING REFORM:
Investigations and Alternatives

Our full range of consultation and report services:
Integrates the old and new sentencing systems including preparation of the new guideline worksheets for calculation of
sentence.
Developsstrategiesfor mitigation of sentence at any point from
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of conviction. While this should not affect
most efforts by attorneys sinceusually the
attorney is cognizant of the correct court
and designates it within the application, it
is a necessary duty since, as stated above,
most writ applications are filedpro se. The
application is, by operation of law, made
returnable to the Court of Criminal
Appeals. The district court is without
jurisdiction to set bail. Erparte Bock, 621
S.W.2d 810 (Tex. Cr. App. 1981).
The next duty of the clerk is to assign
it a number. The statute requires that the
number assigned be ancillary to the cause
number of the conviction under attack.
Article 11.07, Section 2(b), supra. The
staff of the Court of Criminal Appeals has
suggested, in our dealings with the various
clerk's offices throughout the state, that the
number consist of the addition of a "-A"
Dr "-B" to the original cause number to
designate the first and second applications
attacking a particular conviction with the
rest of the alphabet following in succession. In those counties already utilizing the
alphabet for other purposes, such as court
designation, numbers should be substituted
for the letters, but in every case the writ
number should be ancillary to the original
cause number. You needn't worry about
this.
A copy of the application is then sent by
the clerk to the district attorney via certified mail, return receipt requested. In
many jurisdictions other arrangements
have been made and the D.A.'s office
waives service by certified mail. Sbch
waiver should appear in the writ recdrd.
This is done both in the larger counties
where there is a high volume of applications filed each year and in the smaller
counties where the district clerk simply
walks the applieation across the street or
hall to the D.A.'s office.

The D.A. then has fifteen days in which
an answer may be filed. Silence by the
prosecutor will constitute a general denial.
For those prosecutors choosing to remain
silent it should be noted that the answer is
an ideal opportunity to propose findings of
fact and conclusions of law for the trial
court's consideration, after obtaining the
necessary support such as affidavits, official documents. etc.
Following the fifteen day time period in
which the D.A. may answer is a twenty
day time period in which the court must
decide whet he^ there are controverted,
previously unresolved issues of fact
material to the legality of the applicant's
confinement. If there are such issues then
the trial court should order such issues
resolved unless there has been an order
entered by the Court of Criminal Appeals
citing the applicant for abusing the writ
process in that conviction. Note that many
of the abuse orders entered by the Court
also cover any convictions used to enhance
the applicant's primary conviction. If this
has occurred, the district court should not
consider the merits but merely order the
application sent to the Court of Criminal
Appeals with a fact finding that the applicant has been the subject of such an order
and that the order of abuse convers the
conviction under attack. Ex parte Dora,
548 S.W.2d 392 (Tex. Cr. App. 1977).
The trial court has several other options
facing it when dealing with a post conviction application for habeas relief. First, no
action can be taken. If this course is
followed the district clerk must, at the
expiration of the twenty day time period,
transmit the application to the Court of
Criminal Appeals along with a notation
that the trial court has decided, by operation of law, that there are no controverted,
previously unresolved issues of fact
material to the legality of the applicant's
confinement. This course is followed by
VOICE
many counties throughout the State,
however, it is not very helpful to the Court
Roger Beasley Leasing. .
.. 9 and can result in a higher percentage of
Bunerwqrth Legal Publishers
.15 remand orders for hearings or affidavits if
sufficient facts are pled. It is not recomCDLP Seminars ,
. ,
7
CDLP Schedule
. . ..37 mended that this course be followed.
A second option available to the trial
Freelance. . . ,
..
..25 ,
court
is to use what has come to be known
Dan Kirby .
,
.21
as
the
"short form order." This is simply
National Isgal Services
. . . 5 a finding
that the application does not state
J. Winter
& Assaciates , , 17 sufficient facts to show that there are
-
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controverted, previously unresolved issues
affecting the applicant's confinement. The
application should be immediately transmitted to the Court of Criminal Appeals
upon entry of such an order. Various
permutations of this theme have been used
including some that merely order the
district clerk to transmit the record fa the
Court, which is, of course, no finding at
all.
The trial court may also enter an order
that there are such issues material to the
legality of the applicant's confinement.
The statute allows the trial court a great
deal of freedom in resolving those issues.
A hearing may be ordered or the court can
resolve the issues by deposition, interrogatories, affidavitsor by resort to official
court records and personal recollection.
After a fact finding process is utilized the
statute requires the trial court ta enter
findings of fact.
Some courts throughout the state have
been entering orders delaying the statutory
time limits for the purpose of further
investigation. These orders are not
specifically recognized in the stathe,
however, the Court has not taken any
action to curtail the practice. It is not
anticipated that any such action would be
taken as long as the practice is not abused.
The district court need not have a hearing in order to enter findings of fact. Ex
parte Davila, 530 S.W.2d 543 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1975). In fact, findings should be
made in all cases rekardless of whether a
hearing is held. Findings enable the trial
court to ensure that its views on the allegations are made known to the Court. Also,
significant weight is given those findings
by the state and federal courts, especially
where the applicant is represented by
counsel at the hearing. Note that Article
11.07 authorizes the trial coyrt to appoint
counsel to represent indigent applicants in
such hearings. The trial court may also
appoint an attorney to assist by acting as
a magistrate in holding a hearing and
making findings of fact. Any attorney so
appointed shall be compensated as provided in Article 26.05 V.A.C.C.P. Ex
parte Hurd, 613 S.W.2d 742 vex: Cr.
App. 1981). It should be kept in mind that
the Court of Criminal Appeals is not bound
by the findings entered by the trial court
either with or without a hearing. Exparte
Rarnirez, 577 S.W.2d 261 (Tex. Cr. App.

1979); Exparte Harris, 593 S.W.2d 330
(Tex. Cr. App. 1979); E~parteBates,640
S.W.2d 894 (Tex. Cr. App. 1982); ET
parte Acosta, 672 S.W.2d 470 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1984). The statute requires that,
following the entry of findings of fact by
the court or other person authorized to
make them, the clerk immediately transmit
to the Court of Criminal Appeals, under
one cover, the application (petition), any
answers filed, any motions filed, transcripts of any depositions or hearings, any
affidavits and any other matters such as
official records used by the court in resolving any issues of fact. The items that the
court wishes to be seat to the Court of
Criminal Appeals should be listed within
the order by the trial court but the district
clerk should be cognizant that the statute
does require certain things be sent regardless of the trial court's order. Copies of the
findings should be sent by the clerk to all
parties.
The statute plainly sets out that the Court
of Criminal Appeals may deny relief
strictly upon the findings of the trial court

without causing the writ to be docketed in
the Court. It may be docketed (commonly
referred to as "filed and set"), and if it
is the law requires that the case be heard
as though it had been originally presented
to the Court or brought as an appeal.
The statute concludes with the proviso
that one who is given a hearing on allegations made is entitled to at least three full
days' notice prior to the hearing being
held. Section five of the article requires
that the clerk mail copies of any pleadings,
answers or motions of the state and orders
of the court to the applicant.
This last section of Article 11.07 shows
generally the spirit of the statute. It should
be remembered that, as of this writing, the
number of writs reaching the Court in any
given year is approaching 2,500. The
number can be fairly accurately predicted
as a percentage of the number of persons
incarcerated within the Department of Corrections although in depth studies have
never been conducted to pin down this
correlation. If the prison population, as
predicted, continues its upward spiral, the

results in terms of the number of habeas
cases reaching the Court will spiral upward
along with the increase.

Getting a Hearing
Filing the writ application is easy.
Getting your allegations heard is another
matter. An evidentiary hearing may be
ordered by the trial court or by the Court
of Criminal Appeals. For obvious reasons
including lack of court time, space and
other resources, trial courts rarely hold
evideutiary hearings on their own initiative. This is not true in every court and,
in fact, some trial courts, usually in rural
areas, hold a large number of hearings,
even when the writ is filed pro se. Frequently in the larger counties affidavits are
used in lieu of hearings especially where
the allegation is ineffective assistance of
counsel. My only real advice to practitioners on how to get a hearing is to
reiterate the first rule of habeas practice:
always allege facts which, if true, would
entitle your client to relief. At the
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minimum you must allege facts sufficient
to get someone interested. Generally it is
a lot easier to pique the interest of one person, the trial judge, than it is to interest
five of nine judges on the Court. Most
evidentiary hearings are, however, ordered
by the High Court.

Burden of Proof at Hearing
The burden of proof in a post conviction habeas corpus proceeding is on the
applicant. The standard of moof is bv a
preponderance of the evidence. Er p&e
Ale.rander, 598 S.W.2d 308 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1980); Exparre Bl~nne,618 S.W.2d
373 (Tex. Cr. App. 1981); Ex parte
Walron, 626 S.W.2d 528 (Tex. Cr. App.
1981); Exparte Bates, 640 S.W.2d 894
(Tex. Cr. App. 1982). Erpnrte Alemtder,
supra, is a prime example of the allocation
of the burden and the standard of proof.
There, the applicant coiltended that he had
not had an examining trial following
juvenile certification but at the habeas
hearing testified that he could not
remember whether or not he had. His
attorney also testified that he could not
remember. The Court of Criminal Appeals
held that the applicant had not met his
burden of proof and denied relief. In
Willicnns e. State, 605 S.W.2d 596 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1980), the Court held in anonhabeas case that the testimony of the defendant alone that there was no jury waiver
was not sufficient to overcome the presumption of rcgularity ot'the rccord. And
i n Ev :>nrte Mirl~~l~nlirr.
621 S.W.2d 602
(Tex. 'Cr. App. 1981),'ihe Court held that
the applicant's testimony that he did not
have counsel at a prior sentencing proceeding was insufficient to rebut the
presumption of regularity of the judgment
which recited that the applicant had been
represented. See also Cl~ancyv. Sfate,
614 S.W.2d 446 (Tex. Cr. App. 1981),
wherein the Court, once again in a nonhabeas case, held that the appellant has the
burden of proof to show that he was
without counsel at a prior conviction. He
did so testify but that testimony was insufficient to overcome the judgment, entered
the same day as the silent sentence, whfch
judgment recited that he had been represented by unnamed counsel. In Ei fwrte
Williamns, 628 S.W.2d 454 (Tex. Cr. App.
19821, the applicant alleged he had been
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denied an examining trial after certification as an adult. All of the officials who
testified stated that they could not
remember one way or the other. The Court
held that applicant had failed to carry his
burden of proof. In Exparte Gri&, 679
S.W.2d 15 (Tex. Cr. App. 1984) theapplicant testified to the plea bargain, corroborated by the testimony given by his
attorney. The state's representatives could
not remember the parameters of the plea
bargain. The Court held that the applicant
had carried his burden.

Procedure Within the
Court of Criminal Appeals
The procedures utilized within the Court
for consideration of a writ ofhabeas corpus
are set out in Tex.R.App.Pro., Rule 213.
When an application is received by the
Court it is assigned to the Staff Attorneys
Office for processing. At that time the
cause is assigned a number which is unique
to the individual for whom relief is sought.
This number will follow the individual
throughout his or her career without regard
to the fact that he or she may commit a
crime in a different county or at a different
time. After administrative review it is sent
by the Staff to an individual judge of the
Court in strict rotation. In fact, such
assignments are made "blind" in that the
assignments are made by computer before
the Staff even sees the application. The
judge to whoni the writ is assigned will
make an initial review and presentation of
the application to the Court en banc. As
stated above, the Court will either vote to
deny the writ, remand for further fact
fmdings, or file and set the writ. If denial
is the course chosen a postcard, known in
inmate circles as the "white card", will
be sent to the applicant inforuling him or
her that the application has been denied.
Since the writ was never docketed there is
no rehearing entertained from such an
action. Tex.R.App.Pro., Rule 213(b). If
further facts are necessary for disposition
a remand order will be entered requiring
the trial court to conduct a hearing or to
gather information through other avenues
available through the statutq. See e.g. E r
parte Campos, 613 S.W.2d 745 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1981); fiparte Smith, 650 S.W.2d
68 (Tex. Cr. App. 1983). If the case is
ordered filed and set for subn~issionto the

Court the cause isassigned an entirely new
number which is part of the Court's regular
appeal numbering system. However, if any
new writ applications are filed by that
individual, regardless of the outcome of the
application which was ordered filed and
set, it will be filed for initial review under
the permanent writ number assigned to that
individual.

Procedures in Abuse Cases
Within the Court
The Court of Criminal Appeals
recognized the doctrine of "abuse of the
writ" in Erparte Carr, 511 S.W.2d 523
(Tex. Cr. App. 1974). In that case the
Court held that the applicant had waived
and ahandoued his allegations by his
repetitious filing of applications for relief.
The Court took the opportunity to explain
I
the procedure
to he followed in Exparte
Dora, 548 S.W.2d 392 (Tex. Cr. App.
1977). Review is not precluded, however,
by the abuse order but the applicant must
make a showing that the issue or issues
have not been raised p~eviouslyartd could
not have been, along with a showing of
"good cause "
There is no general rule governing how
many applications constitute an abuse of
the writ process. Such a rule would he difficult if not impossible to draw since many
applicants raise everything in their first
application while others become repetitious
at a much slower rate. In 23 pmfe Ernmom, 660 S.W.2d 160 (Tex. Cr. App.
1983) the Court found the applicant to have
committed perjury both in the application
and at an evidentiary hearing. An abuse
order was entered following this first
application.
As stated, review and relief is not
precluded by such an order. EI parte
Bilton, 602 S.W.2d 534 (Tex. Cr. App.
1980) is an example where the applicant,
after being cited for abusing the writ
process, was granted relief due to a fulldamentally defective indictment which
holding was based on cases decided after
applicant had been cited for his abuse. A
change in the law entitled the applicant to
relief in Ea parte Stimrt, 653 S.W.2d 13
(Tex. Cr. App. 1983) after he had been
cited for abuse.
Continued in June Issue.
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Invoking, Challenging and Waiving
the Fifth Amendment Privilege
Against
Self-Incrimination
in Civil Litigation
by Barry Sorrels
I. Introduction
A. The Fifth Amendment to the
United States Constitutionprovides
that, "no person shaU he compelled
in any criminal case to be a witness
against himself." The Fifth Amendment is applicable to the States
through the 14th amendment. Mapp
v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643, 656-57
(1961).
B. The amendment specifically
refers to criminal cases; however,
it applies to civil cases as well. An
individual may withhold information in a civil proceeding if disclosure might incriminate him in a
criminal proceeding. Maness v.
Meyers, 419 US. 449 (1975). In re
Corrugated Container Aatitriw
Litigation, 620 F2d 1086 (5th Cir.
1980). fi Parte Butler, 522 SW2d
Barry Sorrels is a partner in the Dallas
196 (Tex. 1975).
jirni of Bi~rleson,Pate & Gibson. He is a
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II. Entitlement to Invoke Privilege
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against self-incrimination, and on- Universify. Mr. Sorrels was an assistartt
ly on his or her own behalf. Cor- District Attorney in Dallas Coirnty
porations, partnerships, associa- 1978-80.
tions, and other groups as a general
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v. Doe, 464 U S . 605 (1984). See
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U S . 752 (1983).
significanceapart from the natural
person proprietor. See United States nI. Determination of Self10 VOICE for the Defense / May 1988

Incrimination: The Standards
A. The hazards of incrimination
must be substantial and real.
Marchefti v. United States, 390
U S . 39,53 (1968); See alsoRogers
v. United States, 340 U S . 367,
374, (1951) (Fifth Amendment
privilege available when there exists a reasonable danger of further
incrimination in light of all circumstances). "If inquiry calls for
answer that might reasonably present a hazard of self-incrimination
to the witness, he may refuse to
answer upon ground of the
privilege, and fact that the inquiry
is made in course of civil
proceeding does not interdict the
witness's privilege." f i parte
Butler, 522 SWZd 196 (Tex. 1975).
The threat of incrimination cannot be "merely trifling or imaginary." United States v.
Apfelbanm, 445 U.S. 115 (1980).
See also Hallowell v. C.I. R., 744
E d 406 (5th Cir. 1984) (Fifth
Amendment privilege applicable
only in those situations involving
real dangers of self-incrimination).
B. When witness can demonstrate
a reasonable possibility of prowution, he may properly invoke his
privilege against self-incrimination.
In re Folding Carion Litigation, 609
M d 867 (7th Cir. 1979). Invocation
of Fifth Amendment privilege
depends on whether risk of prosecution is substantial and real and not
merely fanciful. In re Corrugated
ConfaitierAntitrust Litigation, 662
M d 875,883 (D.C. Cir. 1981). It
is not necessary that criminal
charges he pending, and risk of
prosecution can be remote. Id.

IV. The Court Decides if Privilege
Applies
A. Witness claiming pr~vilege
against self-incrimination has
burden of establishing his entitlement to the privilege. Witness is not
entitled to decide for himself
whether he is protected by Fifth
Amendment privilege, and court
should decide after conducting particularized inquiry into whether
privilege is well-founded. Securities
1,. First
and Excl~angeCon~nmissio~l
Fittancia1 Group of Te.xas, IIIC.,659
F2d 660 (5th Cir. 1981).
B. Sinclair 11. Savings arid Locin
Cor~s~tissioner
of Te.~as,696 SW2d
142 (Tex. App.-Dallas 1985, writ
ref'd n.r.e.). This case needs to be
read by any attorney confronted
with a Fifth Amendment situation.
The court held that the proper way
to assert a Fifth Atnendment privilege is to "personally claim the
privilege on a question-by-question
and document-by-document basis."
Id. at 147. A blanket invocation of
the privilege is not proper. Id.
At the enforcement hearing, the
questions asked and documents
requested are to be submitted to the
court for in camera inspection, and
the court is entitled to ask questions
about why the documents should be
privileged. The trial court may then
decide, in accordance with this
procedure, which documents must
be produced and which questions
answered.
The Court in Sirmclair cites Warford 1,. Beard, 653 SW2d 908 (Tex.
App.-Amarillo 1983, no writ.)
which held "the inquiry by the
court is necessarilv limited because
the witness need onlv show that an
answer to the questron is likely to
be hazardous to him; the witness
cannot be required to disclose the
very information which the
privilegeprotects." Id. at 911. Be
advised that the Amarillo Court in
Warford held that the trial court
need not conduct its inspection and
inquiry about assertedly privileged
documents in camera." Id, at 9 13.
C. In United States v. Melchor 1
Moreno, 536 F2d 1042 (5th Cir. 1
1976), the Fifth Circuit held, "the

trial judge must be governed as
much by his personal perceptions of
peculiarities of case as by facts
actually in evidence . . ."
See Secrmrities and Exchange
Cor~lnlission 1. First Financial
Group of Texas, 659 F2d 660 (5th
Cir. 1981) where thecourt outlines
assertion of Fifth Amendment claim
procedures similar to Sinclair v.
Savings & Loan Co~nrnissior~of
Texas, supra.
D. In United States v. Weisman,
111 F2d 260, 262-63 (2d Cir.
1940), Judge Learned Hand,
writing for the Court, summarized
the delicacy of judicial determination in reviewing the proper invocation of the Fifth Amendment
privilege.
Obviously, a witness may not be
compelled to do more than show
that the answer is likely to be
dangerous to him, else he will be
forced to disclose those very facts
which the privilege protects.
Logically, indeed, he is boxed in
a paradox, for he must prove the
criminatory character of what it
is his privilege to suppress just
because it is criminatory. The
only practicable solution is to be
content with the door's being set
a little ajar, and while at times
this no doubt partially destroys
the privilege, and at times it permits the suppression of competent evidence, nothing better is
available . . . . Indeed, perhaps
in the end we should say no more
than that the chase must not get
too hot; or the scent, too fresh.

V. Corporate Officials' Invocation
of Fifth
A. Complications arise when corporate offkials assert the Fifth
Amendment privilege. Individual
corporate officers can invoke personal Fifth Amendment privileges.
A corporate official may invoke his
Fifth Amendment privilege to protect personal papers and effects, but
the privilege does not extend to
materials he or she possesses as a
representative of the corporation.
An official may also refuse to give
personally incriminating testimony
even if it concerns corporate affairs.
See Wilson 1'. U.S., 221 U S . 361,
384-85 (191 1).
B. Obviously, with a corporate
official's invocation of the Fifth
Amendment privilege at the beginning of civil proceedings, the
possibility exists the corporation
will have problems producing
witnesses to respond to discovery
requests. In this situation, the Court
may stay the civil proceeding pending resolution of the criminal proceeding. See SEC s. First Fi~martcial
Grolip of Texas, h c . , 659 F2d 660,
668 (5th Cir. 1981). (Stay of civil
proceeding to avoid "substantial
and irreparable prejudice" in
parallel criminal proceeding.)
C. Courts may appoint Special
Agents to answer interrogatories.
See, Fed. R. Civ. P. 33; Utriterl
States v. Kordel, 397 U S . 1, 8
(1970). The Special Agent must be
sufficiently disassociated from the
matter so as not to risk self-incrimination, yet must have the requisite
knowledge to answer the interrog-
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-catoijes effectively.
Ip the event a suitable agent cannot found, an attorney representing the corporation may find it
necessary to act as the Special
Agent; however, he should try to
avoid being placed in this position
for several reasons, including but
not limited to: conflicts, false
swearing, decision-making in general with respect to management of
the case. A motion for protective
order may be the proper device for
avoiding such appointment. See
Casson Consttuctio~~
Co. v. Armico
Steel Corp., 91 F.R.D. 376
(D.Kan. 1980).
D. Not all courts are sympathetic
to corporate discovery problems r e
sulting from officials' invocation of
Fifth Amendment privilege. See In
re Anthracite Coal Antit~ustLirigation, 82 F.R.D. 364 (M.D. Pa.
1979).

VI. Adverse Inferences from
Invocation of Fiffh Amendment
A. Although the privilege applies
in both civil and criminal proceedings, the Supreme Court has
viewed the assertion of the privilege
differently depending on whether it
is a civil or criminal proceeding in
which it is invoked. In criminal proceedings, the prosecution is barred
from commenting on the accused's
silence, and the trial court is prohibited from inshucting thejury that
the defendant's assertion of the
privilege may he used in the jury's
consideration of the guilt or
innocence of the defendant. Gri@n
v. Califoniio, 380U.S. 609 (1965).
By contrast, the Supreme Court in
Barter v. Palmigiano, 425 US.
308, 318 (1976) stated, "that the
Fifth Amendment does not forbid
adverse inferences against parties to
civil actions when they refuse to
testify in response to probative
evidence offered against them."
B. A question remains regarding
the extent to which a non-party's
invocation of the Fifth Amendment
privilege may be known to the jury
in civil cases. See Cerro Gardo
Chinty v. Fireman 3 Fund America
12 VOICEfor the Deferwe 1 May 1988

Life Ins~irance,819 F2d 1471,1481
(8th Cir. 1987). Presently, Courts
have declined to announce any
blanket rule, preferring to consider
this auestion on a case-bv-case
basis.
C. Obviously, the civil defendanl
is on the horns of a dilemma. Remaining silent at a civil proceeding
will result in that silence being used
against him, but testimony by the
defendant at the civil proceeding
could be the government's most
powerful weapon at any subsequent
criminal proceeding.

VII. Parallel Civil and Crimhal
Proceedings
(Simultaneous civil and criminal
discovery arising out of a single set
of facts and directed against same
defendant.)
A. A civil plaintiff has no absolute
right to both his silence and his
lawsuit, but neither does the civil
defendant have absolute right to
have action dismissed anytime
plaintiff invokes his constitutional
privilege; thus, when plaintiff's
silence is constitutionally questioned, dismissal is appropriateonly
where other, less burdensome
remedies would be effective means
of preventing unfairness to defendant. Wehling v. Columbia Broadcasting System, 608 F2d 1084 (5th
Cir. 1979).
B. However, in Hoover v. fiiigltt,
678 F2d 578, 581 (5th Cir. 1982),
the Fifth Circuit held that Fifth
Amendment privilege is nut undcrcut where ~arallelcriminel and civil
action ha's forced defendant to
choose between preserving his
privilege against self-incrimination
and losing the civil suit.
C. STAY-See
Campbell v.
Eastland, 307 F2d 478 (5th Cir.
1962). (Stay of civil discovery
pending disposition of criminal proceeding.) See "Stay of Discovery
in Civil Court to Protect Proceedings in Concurrent ActionThe Pattern of Remedies," 66
Mich. L. Rev. 738 (1968). In Wdiling v. Colwnbia Broadcasting
System, 608 E d 1084, 1088-89

(5th c$. 1979), the Court stayed
civil proceedings until exhaustion of
criminal statute of limitations, finding three-year delay not undue hardshin on defendant.
D.'PROTECTIVE ORDER-In
Woldbaum v. Worldvision Enterprises, Inc., 84 F.R.D. 95
(S.D.N.Y. 1981). Motion to Seal
Depositions granted to protect Fifth
Amendment rights where Motion to
Stay Depositions denied.
E. Fed. R. Civ. P., 30(b) gives
courts discretion to stay discovery
if necessary to prevent "annoyance,
embarrassment, or oppression.
as justice requires."

..

VIII. Waiver
A. A criminal defendant is not
required to testify or offer any
evidence during the course of a
criminal trial. Incriminating statements taken from a criminal defendant while in custody for a criminal
offense are not admissible unless the
government proves that the defendant was warned of his rights to
remain silent and waived those
rights voluntarily. Miranda v.
Arizona, 384 U S . 436 (1966).
Miranda rights do not apply to
questions and answers incident to a
civil suit. On the contrary, when a
prospective criminal defendant does
not invoke the Fifth Amendment
privilege in a civil proceeding and
makes incriminating statements,
there is a presumption that this
testimony was given freely and the
privilege waived. The Fifth Amendment privilege "is not a selfexecuting mechanism; it can be
affirmatively waived or lost by
asserting it in a timely fashion."
Maness v. Meyers, 419 U.S. 449,
467 (1975).
Waiver bf Fifth Amendment
privilege against self-incrimination
is not to be lightly inferred, and
courts accordingly indulge every
reasonable presumption against
finding "testimonial waiver." See
Klein v. Harris, 667 F2d 274 (2d.
Cir. 1981).
B. Waiver of Fifth Amendment
privilege against self-incrimination

may, in an appropriate case, he
inferred from witness's prior
statements with respect to subject
matter of case without inquiry into
whether witness, when he made
statements, actually knew of existence of privilege and consciously
chose to waive it.
Waiver of the privilege should he
inferred from a witness's prior
statements only if: "(1) the
witness's prior statements have
created a significant likelihood that
the finder of fact will he left with
and prone to rely on a distorted
view of the truth, and (2) the
witness had reason to know that his
prior statements would be interpreted as a waiver of Fifth Amendment's privilege against selfincrimination." Id. at 287.
C. Once a witness has plead guilty
to criminal charges, he no longer
has a Fifth Amendment privilege
with respect to those specific
charges in any subsequent proceeding. See U.S. v. Lyons, 703
F2d 815 (5th Cir. 1983).
D. A witness that has received
governmental immunity with
respect to prosecution does not have
a F~fthAmendment privilege with
respect to the imniunized facts.
E. See West's Federal Practice
Digest 3d, Witnesses, 305.

IX. Fifth Amendment's Application
to Production of Documents
A. There are two lines of thinking
regarding the Fifth Amendment's
application to documents. The first
line was established in the early
stage of Fifth Amendment jurisprudence by the United States Supreme
Court in United States v. Boyd, 116
U.S. 616 (1886). Thislineof thinking focused Fifth Amendment analysis on the contents and character
of the documents sought. The Boyd
rule, sometimes called the "personal papers" privilege, extended
the Fifth Amendment privilege
against self-incrimination to prevent
the conlpulsory production of personal papers in the claimant's
possession. The basic premise
underlying the Boyd rule is that

there is a certain expectation of
privacy in personal documents. The
continued validity of the Boyd rule
and the Fifth Amendment application of the premise which underlies
the rule is now questionable in light
of recent Supreme Court rulings.
B. The second line of thinking,
which culminated in Fisher 11.
Uvired States, 425 U S . 291 (1977)
and was not recently upheld in
United States v. Doe, 465 U.S. 605
(1984), does not focus on whether
the one in possession of the
documents sought has any privacy
expectation in the contents of the
documents. Instead Fisher focuses
on questions more attuned to Fifth
Amendment analysis-whether the
documents themselves or the act of
producing the documents involves
any compelled testimony which
may he incriminating.
In Fisher, the Court held that
documents created voluntarily do
not contain "compelled" testimonial evidence and therefore are not
in and of themselves protected
under the Fifth Amendment. See
Fisher 1'. United States, 425 U S .
391 (1976). However, thecourt has
upheld the application of the
privilege to the productior~ of
documents in those instances where
the privilege can he invoked. See
Doe, srrpra, at 1241 and Fisher,
srdprcr, at 410; See also United
States 11. Davis, 636 F2d 1028 (5th
Cir. 1981). In the line of cases
culminating in Fisher, the courts
have reasoned that the act of production has some testimonial
aspects which may have an incriminating effect-i.e. production tacitly
concedes the existence of the
documents, their possession and
control by the party from wllom
production is sought, and indicates
the producing party's belief that the
documents produced are those described in the subpoena. Whether
these tacit admissions associated
with the compelled production of
documents are both "testimonial"
and "incnminating," for purposes
of applying the Fifth Amendment,
should he resolved on the facts and
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circumstances of each case. See
Fisher at 41 1 ("these questions
perhaps do not lend themselves to
categorical answers . . .").
Note: In Fisher, the Court suggested that if the incriminating
admissions made by the act of
production-i.e. existence, possession and authentication-are a
"
foregone conclusion," the testimonial aspect of producing the
documents sought may be so insignificant as to preclude Fifth
Amendment protection. See Fisher
at411. Seealso Doeat 1243 N.13.
C. Although various courts have
stated that the two lines of Fifth
Amendment thinking regarding
document production are not
mutually exclusive and apply both
in analyzing Fifth Amendment
issues (See, e.g. Uuited States v.
Davis, 636 F2d at 1041), it is clear
that the focus of Fifth Amendment
protection has shifted away from
that originally announced in
Boyd-in expectation of privacy.
See Fisher at 401 ("We cannot cut
the Fifth Amendment completely
loose from the moorings of its
language, and make it serve as a
general protector of privacy-a
word not mentioned in its text and
a concept directly addressed to the
Fourth Amendment. We adhere to
the view that the Fifth Amendment
protects against 'compelled selfincrimination, not [disclosure ofl
private information.' United Stntes
v. Nobles, 422 U S . 225, 233 u.7
(1975)." See ulso e.g. In re Grand
Jug?Subpoem Duces Tecunl Dated
June 13, 1983, aud June 22, 1983,
722 F2d 981 (2d Cir. 1983). (Excorporate officer had right to invoke
Fifth Amendment privilege against
grand jury subpoenas for corporate
records in his possession to the extent h ~ production
s
would constitute
admission of possession, and such
possession, when viewed with other
circumstances, would provide basis
for inference of officer's guilty
knowledge of the documents' incriminating contents and inference
that he removed them from company files to prevent disclosure of
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guilty knowledge.)

X. Exceptions to the General Rule
that Fifth Amendment Privilege
Against Self-Incrimination May
Protect Compelled Production
of Documents
A. Required Documents. A natural
spin-off of the Fifth Amendment
protection a ~ 0 u n c . din Boyi is the
"required records" exception. Pursuant to this exception, the privilege
against self-incrimination which
exists as to private papers does not
protect an individual from being
compelied to produce records required to be kept by a scheme of
government regulations. See
Shapiro v. United States, 335 U S .
1 (1948). (Defendant charged with
violations of Energy Price Control
Act could not invoke Fifth Amendment to protect production of books
and records required to be kept by
the act.); Wilson v. United States,
221 U S . 361,380 (1912) (privilege
for private papers cannot be maintained for public documents or
records that are required to be kept
by law); In re Grand Jury Subpoena
(Kent), 646 P2d 963 (5th Cir.
1981). In Shapiro, the Court
established three requirements for
the applicability of the required
records exception:
i. The document must be customarily kept,
ii. The records must be public,
iii. The statutory requirements for
the keeping of such records
must be imposed in an essentially non-criminal regulatory
area.
Id. at 17.
B . Corporate Records Exception.
An individual may not assert the
Fifth Amendment privilege against
self-incrimination on behalf of a
corporation, partnership or other
collective entity (defined in Bellis
1. United States, 417 US. 85
(1974) as "an organization which
is recognized as an independent
entity apart from its individual
membersu-e.g.
trusts, unions,

etc.). See Bellis at 97-99; In re
Grand Jury Proceeding, 814 E d
190, reh'g denied', 818 F2d 865
(5th Cir. 1987). Therefore, corporate documents an$ records of
partnerships and other collective
entities are not covered by the
privilege so that their production
may be compelled. (However, it
may be necessary to appoint a
special agent to produce such documents. See Kordel, supra.)
This exception does not preclude
the ilivocatiou of Fifth Amendment
protection for the records of a sole
proprietorship for reasons cited in
Section 11 of this outline.
The question of whether a document is a corporate or partnership
document (unprivileged) versus a
personal document (subject to
privilege) has been dealt with in a
variety of ways. Some courts continue to determine this issue on a
case-hy<ase basis, focusing dn
whether there is any legitimate
privacy expectation in the documents sought. See e.g. 62 Re Grand
Jury Proceedings (Joltansort), 632
F2d 1033 (3d Cir. 1980).
The Second Circuit has created
the following %on-exhaustive" list
of criteria to aid this determination:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

who prepared the document;
the nature of its contents;
its purpose or use;
who maintains possession of
the document;
v. who had access to the document;
vi. whether the corporation required the preparation of the
document and
vii. whether the document's existence was necessary to conduct
the corporation's business.
61 Re Graud J w y Subpoena Duces
T e a m Dated April 23, .1981, 657
P2d 5, 8 (2d Cir. 1981). Most of
the controversy regarding this
determination has centered around
appointment books, pocket diaries
and calendars. See Id; See also
United States 1'. McKay, 647 F2d
898, 901 (9th Cir. 1981).
W
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Offense Conduct Issues
in White Collar Sentencing
by Jamie 5. Gorelick

A. General Principles
The Sentencing Guidelines represent a
clear departure from the previous approach
to sentencing white collar defendants and
from the Guidelines' approach to sentencing other crimes. In crafting the Guidelines, the Commission generally adopted
"an empirical approach" to determine the
sentences that have been imposed on and
served by individuals charged with given
offenses. United States Sentencing Commission, Federal Sentencing Guideline
Manual (1987) (hereinafter, "Manual"),
p. 4. The Commission did not simply copy
the estimates of existing practice, however,
but departed from those data where they
revealed "inconsistencies in treatment,"
such as "punishing economic crime less
severely than other apparently equivalent
behavior." Id.
The Commission specifically rejected
the past practice of sentencing white collar
defendants to probation (Manual at 8):
Under present sentencing practice,
courts sentence to probation an inappropriately high percentage of offenders
guilty of certain economic crimes, such
as theft, tax evasion, antitrust offenses,
insider trading, fraud, and embezzlement, that in the Commission'sview are
"serious." If the guidelines were to permit courts to impose probation instead
of prison in many or all such cases, the
present sentences would continue to be
ineffective.
To cure this "ineffectiveness," the Commission categorized crimes so that all but
the most trivial would trigger some prison
term (Manual at 9):
The Commission's solution to this problem has been to write guidelines that
classify as "serious" (and therefoie subject to mandatory prison sentences)
many offenses for wh~chprobation is
now frequently given. At the sane time,
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oflcers in grand jrtry and other investigations. A partner at Miller, Cassidy,
Larroca & Lewin of Washington, D. C.,
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on Cornpla Crirnes Litigation of the ABA's
Litigation Section and is a member of the
Board of Governors of the D. C.Bar. Ms.
Gorelick has taught Trial Advocacy at
Harvard Lnw School.

the guidelines will permit the sentcncing court to impose short prison terms
in many such cases. The Commission's
view is that the definite prospect of
prison, though the term so short, will act
as a significant deterrent to many of
these crimes, particularly when compared to thestatus quo where probation,
not prison, is the norm.
The application of the Guidelines to

numerous common factual situations, however. would produce significant-not
short-prison terms, vastlyincreasing the
average sentence for similar crimes in the
past. The Commission itself acknowledges
that its Guidelines will likely result in a ten
percent increase in the prison population
over ten years. Manual at 11. Other estimates are much higher.
This result is a function not of the "base
offense levels" established by the Guidelines, but of the many "additions" and
"adjustments" and "enhancements" made
to thoselevels for factors commonly found
in white collar cases-the taking of significant amounts of money, "more than minimal planning," more than a single victim,
abuse of a position of special trust or the
use of a special skill, etc:~fteradjustments
aremade for such factors, significant mandatory prison terms are likely to result.

B. General Adjustments
Certain adjustments apply to a wide
variety of offenses and must be made
unless the specific offense guideline
already incorporates the adjustment.
1. Victim-Related Adjustments
If the victim was "vulnerable" due to
age, physical or mental condition, or otherwise "particularly susceptible to criminal
conduct," the base offense level is increased by 2 levels. Guideline 53A.1.
Thus, if a businessman took advantage of
elderly, sick or disabled pers6ns in fraudulently marketing a medical product or
securities, the base level would be increased from 6 (0 to 6 months) to 8 (2 to
8 months).
If the victim is a public official, law enforcement officer or a iudee.
- . or a family
member thereof, and the crime was niotivated by such status, the base level is
increased by 3 levels. This would apply
where, for example, there was an attempt
to extort a judge or public official.
May 1988 1 VOICEfor the Defense 15

2. Role in the Offense
Aggravating Role
Where, as in many white collar cases,
several individuals act in concert, the base
offense level of the defendant who had a
leadership or supervisory role is increased,
while the base level of a "minimal" or
"minor" participant is decreased. Guidelines $$3B1.2,3B1.2. Thus, if a defendant
was an "organizer" or "leader" of
crinlinal activity and that activity involved
five or more part~cipantsor was "otherwise extensive," his base level would be
increased by 4. This enhancement occurs
even if the other participants have not been
convicted, as long as the scheme involved
more than one person. The example in the
Commentary instructs that all persons involved in the entire course of events are
to be considered; thus, three people who
use the unknowing services of many others
could be consjdered "extensive" activity.
Lesser enhancement is imposed if the
defendant was a manager or supervisor of
such extensive criminal activity (3 levels)
or was a manager or leader of a small
group (2 levels). While the Commentary
indicates that merely suggesting an offense
does not trigger this adjustment, it does
distinguish between leaders and followers
by reference to the recruitment of participants, the shares in the proceeds, the involvement in planning, etc. Thus, two individuals who share insider information
with each other would not have their base
levels enhanced at all, but if one recruited
the other to provide information on the
basis of which the recruiter could trade,
his level would be enhanced by 2 levels.
If the recruiter found five individuals who
would provide him with inside information, his offense level would be increased
by 4 levels.
Mitigating Role
The base level can also be mitigatedby 4 or 2 levels, respectively-if thedefendant was either a "minimal" or a "minor"
participant. The."minor" participant must
be less culpable not only than the leader
or supervisor, but also than "most other
participants." Theadjustment for "minimal" participation will be applied to that
unfortunate peripheral individual-for example, one who delivers the information
to the tippee-who has nevertheless been
convicted of participation in the offense.
16 VOICE for the Defense I May 1988

"leader" might receive 4 additional levels
for his role, enhancing his sentence to 30
A provision of key importance in many to 37 months, the equivalent of a 7-year
white collar cases is the 2-level enhance- sentence in the past.
ment for a defendant who abuses a position
An attempt with the same characteristics
of trust, such as a lawyer or guardian, or is treated the same way as the substantive
a special skill, such as accounting or offense, and the Guidelines value an inchemistry, in order to either commit the tended loss the same as an actual loss.
In the preliminary draft guidelines,
offense or to conceal it. This provision is
used as an alternative to the aggravating securities crimes were divided among difeffect of a leadership position. Typically, ferent "functional" characteristics, but in
it would be applied to fraud by an attorney the final Guidelines, the Commission inon a client, committed or concealed by vir- corporated securities fraud in the general
fraud provisions, bearing a base level of
tue of the attorney's position.
6. Guideline $2F1.1. A separate subsection is reserved for insider trading, a
C. Specific Offenses
"sophisticated fraud" which bears a higher
base level of 8. Manual a t 91. Interest1. Fraud and Securities Offenses
ingly, the Guidelines direct that additions
The most common charging vehicles in to the base level for abuse of position apply
white collar cases-mail or wire fraud and only if the defendant occupied a position
false statements-as well as securities of- of "special trust," such as a corporate
fenses fall within the level 6 offense, president or counsel, and not to an or"Fraud and Deceit." Guideline f2Fl. I. dinary "tippee." Manual at 91.
The offense is enhanced by up to I I levels
Theloss is to be measured not by the vicaccording to the "probable or intended tims' losses but by the total increase in
loss." (There is no explicit enhancement value realized through trading in securities
for taking more than $5,000,000 but the by the defendant and persons acting in conCommentary suggests that departure from cert with him. Id. If the defendant perthe Guideline might be warranted in such sonally made $200,000, his sentence
circumstances.)
would be 15 to21 months. But if he passed
Ten participants who received $50,000 inside information to 10 friends who also
each in a scheme that bilked consumers of made $200,000, his sentence wonld be 24
$500,000 would have their base levels of to 30 months. The Commentary suggests
6 (0 to 6 months) increased by the 7 levels that measuring only the defendant's gain
accorded a loss of $500,000-in contrast "ordinarily will understate the loss."
to the 4 extra levels accorded a loss of Manual at 88.
$50,000-without regard to what each individual received. The resulting level of 13
2. Antitrust
would produce a 12- to 18-month sentence.
The Commission admonishes judges to
Each could receive an additional 2 levels
if their scheme involved any of: "more include prison tenns in their sentences for
than minimal planning," a scheme to de- antitrust offenses (Manual at 152):
fraud more than one victim, a misrepreThe Commission believes that the most
sentation that the defendant was acting on
effective method to deter individuals
behalf of a charitable organization or the
from committing [his crime is to impose
government, or a violation of a judicial or
short prison sentences combined with
administrative order. If any of these faclarge fines. The controlling considerators is present, the minimum base level is
tion underlying this guideline is general
10. In our example, theoriginal base level
deterrence.
6, which was enhanced to 13 by the
Under the guidelines, prison terms for
amount of money lost, would be enhanced
these offenders should be much more
to 15 because it involved planning and
common, and usually somewhat longer,
more than one victim. A defendant with
than currently is typical. Absent ada perfect4.e. nonexistent-crminal
justments, the guidelines require conhistory and no other enhancements would
finement of four months or longer in the
serve 18 to 24 months, the equivalent of
great majority of cases that were prosa typical 4-year sentence in the past. The
Abuse of Position
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level is 4 with incremental increases if the
value of the property taken exceeds $100
and a 2-level increase if the offense involved "more than minimal planning."
Thus, a $50,000 misuse of bank funds
requiring sophistication and planning
would have a base level of 4 (0 to 4
months), an additional 6 because of the
amount of money (6 to 12 months), and
an additional 2 for the level of planning,
for a total of 12, a sentence of 10 to 16
months.

6. Offenses Involving Public Officials
Noting that "current sentencing practices do not adequately reflect the seriousness of public corruption offenses," the
Commission set high offense levels for bribery of public officials, the offer or receipt
of gratuities, and conflict of interest offenses. Guidelines §$2Cl. 1-2C1.3; see
Manual at 51. The base level for bribery
is 10 (6 to 12 months), but it is enhanced
by 8 (27 to 33 months) if the person bribed
was elected or holds a high-level position.
In addition, if the bribe exceeds $2,000,
the base level is enhanced according to the
table used for evaluating fraud and deceit
(Guideline $2Fl. 1).
If a businessman issues $100,000 in his
business's stock to a congressman in exchange for favorable consideration of
legislation worth $1 million to the
business, the base level would be the initial
10 plus 8 because of the congressman's
status, plus an enhancement for the greater
of the "value of the bribe or the action
received in return for the bribe." Here, the
enhancement would be based upon the $1
million value of the action, an enhancement of 8 levels for a total of 26 and a
sentence of 63 to 78 months. There should
be no additional enhancement for abuse of
a public position under Guideline 53B1.3,
as that factor is part of the underlying
offense.
Gratuities are treated more leniently, but
barely. Thus, in the above situation, if the
congressman was not expected to perform
a specific legislative act in exchange for
the stock, and the businessman was prosecuted under 18 U.S.C. $201(c) rather
than 18 U.S.C. §201@), the base offense
level would be 7 (1 to 7 months) rather
than 10 (6 to 12 months). As witha bribe,
there would be an 8-level enhancement
because the recipient was an elected of-

ficial but, rather than a 10-level enhancement for the $1 million value of the action
taken by the congressman, there would be
a 5-level enhancement based upon the
$100,000 gratuity. The resulting level
would be 20 and the Guideline sentence 33
to 41 months. The law itself, 18 U.S.C.
$201, reflects a somewhat different assessment of the relative severity of the crimes
of bribery and gratuities. Bribery is
punishable by up to 15 years in prison,
while giving a gratuity is punishable by up
to 2 years. While the statutory maximum
for gratuities would limit the sentence
actually imposed to two years (Guideline
65G1. I), this example illustrates how the
Commission's view of the relative severity
of these two offenses differs from that of
Congress.

7. Regulatory Offenses
"Knowing" regulatory violations-as
opposed to negligence violations-of the
food and drug laws carry a base offense
level of 6 (0 to 6 months), while such
violations of environmental laws carry a
base level of 8 (2 to 8 months), enhanced
by 6 for the repetitive release of toxic
substances, by 4 if there was a disruption
of the community, and by 4 if the defendant acted without necessary permits. If the
offense was a simple recordkeeping or
reporting violation, the base offense level
is reduced to 6.

D. Strategies and Concerns
As can be seen from the vastly differing
consequences that sentencing under one
guideline or another can have, a key
strategy in the litigation of the complex
white collar case is to construe the offense
in the manner most helpful to the defendant, even as the case is being defended.
The prosecutor's goal will be just the
opposite and the prosecutor has a greater
ability to achieve that goal. As the Prosecutors Handbook on Sentencing Guidelines (Department of Justice, 1987)
(hereinafter, "Prosecutors Handbook")
notes (id. at 33):
Under the guidelines, choices made in the
charging stage can affect the sentence,
whether the case goes to trial or results in
a plea agreement. These choices should be
based not only on a determination of which

statute carries the highest maximum
sentence but on an assessment of which
charge will actually yield the best sentence
under the guidelines, since these may not
be the same in all cases.
Defense counsel should have an eye on the
same ball, whether in pre-indictment
discussions or in plea negotiations. Plea
negotiations-with their opportunity for
stipulated facts-provide an opportunity to
establish the factors upon which a sentencing range wiU he set. While a proSecutor
may not ignore key elements of an offense,
there are obviously many ways of describing and defining most white collar
offenses.
There are turo principal ways that
creative charging by a prosecutor can
enhance the potential sentence.

The Emphasis on Aggravating Factors
As can readily be seen from the descriptions of guideline offenses and enhancement factors, the enhancements are often
much more material than the underlying
offense. Thus, the Prosecutors Handbook,
advises (id. at 34):
[Ijf an aggravating factor is present in a
particular case but is not included in the
guideline for a specific offense, the prosecutor should consider whether there is
an alternative way to charge the offense so
that the factor will be recognized in the
guideline sentence itself without the need
for departure.
Multiple Offenses
The Commission has drafted the Guidelines so that a prosecutor should not be able
to enhance a sentence simply by breaking
charges into multiple counts. It has done
so by establishing that separate harms must
be identified in order for separate charges
to affect sentencing; there is no such
separate harm if multiple counts involve
the same victim and the same act or the
same victim and a common scheme.
Guideline 93D1.2. Therefore, a prosecutor
will try to construe a course of conduct as
harming several separate victims.
In both plea negotiations and m litigating
any charges that are brought, defense
counsel must be aware of the elements of
proof that may enhance a sentence as well
W
as those that make out an offense.
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Gag Orders: Controlling Publicity
in Sensational Criminal Trials by Restraining the Speech
of Trial ~articipants
by Michelle Chadwick

Part II
C. When a Gag Order muy he
Obtained. and What Kinds nP
~tatementsmay be Prohibited.

Now that I have established which persons may be covered by a gag order, I will
examine what kinds of statements may be
prohibited, and when. A criminal prosecution may be divided roughly into four time
periods: the investigation, the period after
indictment but before trial, the guiltinnocence stage of the trial, and the sentencing phase of the trial. The extent to
which a court may prohibit extrajudicial
statements varies with the time period in
question. The guilt-innocence phase of the
trial is the most critical phase, in which
prejudicial publicity could interfere with
the defendant's right to a fair trial; accordingly, the court's power to prohibit certain
kinds of extrajudicial statements is the
strongest during that oeriod. We will
exan&e thevari&s
of the trial, and
what kinds of statements by both prosecutors and defense attorneys may be
prohibited during each of those periods.

I. The Investigation.
Often the prejudicial publicity agaiust a
defendant begins long before he is actually
charged. However, until an indictment is
filed, no court has jurisdiction over the
defe~~dant,
and so no order could be obtained. The court in Chicago Council of
Lawyers v. Bauersanoted that, during the
investigatory phase, "since there are no
formal court proceedings pending, there is
no opportunity to obtain a specificpre-trial
order limiting out-of-court statements."89
Since gag orders are generally unavailable during the investigatory phase, the

only guidelines available conccming cxtraiudicial sneech arc those orovidcd in DK
?-107(~; DR 7-107(A) provides:
(A) A lawyer participating in or
associated with the investigation of a
criminal matter shall not make or participate in making an extrajudicial statement that a reasonable person would expect to be disseminated by means of
public communication and that does
more than state without elaboration:
(1) Information contained in a public
record.
(2) That the investigation is in
progress.
(3) The general scope of the investigation, including a description of the
offense and, if permitted by law, the
identity of the victim.
(4) A request for assistance in appre-

hending a suspect or assistance in other
matters, and the information necessary
thereto.
(5) A warning to the public of any
dangel-s.
Since there can be no gag order during
the investigatory phase, the courts must
depend upon the integrity of the lawyers
involved to avoid prejudicial publicity. If
both the defense attorneys and the prosecutor abide by DR 7-107(A), little prejudicial publicity can result. However, at
feast one court has indicated that defense
attorneys are not bound by DR 7-107(A)
during the investigatory phase. In Chicago
Council oflnwyers a B a ~ e r , the
~ ' Seventh
Circuit held that DR 7-107(A) was too
vague as it applied to attorneys other than
prosecutors. The court held that the phrase
"participating in or associated with the
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(5) The identity, testimony, or
credibility of a prospective witness.
(6) Any opinion as to the guilt or
innocence of the accused, the evidence,
or tho merits of the case.I0'
DR 7-107(C) states:

DR 7- 107(B) does not preclude a lawyer
during such period from announcing:
(I) The name, age, residence,
occupation, and family status of the
accused.
(2) If the accused has not been
apprehended, any inforrnation necessary
to aid in his apprehension or to warn the
public of any dangers he may present.
(3) A request for assistance in obtaining evidence.
(4) The identity of the victim of the
crime.
(5) The fact, time, and place of
arrest, resistance, pursuit, and use of
weapons.
(6) The identity of investigating
and arresting officers or agencies and
the .length~pf,the invgtig;)tion. ~(7) At the time of seizure, a
description-of t h e phy&ai evidence
seized, other than a confession, adrnission or statement.
(8) The nature, substance, or text
of the charge.
(9) Quotations from or references
to public records of the court in the case.
(10) The scheduling or result of
any step in the judicial proceedings.
(11) That the accused denies the
charges made against h i m r o 2

-~

~

~~

~

Courts have differed as to the extent certain comments would be prohibited by DR
7-107. For example, in Cliicrrgo Corotcil
ufZmvyers 1,. Burrer,'03 the Seventh Circuit interpreted DR 7-107(8) to prohibit an
attorney from stating publicly that, in his
opinion, the statute under which his client
is charged is unconstitutioi~al.~~'
The
Chicago court also interpreted the rule to
prohibit public commentary on the discretion of the prosecutor's office once charges
are filed, as well as public solicitation of
defense funds.105In contrast, the Fourth
Circuit held in Hirsclrkop v. S~leaP" that
DR 7-107 did not preclude a dcfense attorney from stating for publication that, in
his opinion, the statute under which his
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client is charged is unconstitutional. and
that he intends to defend on that ground.'O'
The Hirsclrkop court reasoned that, since
DR 7-107(C)(11) permits a defense attorney to state for publication that his client
denies the charges against him, it implicitly
would allow an attorney to give a legal
defense as well as a factual one.'08
Regardless of the differing interpretations of DR 7-107p) and (C), these provisions remain an excellent guideline for
drafting a gag order. Drafters may want
to consider including a provision similar
to DR 7-107(C). Such a provision aids the
persons whose speech is restricted by telling them what is permitted as well as what
is prohibited.
b. Pretrial Gag Orders.
Now I will review some of the case law
concerning actual pretrial gag orders. Generally, the more specific the order, the
more likely it is that it will bc upheld.
Broad, sweeping orders, on the other hand,
tend not to stand up under judicial scrutiny.loPFor example, in hi re Oliver,"o the
7th Circuit held that the following policy
statement was void and violative of the
First Amendment:
The members of the barof this court
are reminded that they, as well as the
Judges should; in iccordanck'ivith the
Caiions of Judicial and Legal Ethics,
refrain from connnenting on and attempting to explain through any source
of news media, action taken or anticipated in pending litigation. Extrajudicial comments and out-of-court
explanations or statements by the bar
notwithstanding their [sic] being an
attempt to avoid criticism frequently
tend to create rather than resolve misconceptions and suspicions in the mind
of the public. Violations of this policy
by any member of the bar of this court
would be a subject of discipline under
Rule 8. 11'
Another example where an appeals court
dealt with an order that was overbroad was
in Lei~i~ie
1.' Uiriterl States District Curot, ' ' 2
the espionage case discussed earlier. In
Levine, the trial court's order, entered
shortly before the trial, prohibited the
attorneys, parties, and all their agents and
representatives from making "any statements to members of the news media con-

cerning any aspect of the case that hears
upon the merits to be resolved by the
jury.""' The L e v i ~ ~court
e
held that the
order was justified, but that it was overhroud, and dirccted the trial court to determine which types of extrajudicial statements posed a serious and imminent threat
to the administratm ofjustice in the case,
and to fashion an order specifying the proscribed types of statements.'" The court
also gave the trial court guidance as to what
kinds of statements to prohibit. The Levitze
court recommended that the government
he ordered to abide by the self-imposed
guidelines set forth in 28 C.F.R.
$50.2(b)(1984). Those guidelines are quite
similar to DR 7-107, and provide, in pertinent part:
(2) At no time shall personnel of the
Department of Justice furnish any statement or information for the purpose of
influencing the outcome of a defendant's
trial, nor shall personnel of the Department furnish any statement or information which could reasonably he expected
to be disseminated by means of public
communication, if such a statement or
information may reasonably be expected
to influence the outcome of a pending
or fiiture trial.

*

*

;
i

*

(4) Personnel of the Department shall
not disseminate any inforrnation concerning a defendant's prior criminal
record.

*

*

I

*

(6) The release of certain types of information generally tends to create
dangers of prejudice without serving a
significant law enforcement function.
Therefore, personnel of the Department
should refrain from making available the
following:
(i) Observations about a defendant's
character.
(ii) Statements, admissions, confessions, or alibis attributable to a defendant, or the refusal or failure of the
accused to make a statement.
(iii) Reference to investigative procedures such as fingerprints, polygraph
examinations, ballistic tests, or laboratory tests, or to the refusal by the
defendant to submit to such tests or

examinations.
(iv) Statements concerning the idelltity, testimony, or credibility of prospective witnesses.
(v) Statements concerning evidence
o r argument in the case, whether or no1
it is anticipated that such evidence or
argument will be used at trial.
(vi) Any opinion as to the accused's
guilt, or the possibility of a plea of guilty
to the offense charged, or the possibility
of a plea to a lesser offen~e.''~
With respect to the defense attorneys, the
Levine court suggested that the trial court
proscribe statements relating to the following subjects:
(1) The character, credibility, or reputation of a party;
(2) The identity of a witness or the expected testimony of a party or a witness;
(3) The contents of any pretrial confession, admission, or statement given by
a defendant, or that person's refusal or
failure to make a statement;
(4) The identity or nature of physical
evidence expected to be presented, or
the absence of such physical evidence;
(5) The strengths or weaknesses of the
case of either party; and
(6) Any other information the lawyer
knows or reasonably should know is
likely to be inadmissible as evidence and
would create a substantial risk of prejudice if disclosed."6
Thus, the Levine court gave concrete
guidance to attorneys drafting a gag order
in a criminal case. The Lesine decision
makes it clear that those who wish to
restrict the extrajudicial speech of trial participants must take special care to narrowly
define what is prohibited so as not to
violate the first amendment rights of those
restrained. The court stated, "[a] restraining order is unconstitutionally vague if it
fails to give clear guidance regarding the
types of speech for which an individual
may be p ~ n i s h e d . " " ~
Other cases have also recognized the
defendant's need to speak on certain issues
during this period: for example, the need
to be able to deny the charges against him,
and the need to solicit defense funds.
In HontiNori v. Mrrt~icipnl
a
California appellate court upheld a pretrial

order restricting speech, taking care to note
that the order did not "prohibit the defendants from describing the charges against
them and unequivocally asserting their own
innocence.""9 In In r e R s s ~ e l lthe
, ~ gag
~~
order directed against the witnesses included a specific provision permitting private
solicitation of funds. The provision stated:
Nothing in this Order shall be deemed
to prevent potential witnesses fromprivately soliciting funds to aid in the prosecution or defense of any related case.
During the course of such private solicitation, potential witnesses are free to
discuss the events leading up to and following the Greensboro shootings, provided such discussions are not intended
by potential witnesses to result in
dissemination of proscribed statements
by means of public comn~unication.
Potential witnesses are permitted, pursuant to such efforts to solicit funds, to
send private letters to potential contributors, provided such potential contributors are in no way involved in this
case.12'

When [the trial] court correctly determines that a particular utterance has no
tendency to prejudice a pending criminal
prosecution, but nevertheless punishes
the utterer because he is in literal or
technical violation of an order designed
to curb potentially prejudicial pretrial
publicity, the court inferentially admits
that the order covers more ground than
the First Amendment a l l o w s t h a t it is
overbroad. 12"
Thus, while it is possible to obtain a gag
order when there is extensive prejudicial
pretrial publicity, the drafter must be careful to tailor the order so that it does not
prohibit constitutionally protected speech.

88. 522 F.2d 242 (7th Cir. 1975). ccrt. dettied
aom. Cunningham v. Chicago Council of
Lawyers, 427 U.S. 912 (1976).
89. 522 F.2dat252. A few courts, however, have
acted to protect the reputation of persons impugned
wilh criminal activity but never aclually indicted. See,
In re Smilh, 656 F.2d 1101 (5th Cir. 1981),(granting writ of mandamus to slrikeunindicled pelitioner's
name from a factual resum6 which stated that he,
along with other indicled person, was involved in a
bribery scheme); and United States v. Briggs, 514'
F.2d 794 (5th Cir. 1975)(ordering district mun clerk
to expunge all references to unindicted canspiralon
from grand jury indictment). Confro, People v.
Tltroni, 505 N.Y.S.2d 5.04, 505 (Co.Ct. 1986)
(denying request to expunge unindiqted appellant's
same from grand jury reports since #hereqppeared
lo be no l&"dddkssing that subject ~)pbi?whichto
base the relief).
90. Excerpted fmm Chirngo Coa,tdl of lawyers
v. Batter, 522 F.2d 242, 263 (7th Cir. 1975).
91. 522 F.2d 242 (7th Cir. 1975). cert. denied
sub. ,m,.
Cunningham v. Chicago Council of
Lawyers, 427 U.S. 912 (1976).
92. Excerpted at 522 F.2d at 263.
93. 522 F.2d at 253. The court continued:
The section under discussion is too vague
in terms of its aooliealion to attornevs other
arrb.

Thus, if a defendant needs to solicit
defense funds, a provision such as the one
in Russell should be included in the gag
order. If the defense attorney intends to
complain about the unconstitutionality of
a statute, it would again be wise to include
within the gag order a provision which
would allow him to state that his client
denies the charges against him. Of course,
whether the trial court would interpret a
public statement about the statute's constitutionality to be in violation of the order
would depend upon whether it chose to follow Chicago Co~rncil of Lmvyers 1,.
B a ~ r e r or
' ~ ~Hirschkop s. S ~ t e n d . ~ ~ '
As we have discussed earlier, an order
must be narrowly tailored so that it does
not prohibit speech that does not, under the
one knows at that stage if aprorecution will
proper constitutional standard, threaten to
develop and if there will be a lriat that must
be pralecled. It is unlikely that an attorney
interfere with the defendant's right of a fair
would atlempt a "newspaper defense" of
trial or with the proper administration of
charges that have not vet been formallv
justice. In Younger 1,. Stnil11, for example, the California court of appeals declined to hold Younger in contempt of
is too remote in view of the caunlcrvailing
court for making a "sterile" statement that
interests to justify lhere reslrietions on nancaused no prejudice to the pending criminal
prosecution atlarneys.
trial, even though it was a technical viola- id.
tion of the court's gag order.'25 The court
94. 522 F.2d at 253.
95. 522 F.2d at 242. Still another case which instated:
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Gag Orders: Controlling Publicity
in Sensational Criminal Trials by Restraining the Speech
of Trial Participants
by Michelle Chadwick

Part II
C. When a Gag Order may he
Obtained, and What Kinds of
Statements may be Prohibited.
Now that I have established which persons may be covered by a gag order, I will
examine what kinds of statements niay be
prohibited, and when. A criminal prosecution may be divided roughly into four time
periods: the investigation, the period after
ind~ctuient but before trial, the guiltinnocence stage of the trial, and the sentencing phase of the trial. The extent to
which a court may prohibit extrajudicial
statements varies with the time period in
question. The guilt-innocence phase of the
trial is the most critical phase, in which
prejudicial publicity could interfere with
the defendant's right to a fair trial; accordingly, the court's power to prohibit certain
kinds of extrajudicial statements is the
strongest during that period. We will
examine the various phases of the trial, and
what kinds of statements by both prosecutors and defense attorneys niay be
prohibited during each of those periods.

1. The Investigation.
Often the prejudicial publicity against a
defendant begins long before he is actually
charged. However, until an indictment is
filed, no court has jurisdiction over the
defendant, and so no order could be obtained. The court in Chicago Coencil of
Lawyers s Baaer88 noted that, during the
investigatory phase, "since there are no
formal court proceedings pending, there is
no opportunity to obtain a specific pre-trial
order limiting out-of-court statements."89
Since gag orders are generally unavailable during the investigatory phase, the

@ 1987 Michelle Daniel
reserved.

Chadwick.

All rights
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only guidelines available concerning extrajudicial speech are those provided in DR
7-107(A). DR 7-107(A) provides:
(A) A. lawyer participating in or
associated with the investigation of a
criminal matter shall not make or participate in making an extrajudicial statement that a reasonable person would expect to be disseminated by means of
public co~nmunication and that does
more than state without elaboration:
(1) Information contained in a public
record.
(2) That the investigation is in
progress.
(3) The general scope of the investigation, including a description of the
offense and, if permitted by law, the
identity of the victim.
(4) A request for assistance in appre-

hending a suspect or assistance in other
matters, and the information necessary
thereto.
(5) A wa~ningto the public of any
dangers9"
Since there can be no gag order during
the investigatory phase, the courts niust
depend upon the integrity of the lawyers
involved to avoid prejudicial publicity. If
both the defense attorneys and the prosecutor abide by DR 7-107(A), little prejudicial publicity can result. However, at
least one court has indicated that defense
attorneys are not bound by DR 7-107(A)
during the investigatory phase. In Chicogo
Corirrcil oflawyers v. Ba~rer,~'
the Seventh
Circuit held that DR 7-107(A) was too
vague as it applied to attorneys other than
prosecutors. The court held that the phrase
"participating in or associated with the

School of LUIV1986. Mrs. Chadivick is
currently practicingproducts lia6ility law
as an associate with the Dallas firm of
Strashrger & Price. Before joining
Strashurger & Price, Mrs. Chadwick
served as the briefirlg attorney for Justice
Joseph A. Desony of the Corrr-t of Appeals,
Fifth District of Te~as,at Dallas. Prior
publications include: Daniel, From Blood
Feud To Jury System: The Metamorphosis
Of Cherokee Law From 1750 to 1840, 11
AMERICAN INDIAN QUARTERLY 9 7
(Spring 1987); and Con~ment, Air
Transportation Of Animals: Passengers Or
Property?, 51 J. AIR L. & COM. 497
(1986).
The author wishes to thank Justice
Devanyfor the kind use of his time and his
cofnprrfer in writing this article, and
Michelle Daniel Chadwick, B. A. srmnna especially James C. Chad~vick
for his supunz laude T a a s Christian Universit)) port ond encortragen~ent.~vithorrtwhich
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James Daniel HUMAN, No. 042-86, Opinion on Appellant's Motion for
Rehearing: DWI; C/A reversed, T/C affirmed: Opinion by J. Teague,
Dissent by JJ Clinton, Onion & Duncan; 3/16/88
Attorney: Robert Baskett

&

Mike Gibson

PROOF OF PRIORS FOR FELONY DWI: The D was charged with felony
DWI. This required allegations of two prior felony DWIs, the
second committed after the first became final. It was incumbent
on the State to prove the allegations in the indictment.
The
State's
case as to these elements was
based
upon
circumstantial evidence: the jail records. These records were in
variance with the allegations in the indictment, however, the CCA
holds that the variance (Cause no. F-78-8960-IQ alleged, cause
no. F7808960 proved) was not material. Jail records also included
the usual name of the accused, a physical description of the
accused, fingerprints (which were compared by an "expert" at
trial) and a photograph. Combination of materials on jail records
(identity of name, offense, cause number (close enough), county
and court) deemed adequate to sustain State's burden of proof
concerning the enhancement allegations.
Comment: The Defendant did not object to the portion of
the jail record concerning "disposition" of the alleged
cases which was offered as part of a business record on
May 1988 I VOICEfor the Defense SDR-1
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the grounds that it was not properly part of the
business records and was inadmissible hearsay. This
permitted the jury to consider the disposition portion
as probative evidence, thereby establishing the fact
that the first prior was final before the second prior
was committed.
William Lee O'NEAL, NO. 865-86: State's PDR; Sex. Assault of a
Child: CIA reversed, remanded to C/A: Opinion by J. Cambell;
3/16/88
Attorney: Webb Baird
MULTIPLE ACTS/STATEtS ELECTION: The C/A held that where there
were multiple acts of sexual assault proved;it was error for the
State to not be required to elect which act of intercourse it
would rely on at the close of the State's case, and that this
failure to elect prejudiced the appellant, requiring reversal.
The CCA repeats the rule that where multiple acts of intercourse
are shown, the State must elect which act it will rely on for a
must elect
conviction. Further, upon motion of the D, the State which act it will rely on at the close of its case-in-chief.
The testimony was that the D had been having intercourse with
the complainant, his step-daughter, every night since she was
five years old. While the final act of intercourse was alleged to
have been committed on April 26, the CCA holds that the "all" of
the testimony points to a date two days before, and that by the
close of the State's case-in-chief, it was "clear" that the act
the State would rely on for conviction occurred on April 24. The
delay in election, thus, was deemed not to have left the accused
in doubt as to which act he would be called upon to defend
against. Essentially, the CCA holds that the evidence gave the
accused adequate notice, thus the erroneous failure to require
the State to elect was harmless.
Comment: When would the evidence not provide him with
some notice? As long as the State G c t s what appears
to be the offense on which they have the strongest
case, the accused would probably never be sufficiently
harmed to get a reversal. Why isn 't the beneficiary of
the error required to show the absence of harm?
mu,
No. 1341-87; Appellant's M/Rehearing from
R;
Murder; Prior Opinion by CCA withdrawn, C/A
affirmed; Opinion by J. Campbell, JJ Onion & Davis concur in
result, JJ White and Miller dissent; 3/9/87

Attorney: Allen Isbell
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WITNESS
OUTCRY/PROSECUTORIAL
MISCONDUCT:
Prior
to
trial,
a n t i c i p a t i n g a problem w i t h t h e v i c t i m ' s mother's testimony, t h e
D sought and received a r u l i n g f r o m t h e t r i a l judge t o admonish
t h e witness concerning emotional o u t b u r s t s . I n f r o n t of t h e jury,
t h e S t a t e showed t h e mother a morgue p i c t u r e of h e r deceased son.
She had never seen t h e p i c t u r e b e f o r e , and not s u r p r i s i n g l y , went
t o pieces.
The D asked f o r a m i s t r i a l ,
Claiming that the State
o r c h e s t r a t e d t h e o u t b u r s t . The T / C
denied t h e motion,
instructed t h e jury t o disregard t h e outburst.

had
and

The C/A held t h a t t h e harm of t h e o u t b u r s t was compounded by t h e
p r o s e c u t o r ' s arguments.
Given t h i s s i t u a t i o n , t h e C/A h e l d t h a t
t h e cumulative e f f e c t of t h e o u t b u r s t and improper j u r y arguments
could n o t be cured by t h e T / C ' s i n s t r u c t i o n s t o d i s r e g a r d .
The S t a t e ' s PDR f o c u s e s on t h e D ' s
f a i l u r e t o prove how he was
harmed by t h e o u t b u r s t and a r g u m e n t .
They would have t h e D be
r e q u i r e d t o show by j u r o r a f f i d a v i t s o r produce j u r o r s a s l i v e
witnesses t o t e s t i f y concerning t h e e f f e c t of t h e o u t b u r s t and
arguments on t h e i r d e l i b e r a t i o n s .
The CCA held t h a t t h e S t a t e had g o o d reason t o a n t i c i p a t e t h e
o u t b u r s t and d i d n o t h i n g t o p r e v e n t t h e o u t b u r s t . The Court would
n o t - s t a t e whether it f e l t t h a t t h e prosecutor intended t h e
regardless,
o u t b u r s t , o r was merely i n d i f f e r e n t t o such a r i s k ;
it noted t h a t
I
/

zutrr

oes

With regard t o p r o s e c u t o r i a l misconduct, t h e CCA r e q u i r e s a caseby-case a n a l y s i s , f o c u s i n g on 1) was t h e r e an o b j e c t i o n a t t r i a l ,
2 ) d i d t h e prosecutor,
by h i s a c t i o n , d e l i b e r a t e l y v i o l a t e a
c o u r t o r d e r , and 3)was t h e misconduct s o b l a t a n t a s t o border on
being contumacious. The CCA found t h a t i n t h i s case a l l t h r e e
f a c t o r s were p r e s e n t and affirmed t h e C/A.
Comment:
In
discussing
prior
cases
concerning
p
r
o
s
e
c
u
t
o
r
i
a
l
misconduct,
t
h
e
CCA
seems
t
o
acknowledoe
a "cumulative ef

a t t e n t i o n focused on improper testimony, t h e i n i t i a l
impression c r e a t e d by s a i d testimony, c u r a b l e by a
simple i n s t r u c t i o n ,
I
~ o t h of t h e s e p r i n c l p l e s play a l a r g e r o l e i n t h e
i n s t a n t case. "
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Note also that the D anticipated the problem before the
testimony was educed before the jury and sought to
minimize it: when the problem materialized as expected,
he properly preserved it for appellate review by

establish the proxi&^ty of the-witness to the jury, the
audibility of the witness' comments, and the fact that
all of the jurors could see and hear what transpired.
On appeal he raised three different points on appeal
(concerning the outburst itself being orchestrated by
the prosecutor, and the propriety of the subsequent
jury arguments), all aimed at different aspects of the
prosecutorial misconduct. The D counsel appears to have
made an excellent record to support his appellate
contentions, resulting in his client getting a new
trial.
Johnny Ray MCGINNIS,
No. 429-86; State's PDR; Theft: C/A
affirmed; Opinion by J. Onion, concurring opinion by JJ Clinton &
Campbell; 3/9/88
Attorney: Kerry P. FitzGerald

&

John R. Leigh

ENHANCEMENT OF MISD. THEFT TO FELONY: The D was charged with
theft of property of a value less that $750.00 and that he had
been previously convicted two or more times of any grade of
theft ( athird degree felony). To properly allege the enhancement
paragraph, the State alleged commission of particular prior theft
offenses. To prove their case, they introduced a certified copy
of a prior theft information on which the blanks (where the
accused's name, date of offense, and allegations as to conduct
constituting an offense) are missing. The accused argued that
this information was so defective that no valid conviction could
be had on it.
The State conceded that the exhibit offered into evidence at
trial was defective, but argued that the information in
appellate record was merely a bad photocopy and sought
supplement the appellate record with what purported to be
original information (which was not offered at trial). The
denied themotionto supplement for reasons not reflected in
opinion.

the
the
to
the
C/A
the

The State also argued that once the fingerprint expert testified
concerning comparison from the jail records and the D's prints,
a prima facie case was established, shifting the burden to the
accused to make an affirmative showing that the conviction was
void. The CCA holds that by introducing the defective information
the State defeated its own prima facie case. Since the State
failed to make a valid prima facie showing of the validity of the
prior conviction, the burden did not shift to the D to rebut
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anything, nor was he required to object at trial. "The case is
simply one of the State's failure to sustain its burden of
proof".
Cause remanded to trial court to transfer it to
misdemeanor court for new trial.
Comment:
Concurring
opinion correctly notes that
failures of burden of proof should result in judgment
of acquittal, not remand for new trial.
Note also that this could be a double-edged swozd.
Don't forget to look at certified copies you intend to
offer at trial to insure that they are legible!

Lee Warren EISENHAUER, NO. 0149-85; On State's PDR; Pos. Cocaine;
C/A reversed, T/C affirmed; Opinion by J. McCormick, concurring
by J. Onion, concurring by J. Duncan joined by JJ. Miller &
Campbell, Dissent by Clinton, Dissent by Teague; 3/23/88
Attorney: W. Scott Carpenter
SEARCH & SEIZURE: The CCA holds that Art. 1, sec. 9 of Texas
Const. is in all respects the same as the 4th Amend. to the U.S.
Const. It therefore follows that the test of probable cause set
forth in Illinois v. Gates, 462 U.S. 213 (1983), is equally
applicable to challenges to searches under Texas law. Based upon
the "totality of the circumstances" test, the affidavit herein
established probable cause under State law and opinion of C/A
holding contra reversed.
Jeanie Marie MOORE & Volney Ray MOORE, Nos. 481/2-86, On
Appellant's PDR; Injury to a Child; C/A reversed, Remand to T/C
to Acquit; Opinion by J. Miller, J. White dissents, Dissenting
Opinion by J. Davis joined by J. Onion; 3/30/88
Attorneys: Rod L. Poirot & Thomas P. Earls
MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL: Trial counsel filed a Motion for New Trial,
but apparently did not serve it on State. T/C granted MNT on a
State, upon hearing,
Saturday,
apparently w/o a hearing.
objected. T/C, upon learning of failure to serve, set case for
hearing. At hearing trial counsel stated that he couldn't
remember if he served the State, but it was his general practice
to do so and he believed that he had done so. T/C set aside order
granting MNT, stating that the trial counsel had acted in bad
faith and that counsel's actions had worked a fraud upon the
court.. MNT was struck, orders granting MNT abated and judgment
"reinstated".
On appeal, C/A held that failure to serve MNT on State deprived
T/C of jurisdiction to consider MNT. TCA, distinguishing case
from one where party includes false certificate that motion was
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served, finds that there is nothing in the record to support finding
that trial counsel had acted in bad faith. TCA also held that T/C
had jurisdiction to grant MNT, and having done so, could not
"rescind" or withdraw order granting MNT. Finally, since MNT was
granted on basis of insufficient evidence, jeopardy bars retrial
of D.

Ricky Eugene MORROW, No. 69,263; Direct Appeal; Capital Murder
(death); Reversed h Remanded for new trial: Opinion by J.Clinton,
J. Onion dissents joined by J. Davis, Miller joins dissent in
part; 3/30/88
Attorneys: William Bratton I11 & Ronald Goranson
VOIR DIRE/TRANSFERRED INTENT: During v o i r d i r e proceedings, the
State used an example to explain which embraced the concept of
transferred intent (see Sec. 6.04, PC).
"Appellant objected
unfailingly
each time this hypothetical was repeated
and
expressly challenged each of the eight veniremen for cause on
account of its use." The objections were overruled and the
challenges denied. Of the eight, 2 were excused by agreement, 1
was challenged by State, 1 sat on jury and remaining 4 were
Thereafter, the State employed the hypothetical
stricken by D.
Two
were
in questioning 4 of the 46 jurors questioned.
peremptorily struck while two served on the jury.
The CCA repeated that capital murder requires proof of intent to
kill. Without an intentional killing, there is no capital
offense. Use of doctrine of transferred intent was error. "In
short, we find that the prosecutor's use of the erroneous
hypothetical in this cause, over appellant's objection, so
distorted
the lawful course of the whole voir dire that
appellant was denied due course of law and effective assistance
of counsel as guaranteed by Article I, secs. 19 and 10 of the
Texas Constitution."
Comment: t h e key t o t h i s r e v e r s a l appears t o b e the t r i a l
c o u n s e l ' s knowledge of how t o preserve e r r o r i n t h e v o i r
d i r e s t a g e of t h e t r i a l . A s a d i r e c t r e s u l t , a death penalty
was r e v e r s e d .
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Gary MURPHY, No. 102-86, Opinion on State's PDR; Murder; C/A
affirmed, T/C reversed; Opinion by J. Miller, JJ MoCormiok,
Teame, & Dunoan conour, J Clinton dissents with opinion, J White
dissents with opinion, joined by PJ Onion; 4/6/88
Attorneys:

Brad tollar & Ruth Lown

EXTRANEOUS OFFENSES AT PUNISHMENT: Appellant was convicted of
murder and, having filed an application for probation, testified
to the jury at punishment that
he had
no prior felony
On rebuttal, the State presented
convictions or probations.
evidence of unadjudicated offenses committed by Appellant prior
to the murder. Appellant objected that such evidence involved
acts of misconduct that were not final convictions.
The State
urges that the offenses are relevant to show probable future
conduct, relying on Allaben v. St., 418/2/517(Ct.Cr.App.1967),
and CCP Art. 37.07 as allowing such evidence on the question of
probation.
HELD: The 1967 amendment of CCP Art. 37.07 prohibits the use of
unadjudicated extraneous offenses during punishment as proof of
prior criminal record.
is of no precedential value on
the question
of admissibility of unadjudicated extraneous
offenses solely to meet an application for probation. Such
evidence violates CCP Art. 37.07(3).
The evidence was not admissible independently of Art.
37.07. The issue was whether Appellant was worthy of probation.
The two-prong test re admissibility of an extraneous offense is
(1) relevance to a material issue other than character and (2)
probative value that outweighs prejudicial effect. Here, the
evidence was more prejudicial to Appellant than probative of
ability to follow the law in the future. Two of the offenses
were similar to the offense on trial.
Appellant got the maximum punishment. The Court could not
conclude beyond a reasonable doubt that the evidence made no
contribution to punishment, so jdgt. is reversed. Texas R.
App.Proc., Rule
81(b)(2).
Ct.App. decision reversing and
remanding to T/C is affirmed.
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James MaQLOTHLIN, No. 469-86, Opinion on Appctllant'e PDR; Poaan.
Amphetamine over 400 grams; C/A & T/C reversed, remanded for
acquittal; Opinion by J.Duncan, PJ Onion dissents, J.White
conaurs; 4/6/88
httorneya: Danny D. Burns & Robert C. Roe, Jr.
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES, WEIGHT;
ADULTERANT AND
DILUTAIJT:
Execution of a search warrant uncovered an amphetamine lab.
Gross weight of substances seized was over 400 gms. The solution
was in 2 layers, the larger being aqueous and the smaller being
organic.
The aqueous layer! contained no amphetamine and, if
removed, the amphetamine remaining would be under 400 gms. The
water was not intended to make the
drug impure, but was used
with intent to complete the mfg. process.
Adulterants and
dilutants are substances added to the controlled substance to
increase its bulk, so the water was not and adulterant or
dilutant.
Appellant possessed less than 400 gms. of the
controlled substance, including adulterants and dilutants.
Penalty groups 1 and 2 include only the controlled
substance, while Penalty groups 3 and 4 include the controlled
substance plus any material . . . which contains any quantity of
the following substances. . .Art. 4476-15, Sec. 4.02, VACS. Here,
Remanded to T/C with
the substance was in Penalty Group 1.
instruction to enter acquittal.
See also Donald W. Engelking, Ct.Cr.App., 4-20-88, for
similar holding.
Perry KEETON, No. 69,639, Opinion following Batson hearing on
remand; direct appeal from capital case in which punishment was
previously reformed to life; opinion by J.Miller joined by JJ.
Davis & White but dissent to reformation. Conc. opinion by
J.Teague; 4/6/88
ATTORNEY:

William L. Smith

JURY SELECTION, BATSON ISSUES:
The Court previously reformed
punishment to life and affirmed, but then granted rehearing on
its own motion and abated the appeal for a retroactive Batson
hearing. Keeton v. State, 724/2/58(Ct.Cr.App.).
Once
Defendant established
prima
facie case of
discrimination regarding the State's use of peremptory strikes,
the burden shifts to the State to give a neutral explanation for
such strikes.
The T/C then is to determine whether the
explanations are sufficient. Here, State used p/c on 3 blacks.
T/C found State had not used its strikes due to racial bias.
The T/C's role has been discussed in several cases from
other jurisdictions and Judge Miller reviews those cases. The
judge is to assess the entire milieu of the voir dire objectively
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and subjectively.
The following weigh heavily against the
legitimacy of any race-neutral explanation:
1. explanation based on a group bias where the group trait
is not shown to apply to the challenged juror specifically;
2. no examination or only a perfunctory exam. of the
challenged juror;
3. disparate exam. of
the challenged
juror, i.e.,
questioning challenged venireperson so as to evoke a certain
response without asking
of other panel
- the same questions
members ;
4.the reason given for the challenge is unrelated to the
facts of the case; and
5. disparate treatment where there is no difference
between responses given by the struck juror and by unchallenged
venirepersons.
The T/C is to evaluate reasons given in light of other
circumstances of the case and the court's knowledge of trial
tactics. Defense can offer evidence in attempt to show the
reasons given are a sham. T/C is to consider whether the reasons
given are contrived in order to avoid admitting discrimination.
HELD :
The "clearly erroneous" standard and the "abuse of
discretion" standard are rejected.
The T/C and the Appellate
Court focus should be on whether purposeful discrimination was
established.
The Appellate Court will consider the evidence in
ght light most favorable to the T/C1s rulings and determine if
the rulings are supported by the record.
If they are so
supported, the rulings will not be disturbed on appeal.
Here, the T/C1s findings of no racial discrimination by
D.A. in use of strikes were supported by the reaord.
The opinion further sets out types of evidence that can
be used to raise the inferenoe of disorimination and to show sham
or pretext in proseoutor's stated reasons, quoting from the
Alabama Supreme Court opinion in Ex Parte Branch, No. 86-500
(Ala., Sept. 1987).
Trial judge will analyze answers of prosecutor in
COMMENT :
light of what happened on voir dire and the judge's own trial
experiences. Defense attorneys as well as trial judges and D.A.s
will have to be alert during voir dire.
If you are making Batson challenges to the State's
strikes, be sure to put this opinion in your trial book. I
believe it contains many good ideas on what to lock for and how
to make your record.
Be sure to cross-examine the D.A. on
reasons he gives, even if you know the basis for his reason.
E.G., the D.A. may state that a prospective juror had prior
misdemeanor convictions. You should probably get something in
the record to show whether this statement is true and where the
D.A. got the information. When you or someone else appeals the
case,'a "hole" in the record at this point can be very confusing.
You may be willing to take the prosecutor's word, but your client
probably won't be.
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James VICKNAIR, No. 036-84, Opinion on granting Appellant's MRH;
Possn. Mj.; C/A affirmed, T/C rev'd; Opinion by J.Teague,
J.McCormick dissents, JJ.Miller, Campbell & White ooncur in
result; 4/13/88
Attorney: Don Ervin
ILLEGAL STOP OF AUTO: It is not a violation of the traffic laws
to operate a vehicle with a cracked tail light lens where the red
light is visible as required.
Art. 6701d, Sac. 111. A minor
flaw in equipment of a vehicle with a valid inspection sticker
does not justify a stop, even though such vehicle would not pass
inspection. The criteria that must be met to get a sticker are
not set out in 6701d. A sliver of white light did not present a
safety hazard.
A pistol and marihuana in plain view f~llowing
the stop, as well as marihuana found in the subsequent search of
the auto, are suppressed because seized as the result of an
unlawful stop.
No one testified the oar failed to emit a visible red
light, so there was no basis to justify the detention. The
officer's well-intentioned but mistaken belief that what he saw
constituted an offense does not legitimate the search.
Leroy COMER, No. 265-84, Opinion on Staters MRH; Possn. Heroin;
State's MRH overruled, T/C reversed; Opinion by J. Teague,
PJ.Onion and JJ. McCormick, White & Duncan dissent; 4/13/88
Attorney: Riahard Alley
SEARCH, ABANDONMENT OF PROPERTY: Appellant's relinquishment of
possession of property (heroin-filled syringe) was not voluntary,
but was the result of police misconduct (illegal stop of auto in
which App. was passenger). Therefore, the property recovered was
not admissible.
Abandonment of property can remove the taint of an illegal
arrest or detention, but the abandonment1 must be voluntary and
not merely the result of police unlawfulness.
Abandonment
consists of (1) intent to abandon, and (2) decision to abandon
property must not be merely the product of police misconduct.
Here, the decision to abandon was a direct result of the police
misconduct. "We find no meaningful constitutional distinction
between the situation where, because of police unlawfulness, the
police search an individual and find cont4aband and the situation
where, because of police unlawfulness, the individual throws or
drops an object to the ground and the police seize it."
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I

Lernard DEVAUaHN, No.
1062-84,
Opinion on
Btata'g PDRi
Burg.Habitation; C/A
vaaated, remanded to C/A; Opinion by
J.Clinton, PJ. Onion and J.MaCormiok dissent, J. Teague aonours
dissents with opinion; 4/13/88
Attorneya:

Mark Stevens & David Chapman

INDICTMENT, BURGLARY:
Appellant's Motion to Quash this Burglary
indictment, which alleged commission of theft, should have been
granted where the Motion requested notice of the name of the
owner of the personal property and a description of that
property.
This also applies if attempted theft is alleged. 'If,
however, the burglary is with intent to commit theft, such
Motion would not be good.
The State can give the notice by
amending the indictment. The Court remands to the C/A for a harm
analysis under Adams v. St, 707/2/900(Ct.Cr.App.1986).
Billy KELLY, No. 874-86, Opinion on App'a PDR; Injury to Elderly;
C/A & T/C rev'd, remanded to C/A; Opinion by J.Davis; PJ. Onion &
J.Teague dissent to remand; J.White concurs; 4/13/88
ATTORNEY: Jeff Blaokburn
CHARGE; INJURY TO ELDERLY; CULPABLE MENTAL STATE: Injury to an
elderly individual is an assault offense and therefore a "result"
offense, not
a strict
liability offense; the culpability
required must apply to the result, not to the Deft's conduct.
P.C. definitions of
The court's oharge
gave
the
intentionally and knowingly and applied such definitions to the
facts. The charges requested by Appellant would have required
the jury to find his objective was to cause SBI(intentional1y) or
that he was aware his conduct was reasonably certain to cause
GBI(knowing1y).
Joseph NICHOLS, No. 68,981, Opinion on direot appeal; Capital
Murder; T/C affirmed; Opinion by J. White; JJ.Clinton & Campbell
conaur in result; J.Teague dissents in part; 4/13/88
ATTORNEYS:

E. Neil Lane

& Brian

W. Wice

COURT'S EXCUSING JUROR ON OWN MOTION:
Judge should never sua
sponte excuse a prospective juror unless juror is absolutely
disqualified from serving. However, reversible error will arise
only on a showing of harm.
Harm is shown by the fact of the
court's excusal of a qualified juror if state exhausted its
peremptories and, but for the court's action, the juror would
have served. When the court excuses a disqualified juror(one who
is subject to challenge for cause), harm is shown only when Deft.
shows he was tried by a jury to which he had a legitimate
objection. Here, altho not disqualified nor within the grounds
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for a challenge for cause in CCP 35.16, the juror could have been
challenged for cause based on facts that show the juror would be
"incapable or
unfit to serve."
CCP 35.16(a).
(Be was
preoccupied by his upcoming wedding and work.) Challenges for
cause not based on a ground in the statutes are addressed to the
"sound discretion of the trial judge."
CHARGE ON PUNISHmNT--PARTIES, CAP.MURDER:
The law of parties
cannot be applied to the punishment issues in a cap. murder case.
Here, Deft. did not object and he was not egregiously harmed by
the lack of such a charge. Also, the special issues focus only on
Deft's culpability.
"DELIBERATE" IN CAPITAL MURDER:
Evidence of deliberateness was
sufficient here. "Deliberate" is something more than intentional
and less than premeditation; a "conscious decision involving a
thought process which embraces more than mere will to engage in
the conduct."
Gregory JOHNSON, No. 372-88,
Desecration of venerated object;
T/C for dismissal; Opinion by J.
dissent, J.McCormick dissents,
4/20/88
ATTORNEYS:

Opinion on Appellant's PDR;
C/A & T/C reversed, remanded to
Campbell, PJ. Onion & J.Davis
J.Miller dissents with opinion;

Stanley Weinberg & Doualas

W. Skemp

FIRST AMENDMENT:
Appellant was arrested during Republican
National Convention in Dallas in 1984 for desecration of a
venerated object, P.C. 42.09(a)(3),
flag burning here.
He was
involved in demonstrations against the Reagan Administration
policies, which culminated in a rally with the burning of a
U.G.flag.
Here, the act for which App. was convicted was
"speech" contemplated by the First Amendment. Some speech may be
regulated by government, but state interests must be weighed. A
state may prevent breaches of the peace by limiting speech.
Art. 42.09(a)(3)
is so broad that it may be used to punish
protected conduct which has no propensity to result in breaches
of the peace.
Altho others may be "seriously offended," such
does not always result in a breach of the peace, and did not
A government cannot mandate a feeling of unity in its
here.
citizens. The interest of providing a symbol of unity is
inadequate to support 42.09(a)(3), which cannot be used to punish
flag desecration when such conduct falls within the protections
of the First Amendment.
The Court expresses no view as to
whether the State may prosecute acts of flag desecration which do
not constitute speech under the First Amendment. The vagueness
attack on the statute is not addressed.
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John ZIMMERMANN, JR., No. 69,058, Opinion on direct appeal;
Capital Murder; T/C reversed, remanded; Opinion by PJ. Onion,
J.Clinton conours, J.White dissents; 4/20/88
ATTORNEYS:
Jay W. Burnett & Terrenoe Gaiser; Robert Morrow,
Catherine Greene Burnett, & Janet Seymour Morrow, of oounsel.
DEFENDANT'S STATEMENTS WHILE IN CUSTODY; SPOUSAL COMMUNICATIONS;
SPOUSE AS WITNESS: While in custody, Appellant wrote letters to
his wife which were read by his mother-in-law without Appellant's
wife's permission and sent to the other daughter, who was the
mother of deceased.
Appellant objected that such admission
violated CCP, Art. 38.11(now see Tex.R.Crim.Ev., R.504) and
38.22. Although disqualification of a spouse as an adverse
witness cannot
be waived, there is an exception when a
communication between spouses is interoepted by a third person
without the consent of the addressee-spouse, and the third person
may testify as to the communication. Further, here Appellant did
not intend the letter to be a private communication. However,
the letter was written while Appellant was in custody and was
inadmissible under CCP 38.22, as it was in effect at the time the
letter was written and prior to the effective date of the 1977
amendment of 38.22.
Under the old statute, there is no
requirement that the statement sought to be suppressed stem from
interrogation, only that deft. be in "custody." Under the 1977
change, "custody" would not invoke the statute's protection.
Error .to admit portions of the letter on guilt stage. Certain
exclusionary rules of evidence do apply at punishment phase of a
capital trial, CCP 37.071 notwithstanding. The court erred in
admitting the entire letter at punishment.
DOUBLE JEOPARDY; PROSECUTORIAL OVERREACHING:
Appellant claimed
that police misconduct in obtaining a confession, known to the
D.A. prior to the first trial, precluded his retrial.
Some of
the police involved were indicted by a federal grand jury for
activities in this matter.
Appellant
contends that the
prosecutorial
misconduct(concea1ment
and
allowing perjured
testimony) was so egregious that it amounted to overreaching that
triggered the effect of the double jeopardy clause, even though
the conduct was before, rather than during, trial. Held:
The
misconduct was not sufficiently proven nor was it such as to
constitute overreaching sufficient to bar retrial.

Ex parte James WILLIAMS, No. 69,970, 11.07 Writ on oapital case
604/2/146(Ct.Cr.App.1960);
following affirmanoe
at
granted; Opinion by J. Duncan; 4/20/68

Relief

Error in court's
CAPITAL JURY SELECTION--ADAMS V. TEXAS ERROR:
granting State's challenge for cause of a juror who stated his
views in opposition to the death penalty would "affect" his
deliberations, but did not state he would distort answers to
special issues to prevent the death penalty. Adams v. Texas, 448
US 38(1980); Witherspoon v. Ill., 391 US 510(1968); Wainwright v.
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Witt, 469 US 412(1985). The death penalty may not be imposed if
even one prospective juror has been excluded in violation of
Witherspoon.
Roddie RUSSELL, No. 813-85, Opinion on
Abuse of Child; C/A affirmed, T/C
McCormick, J. White dissents; 4/27/88
ATTORNEY:

State's PDR; App. Sexual
reversed; Opinion by J.

LLOYD STANSBERRY

CHARGE ON CREDIBILITY: In addition to the standard charge on the
jury being the judge of credibility of witnesses, the court also
instructed that the jury was not bound by testimony of an expert
witness and could give it the weight the jury found it was
entitled. Appellant objected that such was a comment on the
weight of the evidence and violated CCP 36.14. There was only
one expert witness, a psychologist presented by Appellant. This
was Appellant's only witness.
HELD: When examined in light of
the evidence here presented, the instruction had the effect of
singling out this witness' testimony and was improper.
Leonard MoKIBBON, No. 878-86, Opinion on Appellant's PDR; Agg.
Robb.; C/A & T/C affirmed; Opinion by J. Davis, Dissenting
opinion by J. Clinton, joined by JJ. Teague & Miller; 4/27/88
ATTORNEY:

Mark Stevens

Appellant was
DISCOVERY; TRANSCRIPT OF TRIAL OF CO-DEFENDANT:
apparently not suspected as a participant in this agg. robbery
until co-deft's trial was in progress.
Appellant was indicted
after the co-deft's trial. He filed a written motion for a free
transcript of the co-deft's trial.
Althought an indigent
defendant is entitled to a free transcript of his own earlier
mistrial (Britt v. N.C., 404 US 226, 1971; Billie v. St.,
605/2/558, Ct.Cr.App., 1980), that result does not apply here.
An accused is presumed to have a need for the t/s of his own
I
mistrial and has no burden to show a particularized
need for it.
If the State opposes such request, $.t bears the burden to show
lack of need. In this situation, however, appellant must show a
particularized need, and here he failed to explain how he would
use the t/s to assist in his alibi defense.
He also failed to
request specific passages of testimony. The presumption of need
is not extended to this situation.
Judge Clinton's dissent points out that the State must, as
a matter of equal protection, provide indigents with the "basic
tools of an adequate defense." He also notes that there was a
motion to suppress identification which attacked pretrial ID
procedures and alleged that ID testimony was tainted by the codefendant's trial. He states that the opinion of the majority
"lays down conditions for obtaining basic tools of an adequate
defense . . . that for all practical purposes amount to compliance
with requisites of discovery in . . . " Ch. 39, CCP.
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UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT
TAYLOR V . ILLINOIS, No. 86-5963 -- Opinion by Justice Stevens;
Dissenting Opinion by Justlce Brennan,
joined by Justices
Marshall and Blackmun; Dissenting Opinion by Justice Marshall;
January 2 5 , 1988; Conviction affirmed.
DISCOVERY SANCTIONS -- UNDlSCLOSED WITNESS -- COMPULSORY P R
CESS CLAUSE NOT OFFENDED BY TRIAL COURT'S DECISION TO REFUSE TO
ALLOW AN UNDISCLOSED WITNESS TO TESTIFY.

I

I

~

Facts:
A jury convicted D of attempted murder following a
shooting stemming from a street fight on Chicago's south side.
0's
conviction was supported by testimony from complainant, his
brother and three other witnesses.
Incident was seen by 20-30
bystanders.

D presented testimony of 2 sisters concerning who fired the
wound i ne shots.
"Well in advance of trial" prosecutor filed discovery motion
requesting list of defense witnesses under state rule.
In D's
original response he identified the 2 sisters who later testified
and 2 men who did not testify; however. D's trial attorney did
not mention the wftness who was later excluded by the trial
court.
On 1st day of trial. D was allowed to amend his answer
with the addition of two witnesses who were not called.
After prosecution's 2 chief witnesses had testified, D made
an oral motion to amend his "answer to discovery" to include 2
more witnesses -- Alfred Wormley and Pam Berkhalter.
Counsel
told the trial court that he had Just been informed of these
witnesses who had probably seen the entire incident.
T/J asked why D had not told his attorney about these
witnesses earlier, and counsel admitted that D had done so but
stated that he had been unable to locate Wormley.
The following morning Wormley appeared and D's attorney made
an offer of proof outside the jury's presence.
It was learned
that Wormley did not actually see the incident; however, he
testified that:
(I) he saw the complainant and his brother with
guns in a blanket and heard them say they were out to get D,
among others; ( 2 ) he ran into D on his way home and warned him;
(3)
he met D over 2 years after the incident; and (4) he was
visited at his home by D's attorney the week before trial.
At the conclusion of the hearing the t/j ruled that the
appropriate remedy for violation of discovery was to exclude
Wormley's testimony.
Held:
It was not an abuse of discretion to order exclusion
of Wormley's testimony.
Court did NOT set out "a comprehensive
set of standards to guide the exercise of discretion in every
possible case". Court did discuss balancing defengant's right to
A
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offer testimony of witnesses in his favor with countervailing
public interests -- including, integrity of adversay process
[presentation of reliable evidence and rejection of unreliable
evidence]; interest in fair and efficient administration of
justice; and potential prejudfce to truth-determining function of
trial process.
Among the significant factors are: the wilfullness and motivation for failure to comply; and the simplicity of
~ompliance.
The Court REJECTED the following arguments:
1.
STATE'S ARGUMENT that no complusory process clause
concerns are raised by authorizing preclusion of testimony as a
discovery sanction.
Court adknowledged that "right to compel a
witness'
presence in the coutroom could not protect
the
intergrity of the adversay process if it did not embrace the
right to have the witness' testimony heard by the trier of fact."
Thus. Court reaffirmed prior holdings that the right to offer
testimony is grounded in the Sixth Amendment even though it is
not expressly described in so many words.

2.
DEFENSE ARGUMENT that 6th Amendment creates an absolute
bar
to preclusion of surprise witness' testimony.
Court
contrasted compulsory process with other 6th Amendment rights.
noting that most other rights "arise automatically on the initiation of the adverserial process and no action by the defendant is
necessary to make them active".
In contrast, the right to compulsory process "requires that its effective use be preceded by
deliberate planning and affirmative action".
3.
DEFENSE ARGUMENT that less drastic sanction should be
imposed because always available.
Court noted that lesser
sanctions would be less effective than preclusion and that in
some cases "they would perpetuate rather than limit the prejudice
to the State and the harm to the adversay system".

Court noted that if trial counsel's explanation for failure
to comply with request to identify witnesses in advance of trial
reveals that the omission was willful and motivated by a desire
to obtain a tactical advantage [i.e., minimize effectiveness of
cross-examination and ability to present rebuttal evidence], then'
exclusion of testimony is consistent with Confrontation Clause.
4.
DEFENSE ARGUMENT that attorney's mistakes should not be
laid a feet of client. Court noted that adversarial system could
not function effectively if every tactical decision required
client approvai -- "Whenever a lawyer makes use of the sword
provided by the Compulsory Process Clause, there is some risk
that he may wound his own client."

NOTE :
Court did NOT address the issue of
the
"exceptional cases in which counsel is ineffective."
Rather,
focus was on dishonest client misleading
attorney or attorney assuming "duty of loyalty to the
client outweighs elementary obligations to the court."
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PRACTICE GUIDELINES:
1.

Court acknowledged that there may be cases in which
D has legitimate objections to disclosing identity
of potential witness.
If faced with such a situation, attorney should raise issue prior to trial
and may request a protective order.

2.

The converse of this fact situation should also
require relief -- such as where the State has
failed to disciose its reliance on extraneous
convictions after timely request under Tex.R.Crim.
Evid. 609(C).

No. 86-877 -- Opinion by Justice
UNITED STATES V . OWENS,
Scalia: Dissenting Opinion by Justice Brennan, joined by Justice
Marshall;
[Justice Kennedy abstaining]; February 23, 1988;
Convictlon affirmed.
IDENTIFICATION -- DOES CONFRONTATION CLAUSE OR FED.R.EVID. 802
BAR TESTIMONY OF PRIOR OUT-OF-COURT IDENTIFICATION WHEN WITNESS
HAS SUFFERED MEMORY LOSS AND IS UNABLE TO EXPLAIN BASIS OF
Majority of Court says no.
IDENTIFICATION ?
Facts:
CW worked as correctional counselor at federal
prison where he was attacked and brutually beaten with metal
pipe. CW suffered skull fracture and was hospitalized for almost
a month, suffering severe memory impairment.
Offense occurred April 12th. When FBI tried to interview CW
on April 19th, he was lethargic a.nd unable to remember attacker's
name.
On May 5th CW was able to describe attack,
identifled him from photo.

and named D and

At trial CW testified that he clearly remembered identifying
during Mayy 5th interview. On cross-exam he admitted that he
could not remember seeing his assailant.

D

CW also admitted that althout there was evidence he had
numerous visitors whlle hospitalized, he could only remember the
FBI agent and could not remember of any other visitors had
suggested D was assailant.

Held:
Neither Confrontation Clause nor Fed.R.Evid. 802 is
v i o l a t e d b ~admission of identification statement of witness who
is unable, due to memory loss, to testify concerning the basis
for identification.
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HISTORICAL NOTE:
This question had been left
unresolved in California v. Green, 399 U.S.
149 (1970) [concerning admission of testimony
from a preliminary hearing], and there was a
spl it
among
the Courts of
Appeals
on
admissibility under either theory.
RATIONALE:

I.

CONFRONTATION CLAUSE
-- Sixth Amendment guarantees
only an opportun&
for effective cross-examination.
D
has ability to inquire into fact of bad memory, i.e.
"means of impunging the belief are available".
Sixth Amendment
exami nat i on.

does

not guarantee

successful

cross

Constitutional
analysis not altered by fact
testimony involved out-of-court identification
would traditionally be categorized as hearsay.

that
that

Court rejects C/A examination for "indicia of reliability" or "particularized guarantees of truotworthiness". Court reasons that such inquiry is not necessary
when a hearsay declarant is present at trial and subject
to unrestricted cross-examination.
2.

FED. RULE EVID. 802 -- This rule generally excludes
hearsay. Rule 801(d)(l)(C)
excludes from definitions of
hearsay
-a prior statement "of identification of a
person made after perceiving the person" if the declarant "testifies at the trial or hearing and is subject to
cross-examination concerning the statement."
TEXAS RULE:
The equivalent Texas rule is
Crirn.Evid. 801(e)(l)(C).

Tex-R.

Court recognizes that in some cases limitations on scope
of examination by t/c or assertions of privilege by
witness may undermine cross examination to such an
extent that it is no longer meaningful.
However, Court
reasons "that effect is not produced by the witness's
assertion of memory loss", since that is often the very
result sought to be produced by cross-examination.
Support was found by comparison with Rule 804(a)(3)
which defines "unavailability of witness" to include
situtations where declarant "testified to a lack of
memory on the subject matter of the declarant's
statement". Court viewed this as legislative acknowledgement
of witness forgetfulness of underlying event, noting
that Congress chose not to make it a hearsay exception.
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No. 86-937 -- Opinion by Chief
Justice Rehnquist; Concurring & Dissenting Opinlon by Justice
Blackmun; Dissenting Opinion by Justice Marsh~ll- i .
--by
Justice Brennan; [Justice Kennedy Abstalning1;r
Conviction affirmed.
'

JURY ARGUMENT
TEST I FY :

-- INVITED

--

COMMENT ON

D'S

FAILURE

TO

Facts:
D was convicted of 2 counts of mall fraud involving
arson-related insurance claims.
D did not testify at trial. In
closing arguments, D's theme was that the government had breached
Its "duty to be falr".
Several different times, attorney argued
that government had unfairly denied D opportunity to explain his
act ions.
EXCERPTS FROM ARGUMENTS:
"By the way, all of those
statements, I don't know how many statements we heard
of D, they were all about the arson.
Did they ever
give him a chance to explain about those sorts of
things, about mail fraud? * * * * *
Did they ever give this man an opportunity in their
many, many statements they took at the time to say,
'Well, I had 2 bedroom sets' * * * * *
The furniture 8 clothing, all that clothing out on the
'What about your clothing?' They never gave
lawn
him a chance to explain. * * * * *

...

Now would you like to get indicted for that, without
the Government begin fair, & being able to explain.
have him explain before you, members of your own
community, rather than.before the agents. * * * * *
Now, here is
jury, should
items in the
Why let the D
explain?"

what the Government, to be fair with the
have done.
They should have taken those
Kentucky inventory qnd just proved them.
disprove them, give \him an opportunity to
I

Following D's argument, prosecutor objected and contended D had
opened door. TIC agreed. Prosecutor then argued:
"[Defense counsel] has made comments to the extent the
Government has not allowed the DS an opportunity to
explain. It is totally unacceptable.
He explained himself away on tape right into an indictment.
He explained himself to the insurance invest.igatros, to the extent that he wanted to.
He could have taken the stand 8 explained it to You.
anything he wanted to. The United States of America has
given him, throughout, the opportunity to explain."
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Held: Invited error. Jury
have taken D's argument to mean
that Government had not allowed him to explain his side of the
story before or during trial.
NOTE:
Court cautions that "broad dicta" in Griffin v.
California. 380 U.S. 609 (1965) to the effect that 5th
Amendment "forbids. ..comment by the prosecution on the
accused's
silence" must be taken in light of the facts of
that case.

MATHEWS V . UNITED STATES, No. 86,6109 -- Opinion by Chief
Justice Rehnquist; Concurring Opinion by Justice Brennan; Opinion
.by Justice Scalia concurring in judgment: Dissenting Opinion by
Justice White, joined by Justice Blackmun; [Justice Kennedy
Abstaining]; February 24, 1988; Reversed and remanded.
JURY
INSTRUCTIONS
-- ENTRAPMENT -- CAN D
COMMISSION OF CRIME GET JURY CHARGE ON ENTRAPMENT?
"yes", if evidence warrants.

WHO
DENIES
Majority says

Court REJECTS view that a plea of entrapment is per se
inconsistent with the defense that D never had requisite criminal
intent

.

HELD:
Even if D denied one or.more elements of the crime,
he is entitled to an entrapment instruction whenever there is
sufficient evidence from which a reasonable Jury could find
entrapment.
Facts:
D was responsible for SBA loans. He denied SBA loans to
X who believed basis for denial was X's refusal to make loan to
0.
When X made D a loan, under FBI surveillance, D was arrested
8 charged with accepting gratuity in exchange for an offlcial
act.
D testified that although he accepted loan, he believed it
was a personal loan unrelated to his SEA duties.
Court CAUTIONS:

"Of course evidence that government agents
merely afforded an opportunity or facilities for the comission of the crlme would
be
fnsufficlent to warrant
such
an
instruction."
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.

~&trTh@ ST
86-937 -- Opinion by Chief
Justice
uist;
ring & Dissenting Ovi
Justice R
ned by
Blackmun; Dissenting Opinion by Justice Ma
Justtce Brennan; [Justice Kennedy Abstaining];
Conviction affirmed.

JURY ARGUMENT
TEST1 FY:

--

INVITED

-- COMMENT ON D'S

FAILURE

TO

Facts:
D was convicted of 2 counts of mail fraud involving
arson-related insurance claims.
D did not testify at trial. In
closing arguments. D's theme was that the government had breached
its "duty to be falr".
Several different times, attorney argued
that government had unfairly denied D opportunity to explain his
act ions.
EXCERPTS FROM ARGUMENTS:
"By the way, a1 1 of those
statements, I don't know how many statements we heard
of D , they were all about the arson.
Did they ever
give him a chance to explain about those sorts of
things, about mail fraud? * * * * *
Did they ever give this man an opportunity in their
many, many statements they took at the time to say,
'Well, I had 2 bedroom sets' * * * * *
The furniture 8 clothing, all that clothing out on the
lawn ... 'What about your clothing?' They never gave
h i m a c h a n c e toexplain. * * * * *
Now would you like to get indicted for that, without
the Government begin fair, & being able to explain,
have him explain before you, members of your own
community, rather than before the agents. * * * * *
Now, here is
jury, should
items in the
Why let the D

what the Government, to be fair with the
have done.
They soould have taken those
Kentucky inventory qnd just proved them.
disprove them, give /him an opportunity to

explain?"

I

Following D's argument, prosecutor objectep and contended D had
opened door. T/C agreed. Prosecutor then argued:
"[Defense counsel has made cornmenks to the extent the
Government has not allowed the Ds an opportunity t o
explain. It is totally unacceptable.
He explained himself away on tape right into an indictment.
He explained himself to the insurance invest.igatros, to the extent that he wanted to.
He could have taken the stand & explained it to you,
anything he wanted to. The United States of America has
given him. throughout, the opportunity to explain."
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u:Invited error.

Jury could have taken D's argument to mean
that Government had not allowed him to explain his side of the
story before or during trial.
NOTE:
Court cautions that "broad dicta" in Griffin v.
California, 380 U.S. 609 (1965) to the effect that 5th
Amendment "forbids. ..comment by the prosecution on the
accused's
silence" must be taken in light of the facts of
that case.

MATHEWS V. UNITED STATES, No. 86.6109 -- Opinion by Chief
Justice Rehnquist; Concurring Opinion by Justice Brennan; Opinion
.by Justice Scalia concurring in judgment: Dissenting Opinion by
Justice White, joined by Justice Blackmun; [Justice Kennedy
Abstaining]; February 24, 1988; Reversed and remanded.
JURY
INSTRUCTIONS
-- ENTRAPMENT -- CAN D
COMMISSION OF CRIME GET JURY CHARGE ON ENTRAPMENT?
"yes", if evidence warrants.

WHO
DENIES
Majority says

Court REJECTS view that a plea of entrapment is per se
inconsistent with the defense that D never had requisite criminal
intent

.

HELD:
Even if D denied one or more elements of the crime,
he is entitled to an entrapment instruction whenever there is
sufficient evidence from whfch a reasonable jury could find
entrapment.

Facts:
D was responsible for SBA loans. He denied SBA loans to
X who believed basis for denial was X's refusal to make loan to
D.
When X made D a loan. under FBI surveillance, D was arrested
8 charged with accepting gratuity in exchange for an official
act.
D testified that although he accepted loan, he believed it
was a personal loan unrelated to his SBA duties.
Court CAUTIONS:

"Of course evidence that government agents
merely afforded an opportunity or facilities for the commission of the crime would
be
insufficient to warrant
such
an
instruction."
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found the arguments to he wholly different
"when considered in the context in which
they were made." Turner at 279.
The Curative Rule
or
Saving the Prosecutor's Bacon
The general rule followed by Texas
Courts is that prosecutorial misconduct,
including improper argument, may be
cured by sustaining a proper and timely
objection, followed by a sufficient instruction to the jury to disregard the offending
remark. 7hotnas v. State, 578 S.W.2d 691
(TCA-1979). Case law clearly shows that
this curative rule may apply to racially
prejudicial arguments as well as myriad
other varieties of prosecutorial misconduct. See Yanez v. State, 403 S.W.2d 412
(TCA-1966), wherein a prosecutor's reference to the Defendant as a "Latin
American punk, " while clearly improper,
was cured by an instruction to disregard.
There is, however, a well-recognized exception to that general rule. Cavender, a
1977 Court of Criminal Appeals case, sets
out a two-pronged test (ever wonder why
all of our tests are two-pronged? Perhaps
the courts consider trial lawyers incapable
of remembering any more than two
prongs) for determining when a sustained
objection and instructions to disregard are
insufficient to cure or render harmless a
prosecution error. The prongs are as
follows: 1) whether the remark is clearly
calculated to inflame the minds of the jury
(an obviously rhetorical question. Why
else would the prosecutor say it?) and 2)
whether the remark is of such a character
as to suggest the impossibility of withdrawing the impression produced on the minds
of the jurors. Covender. v. State, 547
S. W.2d 601 (TCA-1977); Pitt~entel v.
State, 710 S.W.2d 764 (Tex.App.-San
Antonio 1986).
So, you may well ask, how are we to
decide, in the context of each case,
whether prongs one and two have been
satisfied? Consider the following: As to
prong number one, ask if the offending
remark is an isolated incident or only one
of a chain of repetitious acts of misconduct? Does the remark appear to be premeditated? Was the misconduct dealt with
proniptly by the trial court? Was the instruction sufficiently strong so as to leave

no doubt in the minds of thejurors that the
Court is rebuking the prosecutor? As to
prong number two, does the remark inject
wholly new evidence before the jury? Is
the remark a subject of a Motion in
Limine? Does the prosecutor continue his
improper actions after the instruction?
Does the prosecutor respond to the instruction with additional improper remarks?
For example, in the Cavender case, cited
above, when asked if he knew the defendant, the witness coolly informed
defense counsel, "I don't associate with
murderers. " When the court instructed the
jury to disregard, the not-too-bright prosecutor chimed in with, "On what basis?
I think that was a proper answer . . ."
(why this prosecutor is not still behind bars
is not clear from the record.) Cavender at
604.

.

"Acceptable" Racial Comments
As was pointed out earlier in this article,
some racial references may he acceptable
or at least tolerable within the context of
a particular case. Notice that I said acceptable, not necessarily enlightened. The
1972 case of Rodgers n. State, 486 S.W.2d
794 (TCA-1972) perceived no error "in
allowing the prosecution to argue that the
identification in (that) case was more
positive because it involved one Negro
man identifying another Negro man."
Rodgers at 797. Under that reasoning, of
course, women are better able to identify
women, Yugoslavians better able to identify Yugoslavians, and morons better able
to ~dentifysome judges.
When considering racial references,
Texas courts have gone beyond Alejandro
to this extent: not only may the district
attorney make a proper plea for law enforcement; he may make a proper plea for
e q ~ alaw
l enforcement. Therefore, a prosecutor may make a plea for equal protection of minorities and at the same time a
plea for equal responsibility by minorities.
In the case of Solinas v. State, 458 S.W.2d
933 (TCA-1970), the prosecuting attorney
argued that white juries often take a less
serious attitude toward crimes committed
by minorities upon minorities. Noting that
minority victims have the same rights as
do white victims, he went on to argue that
minority defendants should have the same
responsibilities. At one point he challenged

the jury thusly:
"And I ask you this question. What
would you do if a white man did this
thing right here?" Solinas, supra at 934.
The Court of Criminal Appeals, looking
at the context of the entire argument, found
this not to be a remark calculated to excite
racial prejudice, hut rather a plea for equal
law enforcement. Likewise, in a very recent unpublished opinion on Appellant's
Petition for Discretionary Review, Jackson
v. State, #606-84, delivered March 23,
1988, the Court found no impropriety in
the State's remarks, holding again that the
argument constituted a plea for equal law
enforcement. The problem in Jackson was
that even assuming good motives 011 the
part of the prosecutor, the argument was
at best unartfully worded. Final prosecution arguments of this black defendant
included the following efforts at oratory:
"Why should we be all that worried
about it? Well, we are worried about it,
because when we crawled out of o ~ r
caves and put down our spears, one of
the things we did in this society was to
turn the criminal justice system over to
the government. We've got to establish
a system and maintain a systeni where
the black people in our community can
come into our (?!) Courts and seek
redress for their grievances here."
Jackson, supra at 9.
Remarks by Defense Counsel
or
There's More Than One Way
to Reverse a Case
Lastly, defense counsel should not
assume that it is only the wild-eyed, maddog prosecutor whoseracial remarks may
incur the wrath of the appellate courts. In
that regard, the recent case of Ex parle
Glcvnan, 730 S.W.2d 724 (TCA-l987), is
worth noting.
Applicant Guzman, an illegal alien from
El Salvador, was tried, convicted, and
sentenced to death is Navarro County.
After having had his conviction affirmed,
Guunan v. State, 697 S.W.2d 404
(TCA-1985), Mr. Guzman then pursued a
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List of Granted Petitions for Discretionary Review
by John Jasuta

Issues Presented in Petitions for Discretionary Review
Which Have Deen Granted by the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals
and Which Are Presently Pending Decision

Since July 17, 1985 the administrative
sta3 attorneys of the Court of Criminal
Appeals Itale compiled, in the fsorntal
course of business, a list of cases and legal
issues on tr~l~icIt
the Court has grantedpetitions for review. Althongh originally
prepared for intertlal use only, the Convt
has authorized release of the list for
publication and for use by tlte bench and
bar of Tesas. The issues listed are summaries as worded by the sta& and do not
necessarily reflect either the reasoning or
the phraseology used by the parties or by
the Courf.
1he foliowing are the cases and issues
on which the Court of Criminal Appeals
granted review bnt irkiclt the Court has not
yet &livered n writfen opinion:
PDR 1353-87 03/03/88, Tarrant Co.
(A's PDR), Murder (HabrSual),Danny Lee
Strong: (1) Is defendant's letter to codefendant's attorney seeking joint defense
protected by attorney-client privilege
(R.Ev.503)?
PDR 0049-88 03/03/88, Harris Co. (A's
PDR), Murder, Donald Antltouy Banner:'
(1) Parole law charge (Ohj.)
PDR 0012-87 03/09/88, Harris Co. (A's
PDRJ, Bwglary of a Motor Vehicle
(Habitual), ifromas Rod~iquez:( 1 ) Was
the prosecutor's argument that referred to
the parole law charge proper?
PDR 0080-87 03/09/88, Palo Pinto Co.
( S s PDR), Bribe~y(Enhanced). Jinnny
Doyle Bush: (1) The Court o f Appeals
erred by reversing the case based npon the
prosecutor's jury argument.
PDR 0107-87 03/09/88, Bexar Co. (A's
PDR), Engaging in Organized Criniinal
Activity, Steven Fee:(l) The Court o f Appeals incorrectly held that there was sufficient evidence to establish a criminal
combination.
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PDR 0113-87 03/09/88, Hidalgo Co.
(S's PDR); Possession ControNed Substance, Michael Lee Schafier: (1) The
Court o f Appeals erred by holding that
reversible error arose when the prosecutor
elicited "backdoor" hearsay from a witness.
PDR 0704-87 03/09/88, Smith Co. (A's
PDR), Murder, Finnis Artaway, Jr.: (1)
Was the prosecutor's argument that appellant was responsible for the victim heing "cut up and dissected" and having her
"organs cut out" during the autopsy a permissible discussion o f the evidence?
PDR 1150-87 03/09/88, Tarrant Co.
(A's PDR), Aggravated Robbe~y,Milton
Ray Jarnlon: (1) Parole law charge-ohj.
made.
PDR 1257-86 03/23/88, Marion Co. (by
venue change) (A's PDRJ, Murder, Gandabhai Motibahi Patel: (1)Whether COA
application o f sufficiency review under
both Van Guilder and their view that they
can reviewf a m nnder the great weight and
preponderance standard. (Like Meraz,
71411108, PDR pending 98211983-86) is
correct. (2) Sufficiency o f evidence on
sanity.
PDR 0085-87 03/23/88, Gregg Co. (S's
PDR), D. W.L. Emvard Harold Nichols,
Jr.: ( 1 ) Whether Texas constitution urohihiti "admission o f statements made by
D.W.I. suspect after he has requested a
lawyer."
PDR 0129-87 03/23/88, Harris Co. (A's
PDR), Felony Escape, Reginald McWilliams: (1) Whether it is reversible error to
use the same felony conviction to establish
felony escape and to enhance the conviction.
PDR 0133-87 03/23/88, Dallas Co. (A 's
PDR), robber^', Rose Marie Devine: ( 1 )
Sufficiency o f evidence to show complainant was placed in fear o f imnlinent bodily

injury in robhety case. Lots o f evidence
of past threats.
PDR 0187-87 03/23/88,Bmzm Co. (A's
PDR), D. W.I., Kennerlt Schulfz: (1) In a
DWI case, does defendant have right to
counsel nnder Texas constitution and
Texas Code o f Criminal Procedure at point
he is asked to take breath test.
PDR 019287 03/23/88, Dallas Co. ( S s
PDR), Criminal Conspiracy ro Commit
Capital Murder, Michael Joe Selman: (1)
Whether court's charge in ajoint trial, that
as to co-defendant's case, defendant was
accomplice as a matter o f law, prejudiced
defendant in his own case heard by same
jury.
PDR 0246-87 03/23/88, Anderson Co.
(S's PDRJ (PDR #1DA) (PDR #2 SPA),
F ~ / o ~Escape,
J'
D d d Ray Fitzgemld: (1)
Whether reversihle error arose when an
extraneous offense was committed. (2)
Whether it is reversihle error to use the
same felony conviction to establish felony
escape and to enhance the conviction.
PDR 1043-87 03/23/88, Tarrant Co.
(M/F/Reh.ajier A's PDR Rex), Possesriori
of a Controlled Substance: Methanphetamine (Habitual), James D. Lnncaster: ( 1 ) (In Ihree grounds) was the
evidence sufficient to show possession?
PDR 1082-87 03/23/88, WWia~nsonCo.
(S's PDR), Indecency with a Child, A1
Schntitt: (1) Harm analysis ought to he
done in case involving Videotape Statute,
38,071, Sec. 2.
PDR 007288 03/23/88, Harris Co. (A's
PDR), Murder (Habitual),Hemy Vasquez
Medina aka Ricky Medina: (1) Parole law
charge (Ohj.)
PDR 0073-88 03/23/88, Hark Co. (A's
PDR), Murder (Habitual),Henry Vasqriez
Medina aka Rickv Medina: (1)
. . Parole law
charge (Ohj.)
PDR 1273-86 03/30/88, Dallas Co. 6's

With this new fetish for indigency the
Gidean, the Supreme Court handed down
Court piles an intolerable burden on the
Douglas v. California, 372 U S . 353, 83
State's judicial machinery."
S.Ct. 814,81 L.Ed.2d. 811 (1963). It was
not a unanimous decision. It concerned
Justice Clark was correct in predicting
itself only with the first appeal, "granted
as a matter of right to rich and poor alike". the burden on a state's judicial machinery.
It is important to note that in Douglas the Less than twenty years later in Texas, the
court again relied upon the Fourteenth Constitution was amended to enlarge
Amendment, the Equal Protection Clause jurisdiction of the intermediate courts of
as well as the Due Process Clause, and not appeals to include first appeals in criminal
the Sixth Amendment, in holding that an cases and to increase the number of justices
indigent convicted defendant has the right on the courts with the largest volume of
of assistance of counsel on first appeal. cases. A compelling reason cited for this
Justice Clark wrote a strong dissent. He action was the ever increasing number of
noted that California had an adequate first appeals to the Court of Criminal
procedure for furnishing lawyers to indi- Appeals by convicted defendants.
In 1981, a large number of pendimg
gents when it was determined that a case
had merit for appeal purposes. He criminal cases was transferred to the courts
of appeals. All new non-capital criminal
cautioned,
appeals would thereafter be filed in those
"We all know that the overwhelming courts. The jurisdiction of the Court of
percentage of informa pauperisappeals Criminal Appeals was thus effectively
are frivolous. Statistics of this Court limited to capital appeals, discretionary
show that over 96% of the petitions filed reviews, original proceedings, and related
here are of this variety . . California's matters. First appeals of non-capital
courts . after examining the record felonies must thereafter be taken to the
certified that
an appointment [of courts of appeals.
In theFourth Court of Appeals the percounsel] would be neither advantageous
to the petitioners nor helpful to the centage of criminal cases appealed prescourt. It, therefore, refused to go ently hovers around 5056, give or take a
through the useless gesture of appoiut- few points, as contrasted to civil appeals.
ing an attorney . To appoint an at- The vast majority are filed by appointed
torney would not only have been utter counsel.
The metropolitan area counties of Texas
extravagance and waste of the State's
funds but as surely 'meaningless' to may well find that their budgets are not
affected in an alarming manner by payment
petitioners.

of lawyers for appointments in indigent
criminal cases. They have a large tax base
from which to draw. However, rural counties, of which Texas has many, do not fare
so well. Many of these are located in poor
economic areas. They find it a great strain
to pay lawyers for those appointments in
indigent cases, not only for trial representation but also for the first appeal. The
1987 Legislature attempted to answer the
growing problem by passing a structured
payment schedule for criminal case
appointments.
When sentence is passed upon the defeudant, he is instructed by the cautious trial
judge that he has the right of appeal. The
records of trials reflect that most defendants who have appointed counsel expect
their cases to continue through appeal.
Some counties now have implemented
the public defender system, hoping to hold
the disbursement of funds in indigent
criminal cases to a fixed sum. Others have
a combination of volunteer lawyers plus a
public defender system. Whatever the
solution, we know that Gideon and
Douglas mandate representation of counsel
at trial and on the first appeal for the
indigent accused.
This year marks the twenty-fifth anniversary of Gideon and Douglas. An examination of the marked changes in the
Texas judicial system as the result of their
edicts is a constant reminder of their impact and that they are both alive and well
in this state.

Racial Prejudice

Criminal Appeals wasnot amused. Had the
prosecutor called the defendant a "wetback," the criminal defense bar-and the
Court of Criminal Appeals-would have
been justifiably outraged. It is difficult
to see how the defendant was any less
harmed, regardless of from which table the
epithet originated. Indeed, it is arguable
that it is even more damaging when even
your own advocate slanders you.

. .

.

.. .

. .
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post-conviction writ, alleging ineffective
assistance of counsel. Among the reasons
cited for the alleged ineffectiveness was
Defendant's own counsel referring to him
as a "wet-back,'' both during the voir dire
examination of prospective jurors and
during final argument at the guilt stage.
Defense counsel's response to the charge
was that his use of this term was a "defeusive strategy for rooting out prejudice
. ." There was, as the Court of Criminal
Appeals noted, "no objection to the use of
the slur because it came from Applicant's
own counsel." Guvnan, supra at 730.
The Court then measured these errors
against the two-prong (!) standard articulated by the Strickland case (an unfor-

.

tunate style for a case which establishes the
benchmark for judging ineffectiveness).
Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668,
104 S.Ct. 2052, 80 L.Ed 2d 674 (1984).
Both prongs were satisfied in that counsel
was found to have afforded ineffective
assistance and further, the applicant's
defense was prejudiced by that ineffective
assistance.
This is not to say that the holding turned
solely on the use of the racial slur; that is
clearly not the case. In fairness, it should
also he noted that the Court found that the
errors affected only the punishment phase
of the trial. Therefore, the utterance of the
racial slur during final argument was
perhaps not as pernicious as the utterance
of the slur during vuir dire, perhaps
because the damage was already done.
Nonetheless, it is clear that the Court of

Conclnsion
Why should we even have to talk about
this? If any lawyer, whether prosecutor,
defense counsel, or judge, makes racially
offensive remarks during the course of a
trial (or anytime for that matter), they
should be doing something eke for a
living. Good riddance.
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The Federal Corner
by F. R. "Buck" Files, Jr.

The Supreme Court has now clarified
the law of entrapment in Federal criminal
cases: In its opinion in Mathews v. U ~ t i t d
Sfates, U . S . , 108 S.Ct. 883,
56 U.S.L.W. 4183
-L.Ed.2d,
(1988), thesupreme Court held "that even
if the defendant denies one or more
etements of the crime, he is entitled to an
entrapment instruction whenever there is
sufficient evidence from which a reasonable jury could find entrapment."
Prior to Marliews, the Law of entrapment
was a hodgepodge of inconsisteney: The
rule In the 3rd, 6th and 7th Circuits
precluded an instruction on the law of
entrapment unless the defendant admitted
committing all of the elements of the crime
of which he was charged. In the lst, Znd,
4th and 10th Circuits, a defendant could
not affirmatively deny committing the
elements of crime if he desired an entrapment instruction. The 11th Circuit permitF. R. (Buck) Fires, Jr, has been in the
ted a defendant to rely on the defense of ptivrrte practice oflaw in Tyler Since 1970
entrapment if the issue was raised by the and is with rhefimi ofBain, Files, Allen
Government's evidence. In the 5th Circuit, and CaMrveN, P. C. Hisp~acliceis limited
a testifying defendant was allowed to con- to the ~~presenlatwn
of deferrdants iti crimtest the intent element of the offense irml arid civil rights inatters. Befire entercharged, but not the acts if he wished an irrg private pracrice, he prosecuted and
instruction on entrapment. In the 9th and defended military co~rrs-niar$ial
for the
D.C. Circuits, a defendant was entitled to U.S. Marine Chps (before they hnd a
an entrapment instruction even if he JAG) and served as a First Assisrant Crinitestified and denied all elements of the ina! Distric? Attorney tn Smith County.
offense.
Certified as a criminal law sp@ciaIist
Mathews was an employee of the Small since 1975 and a charter rmmber of rtie
Business Administration (SBA) in Milwau- Te-tas Crirnitial Defense trrwyers Associakee, Wisconsin, who was c h a r d with tion, he is a Jkquent lectttrer at CLE
accepting a gratuity in exchange for an courses sponsored by the State Bar of
official act inviolationof Title 18 U.S.C. Te.ws and the CDLP.
Section ZOI(a).
In the Government's ca%e-in-chief,
testimony was offered that Mathews had
repeatedly requested a loan from one
James DeShszer who was seeking to par- were introduced of conversations between
ticipate in an SBA program. DeShazer Mathews and DeShazer.
cooperated with the FBI and, under FBI
Testifying in his own defense, Mathews
surveillance, offered Mathews a loan after stated that he believed the loan to be a perthe two agreed that this would result in sonal loan, unrelated to his duties at SBA.
SBA-provided benefits. Tape recordings
Duringa pre-trial hearing, Mathews had
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unsuccasfully atlempted to ruise the issue
ofentnnmenl. ARcr hth sidcs had closed.
ath he%& moved for a mistrial because 2
the District Court's refusal to instruct the
jury on the law of entrapment, As set out
in the opinion, "'The District Court noted
that the evidence of entrapment was 'shaky
at best.' . . But rather than premise its
denial of petitioner's motion on that
ground, the Court reaffirmed its earlier
ruling that as a matter of law, petitioner
was not entitled to anentrapment instruction because he would not admit c o m i t ting all elements of the crime charged."
The Court of Appeals for the 7th Circuit affirmed the decision of the District
Court and wrote: "When a defendant
pleads entrapment, he is asserting that,
although he had criminal intent, it was 'the
~overknent'sdeception [that implanted]
the criminal desion (sic) in the mind of the
defendant . . .' We find this to be inconsistent per se with the defense that the
defendant never had the requisite criminal
intent. We see no reason to allow [petitioner] or any other defendant to plead
these defenses simultaneously. "
Before the Supreme Court, the Crovernment argued that a defendant should not
be allowed to deny the offense and to rely
on the affirmative defense of entrapment.
In reversing, the Supreme Court
responded that Federal appellate cases
have permitted the raising of inconsistent
defenses; that inconsistent pleading is
specifically authorized under the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure; and, that a
simple plea of not guilty puts theprosecution to its proof as to all elements of the
crime charged and raises the defense of entrapment. [The Court also pointed out that
the only matters required to be Spe~ifically
pleaded by a Defendant are those of alibi
and the intent to rdy on insanity as a
defense. (Fed.R.Crhn.Proc. 12.1 and
Fed.R.Crim.Proc. 12.2) 1.

.

continued on page 45

DWI Practice Gems
in violation of the Texas Breath Alcohol
T d n g Program's md Regulation's requirements that the test subjmt (theD&qdank) be ~ontinuously observed fa a
15-minute perid prior to testing.

INTRODUCTION
The most damaging prosecution evidence ina DWI case is usually the Intoxilyzw breath test result. This is so not
h u s e -the test is always proven -rate,
but mher, because jurors have a tendency
to blindIy accept fhe results without eonsfdering it8 accuracy or applicability to the
pariicular Defendant on trial.
Learned defense counsel should do his/
her best to ensure proper objectkns are
made to the test result's admissibility. In
Ulis regard, a fertile ground exists for such
objections within the Texas Department of
Public Safety's Breath Test Program and
Breath Testing Regulations. These objections should always bemadein wnjunelion
wlth reliance and citation to our statutory
exclusionary rule, Art. 38.23, Tex,C.Cr.
Pro., as the burden of proof to s h m compliance, once tke issue is factually raised
before thejury, not only shifts to the $Wea
but also escalates to proof beyond reasonable doubt bafore the test re& may be
considered.
Accordingly, the follawing defendant's
requested jury instraction is submitted for
the reader's consideration. It hm been
helpfnl to mein having the jury refuse consideration of test results where the Sfafe
failed in its burden and I hope it will be
helpful to you. Lastly, note that if the a m pliance issue is pmperly raised undw Art.
38.23, and the trial caurt refises your requested instruction, the court commits
automatic reversible error.

DEFENDANT'S REQWIZSTED
INSTRUGTION NO.
COMI'LIANCE WITH TEXAS
HKEATII AI.COII@I. 'I'VSI'INC.

Ill.

J. Gary Trichter is a parmr in the law

finn of

MnIJeM., lLichfer & Bram in
Haustarr,Texds. He is m-aitthorof th@t a t
eniitled Texas Drunk Driving Larw by But-

You are instructed that during the 15minute observation pre-test period, the
opwation must becontinuously observing
the face of the test subject to ensure that
the tesr subject does not iwcst alcohol hexerages or other fluids, regurgitate, vomii,
eat, smoke, mbtEmduce any subatameinto
his mouth, etc. However, the fa@ that the
teat subject did npt ingest anything, margitah:, vomit, eat, smoke, eke., is holly
irrelwant to y m decision herein and knot
to be considewd in your deliberations.
I%',

The 15-minute observation period must

bestrictly wmplied with in or& for a test
tenwrth P&ishers. Mr. Trichterbaa also result to be valid. You are instrucred that
written numy joarnal articles and ha8 the proseention (the State) has the buden
Paughr as an a&nct profasor @flawat of pmof herein to pmve to you that there
South Texar College of Law and the was proper iompliance with the Program
Untversiiy of H m s m Law Center.
and Regulation6. Further, you a e inM~
Driving while kttarimled C P ~ ~ U ' Cmes
structed that the State's burden of p m d i s
am ripe IVMnmrous legalissuesfarfhe beyond a reasonable doubt.
innomfivspracfitioner. AcmrdingIy, ?he
filkwing is ojrered as faodfor tholrghr &I
v.
m r p m i c e . In thls regard> the author
Accordingly, you are instructed that
aim invitesyour inquirla, siiggesheshms,
ar- before you may consider the breath test
t i c l e ~conrributim
~
and cornmeMs.
result f a any plrpose, the State has first
to pmve to you, by pmof beyad a reasonable doubt, that there was strict complianae
FIFTEEN-MINUTE
with the wndatory 15-minuteobseMltion
QBSERVATLON PERIOD
period as requtred by the Progwm and
Regulations. Unless the State d m so
1.
You are instructed that a breath test beyond a reasonable doubt, you are not to
h result a8 evidence
result derived in violation of the Texas mmider the b m ~ test
Bmth Akohol Testing Pmgram and Reg- of the Defendant's pi&.
ulations is invalid and cannot beconsidwed
RespeotfuIly submitted,
as evidenee for reason.

n.

During the trial of this c m , the h u e
has arisen whether or not the breath test
result taken of the Defendant was derived
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List of Granted Petitions for Discretionary Review
by John Jasuta

Issues Presented in Petitions for Discretionary Review
Which Have Been Granted by the texas Court of Criminal Appeals
and Which Are Presently Pending Decision

Siwe Jarly 17, 1985 the administrative
staff attorr~eysof the Corrrt of Crintinal
Appeals have compiled, it1 the normal
cortrse of business, a list of cases and legal
issries on nliiclt the Con17has gratmdpetilions for review. Altholrgli originally
prepared for internal rue only, the Court
hos authorized release of the list for
pablicatio~tand for use by the bench and
bor of Teas. The ismes listerl are sunnmries as worded by the staff, and do rtot
r~ecessarih'reflect either the reasonina or
the p t ~ r a s ~ o l oused
~ y by the parties by
the Court.
271efollon~irtgare the cases and issues
011 which the Corrrf of Criminal Appeals
granted review 6111 which t11eCorrrt has not
yet delivered a nvitten opinion:

PDR 1353-87 03/03/88, Tarrant Co.
(A's PDR), Mairder (Habirrral),Danny Lee
Strong: (I) Is defendant's letter to codefendant's attorney seekingjoint defense
protected by attorney-client ~rivileee
(R.EV.~O~)?.
PDR 0049-88 03/03/88, Harris Co. (A's
PDR), Murder, Donald Anthony Bo~zner:
(1) Parole law charee (Obi.)
PDR 0012-87 03/59/88, h k i s Co. (A's
PDR), Burgla17 of a Motor Vehicle
(Habitlral), Thomas Rodriquez: (1) Was
the prosecutor's argument that referred to
the parole law charge proper?
PDR 0080-87 03/09/88, Palo Pmto Co.
(S's PDR), Bribe~y(Enhanced), Jintny
Doyle Bush: (I) The Court of Appeals
erred by reversing the case based upon the
prosecutor's jury argument.
PDR 0107-87 03/09/88, Bmar Co. (A's
PDRJ, Engaging in O~garrizedC?irninal
Activity, Steven Fee:(I) The Court of Appeals incorrectly held that there was sufficient evidence to establish a criminal
combination.

-
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PDR 0113-87 03/09/88, Hidalgo Co.
(S's PDRJ, Possession Controlled Substance, Michael Lee Schaffer: (I) The
Court of Appeals erred by holding that
reversible error arose when the prosecutor
elicited "hackdour" hearsay from a witness.
PDR 0704-87 03/09/88, Sniitlr Co. (A's
PDR), Murder, Finnis Attaway. Jr.: (1)
Was the prosecutor's argument that appellant was responsible for the victim being "cut up and dissected" and having her
"organs cut out" during the autopsy a permissible discussion of the evidence?
PDR 1150-87 03/09/88, Tarrant Co.
(A's PDR), Aggravated Robbery, Milton
Ray Jarmon: ( 1 ) Parole law charge-obj.
made.
PDR 1257-86 03/23/88, Marion Co. @y
venue change) (A's PDR), Murder, Gandabhai MotibahiPatel: ( 1 ) Whether COA
application of sufficiency review under
both Van Guilder and their view that they
can reviewfocts under the great weight and
preponderance standard. (Like Meraz,
714/1108, PDR pending 98211983-86) is
correct. (2) Sufficiency of evidence on
santty.
PDR 0085-87 03/23/88, Gregg Co. (S's
PDR), D. W.I., Edward Harold Nicl~ols,
Jr.: (I) Whether Texas constitution prohibits "admission of statements made by
D.W.I. suspect after he has requested a
lawyer."
PDR 0129-87 03/23/88, Hanis Co. (A's
PDR), Felony Escape, Reginald McWillianrs: (1) Whether it is reversible error to
use the same felony conviction to establish
felony escape and to enhance the conviction.
PDR 0133-87 03/23/88, Dallas Co. (A's
PDR), Robbery, Rose Marie Devine: (1)
Sufficiencyof evidence to show complainant was placed in fear of irnrnirient bodily

injury in robbery case. Lots of evidence
of past threats.
PDR 0187-87 03/23/88, Brazos GI. (A's
PDR), D. W.I., Kenneth Schultz: (1) In a
DWI case, does defendant have right to
counsel under Texas constitution and
Texas Code of Criminal Procedure at point
he is asked to take breath test.
PDR 0192-87 03/23/88. Dallus Co. (S's
PDR), C~irninalConspiracy to Con&it
Capital Mwder, Micliael Joe Sehna~a:(1)
Whether court's charge in a joint trial, that
as to co-defendant's case, defendant was
accomplice as a matter of law, prejudiced
defendant in his own case heard by same
jury.
PDR 0246-87 03/23/88, Anderson Co.
(S's PDR) (PDR #I DA) (PDR #2 SPA),
F e h y Escape, Do~aldRay Fitzgerald: (1)
Whether reversible error arose when an
extraneous offense was committed. (2)
Whether it is reversible error to use the
same felony conviction to establish felony
escape and to enhance the conviction.
PDR 1043-87 03/23/88, Tarrant Co.
(M/F/Reh. affer A's PDR Ref), Possession
of a Controlled Substance: Methamphetamine (Habitual), James D. Lancaster: (1) (In three grounds) was the
evidence sufficient to show possession?
PDR 1082-8703/23/88, Willian~sonCo.
(S's PDR), Indecency wit11 a Child, A1
Sch~nitt:(I) Harm analysis ought to be
done in case involving Videotape Statute,
38,071, Sec. 2.
PDR 007288 03/23/88, Harris Co. (A's
PDR), MNlder (Habitual),Hemy Vasquez
Medina aka Rich Medina: (1) Parole law
charge (Ohj.)
PDR 0073-88 03/23/88, Harris Co. (A's
PDRJ. Murder IHobinmll. Hen1-v Vasauez
~ e d aka
k R;& ~ e d i n i(1)
.: . ~arole'law
charge (Obj.)
PDR 1273-86 03/30/88, Dallas Co. (S's

PDR) (M/F/Reh. after S's PDR Ref), Aggravcrted Sexual Abrrse, Joseph Anthony
Reidel: (I) Whether trial court properly
refused to allow opinion testimony of
defendant's witness as to diagnosis and
treatment of defendant and that treatment
available outside of TDC. (2) Whether
evidence of defendant's extraneous bad
acts is admissible at punishment phase
where defendant has applied for probation.
(Like King).
PDR 0072-87 03/30/88,Dallas Co. (S's
PDRJ, D. W.I., Larry Joe Rezac: (1)
Whether the jury is entitled to hear any
evidence that the defendant asked for a
lawyer before he submitted to an intoxilizer test. (2) Whether Forte v. State,
7071189, controls the preceding issue. (3)
Whether an obj. is necessary to preserve
for review the issue regarding the defendant's request for a lawyer before submitting to an intoxilizer test.
PDR 0120-87 03/30/88, Tarmnt Co.
(A's PDR), Aggravuted Robbeo- (Enhanced), Johnny Logan Hicks: (1) Was
restriction on voir dire as to interpretation
of beyond reasonable doubt proper?
PDR 0194-87 03/30/88, Dallas Co.
(State's PDRs) (PDR #I SPA) (PDR #2
DA), D. W.I., Davie Edward Higbie: (1)
Whether the Court of Appeals may substitute itself for the fact finder in a case involving a roadblock search. (2) Whether
sobriety checkpoints are constitutional. (3)
Whether the Court of Appeals has to look
at the evidence in the light most favorable
to the verdict. (4) Whether the Court of
Appeals may pass on a witness' credibility.
PDR 0266-87 03/30/88, Dallas Co,(S's
PDR), D. W.I.. Lang William Padgem: (1)
Whether record shows either (a) express
waiver or (b) no evidence of plea bargain
such that defendant did not preserve his
right to appeal denial of motion to suppress
after entry of guiltv lea. (2) Whether
alleged d&er'slice&b roadblock was a
subterfuge like that in Meeks.
PDR 0270-87 03/30/88, Montgomery
Co. (S's PDR), Compelling Prostitution,
Roy Lee Reese: (1) Whether trial court
erred in sending jury back to deliberate
upon receipt of informal and insufficient
verdict, without complying with Art. 37.04
and 37.05, despite fact defendant did not
obiect to ~rocednre.
0062-88 03/30/88, Williamso~tCo.
(A's PDR), Possessian of Metha~npher-

amine, Dennis Shannon: (1) Was letter to
defendant sufficient to affirmatively link
him to speed lab when combined with
defendant's knowledge of lab?
PDR 0116-88 03/30/88, Jeferson Co.
(A's PDR), BurgIa~y of a Habitalion
(Habitual)Alvin Lee Hawkins: ( 1 ) Validity
of parole law charge (in five grounds).
PDR 0288-88 03/30/88, Nueces Co.
(A's PDR) (See also PDR companion case
1149-9-86), Aggravated Sexlcal Assaalt,
Randy Williams: (1) Where no requested
charge and no objection, is it fundamental
error for trial court to charge jury under
V.T.C.A. Penal Code, Sec. 20.04@). (2)
Where aggravated kidnapping case reversed for error in punishment phase, is
appellant denied fair trial in aggravated
sexual assault conviction which was tried
with aggravated kidnapping case.
PDR 0041-87 04/06/88, Dallas Co.
(MF/Reh.*a
PDR Re$), Theft, Michael
A. Stern: (1) Whether the information sufficiently alleges theft of services when it
fails to include "deception, threat or false
token" and instead alleges sufficient facts
to satisfy the statutory phrase.

PDR 0148-87 04/06/88, L~~nrbbock
Co.
(SPA's PDR #I), D. W.I., William Clyde
Knm: (1) Whether audio statements made
as part of videotape in DWI case, after
defendant invoked right to counsel, are admissible as questions "normally attendant
to arrest and custody."
PDR 0155-87 04/06/88, Dallas Co. (S's
&A's PDRs), Felony fie& Bang O'Neal
Willis: (1) Is defendant entitled to instruction on "good faith purchase" when defendant also admits participation in the offense
or does this simply negate element of offense so that no charge is required. (2)
Whether Sec. 31.03(c)(3) is unconstitutional.
PDR 0176-87 04/06/88, Cherokee Co.
(A's PDR), Murder, Michael Preston
Taylor: (1) Was appellant's objection sufficient to preserve error in the court's
charge, if any.
PDR 0031-88 04/06/88, Dallas Co. (A's
PDR), Injnry to a Child, William Curtis
Cates: (1) Was oral statement given to
social worker while defendant was in jail
admissible? See Paez, 6811134.

PDR
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The Voice Listens
by Robert Hirschhorn

IN 'HIE UNITED STAI'FS 1)ISI'HtCI'COUCI'
tUR1'1IE NOKI'IIERN I)ISl'HICTOYIN1)lANA
SOUTH BEND DNISION
UhmED STATB
OF AMERICA

1
BRUCE G. BARKER

CASE NO. S-CR-8691(8)

I(

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
This cause came before the court on
March 27, 1987 for hearing on several motions filed by the defendants. Assistant
United States Attorneys Rick L. Jancha
and Clifford D. Johnson represented the
government. Defendant Barker was present in person and by attorneys Robert B.
Hirschhorn and Richard M. Davis; defendant Norris was present in person and by
attorneys David Ellison, Julie B. Aimen,
William P. Murphy and Richard M.
Davis; and defendant Apple was present
by attorney William P. Stanley. Defendant
Schroeder was not present; Mr. Murphy
advised the court that Mr. Schroeder's
counsel had stated that he wished to rest
on his written memoranda.

Attorney Participation In Voir Dire
Defendant Barker moves for participation by counsel in voir d k He argues that
expert studies reveal that prospective
jurors tend to conceal their prejudices to
the point of dishonesty to avoid displeasing the judge, the clearest authority figure
in the courtroom. Attorney participation in
voir dire, according to evidence presented
at the hearing, tends to producemore truthful answers by the veniremen, who perceive no need to appear neutral to please
the advocates. Further, he contends, voir
dire conducted by counsel produces better and fuller information to enlighten the
decision to exercise peremptory challenges
or challenges for cause. The national puhlicity concerning drug abuse renders this
case especially appropriate for attorney
voir dire, he maintains.
The government responds that the
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court's voir dire will be adequate for selection of an impartial jury, and that district
Rule 41 provides that the court shall conduct the voir dire. Mr. Barker responds
that the district rules cannot be read to
override Fed. R. Crim. P. 24(a), which
vests the court with discretion to allow
counsel to participate. Mr. Barker's response also seems to seek a more limited
role for the attorneys than did his original
memorandum.
Mr. Barker is correct as to the effect of
district Rule 41. It states the preferred
procedure within this district, but cannot
and does not strip the court of the discretion to allow attorney participation under
Fed. R. Crim. P. 24(a). It remains to be
determined whether, and to what extent,
the court should exercise that discretion.
The principal objections to attorney participation in voir dire are: (1) undue consumption of court time; (2) the risk of unnecessary inconvenience, en~harrassment
and discomfort to the prospective jurors;
and (3) the risk that counsel will use the
time to serve adversarial objectives, rather
than to seek an impartial jury.
The first concern can be addressed
through placement of time limits on counsel's examination. See, e.g., United States
v. Mosiman, 604 F. Supp. 1003 (E.D.
Wis. 1985) (criminal voir dire limited to
ten minutes per side, coupled with court's
questioning); Zxera v. Snyder, 599 F .
Supp. 1459 (D.Colo. 1984) (civil voirdire
limited to twenty minutes per side, coupled
with court's questioning). It may have been
in recognitionof this concern that Senator
Heflin's proposals in the 98th Congress to
modify the Federal Rules of Civil and
Criminal Procedure to require an opportunity for attorney voir dire contained
limits of thirty minutes per side. S. 386,
98th Cong., 1st Sess. (1983); S. 677, 98th
Cong., 1st Sess. (1983).
The second concern is more difficult to
address. If the disclosure of bias is deemed
embarrassing to jurors, that embarrassment should not be avoided even through
court voir dire; discovery of bias is among

the proper objectives of the jury selection
process. As noted in Part XVII, infra, the
court approves the use of a written jury
questionnaire in this case; use of that procedure should, to a considerable degree,
reduce the risk of unnecessary embarrassment or discomfort to the jurors.
The third concern-that counsel will use
their voirdire opportunities to persuade the
jurors rather than learn about them-is a
strong one. Indeed, the tendency of attorneys to misappropriate their voir dire
time to this purpose may well have bees
courts' principal reason for reducing or
limiting attorney participation in voir dire.
See, e.g., Robert F. Hanley, "Voir Dire:
The View from the Jury Box," 12 LITIGATION, No. 4, at 21 (Summer, 1986).
That some attorneys' abuse of the voirdire
process has led to the denial to other attorneys (and their clients) of the opportunity for proper participation and of the
benefits of such participation, is regrettable
but not illegitimate.
Based on the foregoing, the court concludes, within its discretion under Fed. R.
Crim. P. 24(a), that counsel shall be allowed to participate in soir dire in this
cause, subject to the following restrictions,
which are imposed to address the concerns
discussed above:
A. Each side-government and defense
-shall be permitted thirty minutes within
which to question prospective jurors. If the
defendants are unable to agree on the
method by which the defense's thirty
minutes shall be divided between them, the
court will allocate the time evenly between
them. The court will employ the "jury
box" selection process, whereby seats in
the jury box are filled as they become
empty, rather than the "struck jury"
system requested by defendant Barker;
counsel should be aware that if his or her
allotted time is exhausted during questioning of those first in the jury box, none will
remain for questioning of those next seated
in the box. The court will also engage in
its own questioning before counsel are inconrinrred on page 40
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From the Inside Out
by Wm. T. Habern
Do Lawyers Serve a Purpose
in the Parole Process?
Since my early beginnings in the practice of corrections law, I have been confronted with accusations that one who
represents an inmate in a parole consideration is little more than a charlatan or worse,
because there is nothing one can do to affect the outcome of a parole consideration.
(The rules allow lawyers as well as nonlawyers to speak for inmates before the
Texas Board or the Federal Commission.)
In fact, I fear, there are conditions where
such claims have been justified, though I
hope not in the case of this office. Thepurpose of this writing is to examine the nahlre
of parole representation, be it a lawyer or
nonlawyer. In this effort the question of
the need of representation in such cases
will he examined.
Does Every Inmate Need
Assistance at Parole?
The answer to this question is an ahsolute no. In fact, at least in the current
state systenl, it is my opinion that most inmates do not need to en~ploycounsel to
assist them in their parole efforts. With
Texas having such serious problems with
prison ovcrcrowding, one can be assured,
if not subject to the exceptions that will be
later discussed, that the system will make
every effort to move an offender into noncustody slatus as soon as possible. The
felony D.W.I. offender with limited criminal record, or those first offenders with
a sentence of five years or less, where individual criminal records show no sign of
causing intentional fear or violence to victims, are the most logical and obvious candidates for early parole. These offenders
seldom need to consider the employn~ent
of counsel to assist in the parole process.
Under current parole policy, it is possible the above described offenders are so
likely to be paroled on their first eligibility
that they will not even be interviewed by
a Board Member or Commissioner. A
small taste of the social medication we call
prison can be a cure for that infection of
rebellion found in many young first offenders, though, unfortunately it does not
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1

of the need to employ an attorney at parole
can be reduced. This is particularly true
in the federal system, but equally applies
to the state system. First, the attorney
should ensure that the P.S.I. is correct, and
all misstatements in that report are corrected. If the Court has refused to make
corrections (the burden of proof, by the
way, appears to be on the Defendant in the
Fifth and Eighth Circuit), then the lawyer
should prepare his own written report of
the problems and forward copies of that information to the T.D.C. and to the parole
1
I authoritv. Further.. anv other information
that is mitigating, or has a tendency to
benefit the equity of the client's case should
be forwarded to the T.D.C. and parole
agency. The same applies to the Federal
B;N ~~b~~~~is a grfIdI,ate of &fi(/,l,estern system. Generally in the Fifth Circuit the
Ultiversity (B.A.) and T ~ , , .~~~j~
~ ~ uriive,.
defense lawyer will be provided a form to
,ycjlool ofh,v.
H~jojrredt~,eZD,C, fill out thaballows this type of information
be
and forwarded promptly
Staff Cormsel for I~rmntesin 1973 and br
1975began his own private practice which
Ihe Bureau
and
is gelrerollJ, /iln;ted to matters ill,,o~,,irlg mission. Another consideration that has
crirninal sentencing, prison prvblerns, been used where the
has reparole and relatedpost corwiction siatters. fused agree with me On certain
~ ~~ the~~facts~ of~the
~ case
H~has ofices
ill t/le H
~ H~ ~ ~involving
~- is to ,obtain
a
polygraph
of
the
client
regarding
the
ville, Texas areas.
M~ ~ ~ is, a dj ; r~
e c t,o r~
o f ~ ~ -alcl
~ , disputed matters. This is not the best prac~ ~ , . , . all(/
~ ~ ~~ ~i ~j ~
, lice,
~~ .~ and should be considered with caucliai,.,nnn of
bilitation Cornn~ittee. He has beer, the tion, but l have had certain matters that
co-nrrthor of t/~eparole Sectiort for. tile have been otherwise unprovable except for
parole
Advavnnced C h i n n l L a w Cowse sponsored the
the
by the Slate Bar ofTe.ws and has orrthored agencies via polygraph.
There are those clients that will choose
seve,a/ nrl;c.es
slateatid Fedm/
sentencing, prison, pa,v/e and related to employ counsel at parole no matter the
post conviction mttatter~He is nfr.eqrterlt need. Generally, these are families or
the financialwherelectarrr at Continrring Legal Edrrcat;on loved Ones
sell,;lmrs for TCDLA, [he state
B ~ , .of with-all to not be concerned with costs.
Tel-as, arid Horrstojt area law scllools.
want
knowledgeable
to stay on top of the administrative procedure during the parole process. They
cure all of them. The odds of success for want to keep the client and the family on
these particular offenders improve even to top of what is going on in the parole proca greater extent when their prison and ess. They do this even though there is little
parole records reflect they have a trade or often nothing counsel can do to assist
or job skill, a high school education or the parole candidate. In general, this is a
G.E.D., and a concerned and supportive small group of financially secure people
family. Finally, if the lawyers who have who do care about the offender. They genrepresented clients during developments erally have had experience in dealing with
leading to incarceration know to take cer- government agencies, and choose to have
tain steps both at the time of sentencing and counsel to "guide" the family through the
prior to the client entering T.D.C., much process of dealing with a state agency. In

.

these few cases, while technically the client
is the inmate, it is the family that is seeking counsel. This group knows that red
tape and uncertainties can be resolved by
the employment of one who regularly deals
with a specific governmental agency, be
that agency the parole board, the utilities
commission, or any government entity.
These are the same people who, though
they have nothing to fear, would not go to
the I.R.S. without their tax lawyer or
C.P.A. in hand. This same type of thinking is the justification they use when they
approach dealing with the Parole Board.
Primarily, these "clients" wish to insure
that the offender and the family he kept
posted as to each step involved in the
parole process. They want to h o w what
to espect at each step, and wish to insure
if any problem or uncertainty develops that
they can contact counsel who will know
how to advise them and what to do. Such
clients can be successfully represented with
minimum effort, expense, and time, so
long as counsel stays on top of the caseand
is knowledgeable, truthful and prompt in
his dealing with the family.

willing to pay, by doing a written evalua- lems that have justified the assistaode $tion prior to employment in a patole mat- counsel:
(1) Where the record of the cas* is"
ter. The evaluation should be contracted
to include what, if anything, should be limited or misleading as to theaeriousnes3
done, how counsel would approach the of the offense, and there is little record of
problem, and what costs are projected to the underlying circumstancesthat need to
be called to the attention of the parole
be.
There are those cases that almost cer- officials.
tainly need no evaluation. The violent EXAMPLE: The offender received a tenoffender with a long sentence and substan- year sentwce for possession of a snbstantial criminal record who is up for parole tial amount of cocaine. Codefendants (ineligibility far the first time is seldom going cluding another member of the family)
to have a need for or hope of parole. Once have tbeir cases dismissed. Cocaine was
such inmate has been through the parole found in theclient's car. Defendant entered
proeess a few times, has served sufficient a plea. P.S.I. was waived, and at sentenctime to josrify serious consideration, and ing, no information was provided into the
has a positiveprison record, which among record as to the background or history of
other things showsrehabilitativeff of the case, and none went to the pamle
a substantial nature, then an evaluation agency.
This is a case where, after conduoting
may be justified
an initial evaluation, visiting with family
members, and reviewing court records of
What Types of Cmes Do Justify
the case, it was discovered that the client's
Counsel at Parole?
hmther, who was arrested with the client
Again, there is no specifie case or set of but who had been dismissedfrom the ease,
c w that can be said to need an attorney wrts the most culpable in the cocaine deal
or outside assistance. However, the fol- that resulted in conviction. At the time of
lowing are examples of the types of prob- the arrest, the client was trying to get hi

How Does a Family Know Who is More
Likely to Need Counsel During Parole?
There is no set rule as to which offender
does or does not need counsel in the parole
system. One means to determine the
answer to this question is to suggest that
the family employ someone who knows
this area to do an initial evaluation and
prepare a written report of the findings. I
personally like this approach.
The cost of this valuation service is
basedon the usual hourly rate of the firm,
and the evaluation, upon completion, is
forwarded in writimg to the client and those
heauthorizes us to notify. Conducting an
evaluation in the federal system generally
is more expensive than a Texas State matter, because the federal system is much
more complex, mare controlled by rules,
complicated guidelines, and generally
requires a review of work related to the
actions of the trial attorney at sentencing,
includes a review of the Pre-sentence
Repart, the sentencing transcript, and other
considerations. It is anticipated that anyone
who holds himself out for hire in the area
of parole would be glad to conduct an
initial evaluation for a client, who is
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brother away from the drug culture. When
they were arrested, the client was in his
car with his brother trying to dispose of
the cocaine by giving it back to the original
dealer. Because of complications too extreme to report here, the less culpable
brother (the client) was given ten years and
the moreculpable went free. Once able to
verify the client's story through the family,
hospital records of the brother, and others
who had known of the addiction of the
brother whose case was dismissed, we
were able to secure a first parole on the
ten-year sentence. If the case had not been
reviewed, and the evidence and informatiou not presented to the parole board, it
is doubtful that this individual would have
been paroled at first hearing.
(2) Another type of case where counsel
can be helpful, and may he necessary, is
the more typical case where the P S I , contains substantial misinformation of an
adverse nature, but because in haste to
complete a plea bargain, no objections to
the P.S.I. were called to the attention of
the Court, or put in the record.
EXAMPLE: While it may not be necessary to make an appearance before the
parde authorities on such a case, the P.S.I.
is all-important to the T.D.C. and the
Parole Board. Absent doing something to
correct the record the P S I . presents, the
client alone trying to explain to the T.D.C.
or Parole Board that the P S I . is wrong
will not be received with much enthusiasm
from the officials. One needs some independent supporting information leading
to proof that theP.S.1. is incorrect. (While
it must be done with extreme care, and
while there are other better ways of dealing with the problem, polygraph is mentioned as one of the means of dealing with
such a problem. It should he noted polygraph should be used as a support of other
evidence. Polygraph alone carries little
weight.)
(3) There are also those cases where a
fast plea deal is cut and hardly any facts
are presented in-the record. This leaves
only the police report or D.A. statement
of the facts to be forwarded to the Parole
Board. Seldom do these documents provide much information benefiting the
client. If this is all that is available to the
T.D.C. and Parole Board, then that is all
they know about the case. These situations
need help.
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EXAMPLE. This type of case is selfexplanatory. One must gather all mitigation evidence that in all likelihood the
defense lawyer gathered and presented to
the D.A. in the first place, but everyone
failed to think about presenting it to the
Parole Board or T.D.C. The evidence
must be verified andlor presented to these
agencies.
(4) Protests. Protests are objections
filed by either the current Sheriff, District
Attorney, or Judge when they are notified
by the Parole Board that an offender has
tentatively been approved for parole.
Nowhere does counsel likely get better
marks when dealing with theparoleprocess as when overcoming an unjustified
protest from trial official. Protests will
most often kill a parole dead on thespot.
Seldom does the official filing the protest
look into the progress of the inmate or the
circumstances of the approved parole. 1
have seen protests come in when the inmate has a terminal illness and could not
again commit crime if he wanted to. Likely
the protesting official never checked with
the Board or T.D.C.
There are also those rare cases that have
been observed over the years where protests are filed for political purposes. These
are rare, hut certainly do occur. Such fact
situations, if subject to verification of some
degree of proof, can result in the Board
voting to override such protest.
The above arejust some examples where
counsel (and the statute does not limit
representation to just lawyers) can be of
assistance to the inmate and family who
may or is having a parole problem.

When an appearance is made on behalf
of an inmate by anyone before the members of the commission or the Board, such
person must sign a sworn fee affidavit as
to the amount of the fee, and who paid it.
There are reasons for this affidavit, and
while many who engage in parole representation may resent or question the legality of such a rule, it has not been challenged. Thecounsel (lawyer or otherwise)
that takes a case which does not need
counsel, or does nothing to earn the money
paid, will do harm to himself and the profession he represents. The one exception
to this general rule is when counsel is
employed by those who, after being told
that a counsel can do little if anything
to improve parole likelihood, still seek
such counsel for any number of reasons.
When employed under this exception, such
counsel is then free to explain to the parole
agency the reason for his or her presence.
One should he very much aware that the
Commissioners and Board members have
been around enough that they know when
one involved in state parole representation
has earned a fee and when one has simply
taken money. It is suggested that the best
way to destroy one's credibility with
Parole authorities is to be seen regularly
receiving fees in cases that do not even
justify the need of assistance. Involving
one's self with such cases can result in
one's credibility ending up on the bottom
of the well when the next case may he the
one where credibility is the difference
between the client's release and another
year in prison.

Conclusion
Is There a General Rule Regatding
Representing Someone Who i s Subject
There are times when an offender's
to Parole cons id era ti^?
greatest asset can be having counsel during one's parole consideration. The real
There are likely several such rules, but value of such counsel, however, comes in
the one fact that this writer is constantly the work done by that person prior to any
aware of is this:
parole vote. Getting the evidence, verifyThose persons who work as parole com- ing the validity of the offender's claim of
missioners or Board members and vote on mitigation, or doing the legwork that is
parole cases generally have a good sense required that the client cannot do is where
of what cases do and do not need assistance such assistance is most needed.
from an outside source such as an attorney.
The trial lawyers who are aware of the
They also have been around long enough procedures of the Parole Board and who
to know when a counselor has been of anticipate parole problems before the client
value in a parole matter, and when a leaves the courthouse for T.D.C. can save
counselor has been of no value in a parole their clients worry and concern. Problems
matter.
can he minimized, to say nothing of costs

.
saved the client, when the trial lawyer insures that the parole board f i e has notice
with as much verification of the claims as
possible of mitigation evidence, unique circumstances present in the case that could
assist the client, and other matters of
importance at the time parole is a consideration. One thing that provides substantial assistance is to obtain written
verification from a trial official of such
information that may benefit the client, or
get something in the record which is for-

warded to the ParoleBoard or T.D.C., as
part of the plea bargain. When sending
such information to the T.D.C. or the
Parole Board, one should include a cover
letter explaining the reasons such material
is being sent, and summarizing the contents of the information.
A detailed record at sentencing covering all positive aspects of the client's case,
including, by agreement, some dialogue
between defense counsel and the D.A. as
to those aspects of the case that are

,-,i

,'

favorable to the defendant can be a powerful tool at a parole review. When defense
lawyers are able to cover all mitigation and
positive elements of the case at sentencing,
and provide that information to the parole
authorities, then the need for counsel afthe
time of parole becomes even more minimal. The reality of the matter is that parole
consideration begins with the finding of
guilt, and everything from that point
forward should include the thought of
parole.

1988-89 Legislative Committee
Building on Our Past Experience
by E. G. "Gerty" Morris
ARer the 1987 Legislative Session, the
Legislative Committee, then chaired by
David Sheppard of Austin, made recommendations to the TCDLA Board of Ditors on how to improve the effectiveness of
the Committee. Two of the recommendations were that the Executive Director of
TCDLA become, in effect, our chieflobbyist, and that funds be allocated for a law student research assistant to provide legal
research support to the Committee. Action
has been taken on both of these recommendations.
The 1987 Committee conduded for the
following reasons that our legislative effort
could be made more effective if the Executive Director represented the organization before the Legislature.
First, the organization needed one
spokesman to present the organization's
position on legislation rather than several
members of the Committee speaking for the
organization on narrow topics.
Second, lobbying is a full-timejob for the
duration of the LegisIative session. The
Committee recognized that trying to perform with volunteers all the tasks necessary
to maximize our effectiveness is simply impossible. It requires someone who can
devote his full time and full attention during the session.
Third, the Committee recognized that
continuity from session to session is important. Working relationships and trust must
be established between the representative of
our organization and the legislators and
their staff. Also, agreements and com-

versity of Texas Law School to discuss the
possibility of enlisting the aid of members
of the Criminal Law Association for research assistance. We are also exploring the
possibility of a cmedited internship for a law
student, provided that we can select a narrow area of focus for a single research project and secure approval of the taw school.
Members of the Legislative Committee
will coordinate and oversee the research
projects. Committee members will continue
to be active in providing testimony before
the committees when called upon to do so
by John. However, one of our greatest
resources will still be the input of our individual members in testimony before wmmittees and in contact with individual
leeislators.
We will call on vou aeain as we
"
have in the past to provide this important
function.
We can start now, gathering ideas for affirmative legislation in the area of criminal
jurisprudence, Members who wish to suggest changes in substantive criminal law or
criminal procedure should send their suggestions to TCDLA Legislative Committee,
MX) West 13th Street, Austin, Texas 78701.
The Committee will review the suggestions,
and if it concludes that a proposed change
would receive support in the legislature, it
will put the suggestion in bill form and try
to secure a sponsor.
In months to come, thiscolumn will discuss specific legislation that will be proposed in the upcoming session and ask for
member input. Next month-sentencing
reform Texas style.
rn
<

promises are made on legislation which
sometimes carry over to fufure sessions.
Often the only record of these agreements
is the memories of the participants.
The technical hurdles will swn be cleared
to allow John Boston to act as our lobbyist
this next session. The role of the Legislative
Committee will change to one of support
for John. The Committee will review legislation and determine the organization's
position with respect to each issue. It will
also, to a greater extent than in the past,
provide research support.
Funds have been allocated for a salaried
student research assistant during the 1989
Legislative Session. Further, we b v e made
initial contact with Bob Dawson at The Uni-

-
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Letters to the Editor
Patricia Ann Mosley and Bill Wischkaemper, members of TCDLA sent the
follo~virrg two letters to tlre edaor published in the Lubbock Avalanche-Journal.
Patricia noted that the author of thefist
letter, Jim Bob Darnel1 of Fort Worth is
the former Crinrinal District Attorney of
Lubbock.

mit all of their clients were guilty.
The public should understand that under
our Constitution aqd laws, all persons are
"presumed" innocent until proven guilty
beyond a reasonable doubt.
What does that mean? It means the prosecutor is required to present evidence
before a judge or jury can convict. The
mere fact that a person has been charged
or indicted is no evidence of guilt.
Editor, Avalanche-Journal:
It is the duty and responsibility of the
After reading Mr. E.G. Wickstrom's criminal defense attorney to protect the
letter to the editor (A-J2-28), I felt com- rights of the criminal and force the prospelled to defend not only Floyd Holder and ecutor to present sufficient evidence to
Sen. John T. Montford, but all criminal convict within the bounds of law.
defense attorneys because the general
I urge the citizens of Lubbock not to
public misunderstands their responsibility allow the taint of being a criminal defense
in the criminal justice system.
attorney to interfere with judging a canPrior to John Montford's election as didate for public office.
Criminal District Attorney of Lubbock
Many of my Republican friends will
County in 1978, he had developed a question my intent in writing this letter, but
reputation as one of the best and most suc- I feel too many people do not appreciate
cessful criminal defense attorneys in West criminal defense attorneys and the difficult
Texas.
role they serve.
As the record clearly demonstrates, that
In addition, I bave always urged people
has not prbvented John from being an to judge a candidate based on their
outstanding prosecutor and state senator qualifications, not their political affiliation.
for not only Lubbock but the state of
My congratulations to Travis Ware and
Texas, '
his staff for the prosecution of Michael
Over the past ten years, Floyd Holder McBride. My thanks to the jury for what
has ascended through the ranks of criminal is probably the most difficult decision of
defense attorneys, and he has earned the their life.
respect of his peers through hard work,
Jim Bob Darnell, Pt. Worth
thorough preparation, intense desire to
represent the rights and interests of his
client, and a keen mind second to none.
Editor, Avalanche-Journal:
The people of Lubbock should be
A few days ago (AJ, 2-28) there was
honored to have a person of Mr. Holder's a letter in the "Letters to the Editor" colqualifications to seek public office.
umn critical of the fact that Floyd Holder,
In my ten years as a prosecutor, I always a candidate for public office, is a criminal
fclt the gcncral public was unnwarc of why lawyer, and indicating that be could not
the criminal defcnsc attomcy did not ;id- vote for Mr. Holder for that reason. I do

not consider that a good reason for not
voting for Mr. Holder.
I do not think I have ever met Mr.
Holder, but I know him when I see him,
and from what I have heard about him, he
is a perfect gentleman and a very good
criminal lawyer.
A lawyer should not be critized for being a criminal lawyer. Every person
charged with a crime is entitled to be
represented in court by a lawyer; and many
criminal lawyers are just as fine men as it
has been my privilege to know.
Now and then a person charged with
crime is not guilty. He or she is certainly
entitled to be represented by a good
lawyer.
Even those who are guilty are entitled
to representation. Even for one who wants
to plead guilty to the offense for which he
or she is charged, there are still questions
to be settled such as extenuating circumstances, whether the person should be
given a probated sentence or not, the length
of the penitentiary or jail term assessed,
etc. He or she is entitled to have a good
lawyer.
I sat as a trial judge for 15years and tried
many criminal cases before juries and in
addition heard many hundred pleas of
guilty.
The laws required that all people being
tried should be represented by a lawyer.
A good criminal lawyer representing the
person charged was a great help to the
court and a help in seeing that justice was
done.
No one should hold it against aman that
he is a criminal lawyer, provided he is
honest and capable.
Robert H. Bean, 3207 28th St.,
District Judge, Retired

The Voice Listens

minate the attorney's efforts and resume
the conduct of the entire voir dire
examination.
Any objection to these limits shall be
filed within fourteen days of the date of this
order, or the court shall assume that the
parties have no objection.
Defendant Barker's motion for attorney
participation in voir dire examination is
GRANTED IN PART, subject to the limitations set forth above.
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vited to question the prospective jurors.
B. Counsel's questioning shall be
limited to the following areas:
1. Bias or prejudice harbored by a
prospective juror against a citizen accused
of a drug offense;
2. The impact on the prospective
juror of nationwide publicity concerning
40 VOICEfor tlre Defense I May 1988

drugs; and
3. Follow-up questioning on iuformation obtained from the jury questionnaire
that would render the juror subject to a
cause challenge pursuant to 28 U.S.C.
1865.
C. Should the court conclude that
counsel are abusing the voir dire process
by attempting to persuade rather than to
select, the court will, pursuant to its discretion under Fed. R. Crim. P. 24(a), ter-

I

TCDLA Committee Update
by Jeffrey Hinkley
As a member of TCDLA. vou mav have
wondered how the Association maintains
its on-going efforts to better serve you and
to promote the objectives of the Association. By and large, this is accomplished
through the endeavors of the Association
Officers, Directors, and the various Association committees. Your Association
committee chairmen and their respective
committee members are the "unsung
heroes" of our Association, ladies and
gentlemen who give their valuable time
providing much of the yeoman's work for
the Association. This monthly column in
the VOICE will keep you apprised of your
Association's committees and their significant undertakings. This is the first of the
columns devoted to your TCDLA committees.
The TCDLA Bylaws create certain committees and authorize theestablishment of
other committees. Article X, Sec. I.,
delineates eight (8) Standing Committees,
i.e., Membership, Legislative, Publications, Amicus Curiae, Qualifications, Public Relations, Continuing Legal Education,
and Finance and Budget. Article X, Sec.
2., allows for the creation of Special Committees as determined necessary by the
President or the Board of Directors. Presently, TCDLA has seventeen (17) Special
Committees. The President appoints the
membership of each committee and designates the chairman of each committee. Article VUI, Sec. 2., provides for the Nominating Committee. Article VI, Sec. lo.,
creates one (I) additional committee, towit: the Executive Committee, consisting
of the Association President, the PresidentElect, the First Vice President, the Second
Vice President, the Secretary-Treasurer,
the Assistant Secretary-Treasurer, and
three (3) members of the Board of Directors, appointed by the President subject to
approval of the Board of Directors. For
your information and use, I have provided
you, at the end of chis column, with the
title of each committee along with the
name, address, and telephone number of
the respective chairman.
For the purpose of this initial column,

.

.

(LRPC) is chaired by Mr. Edward A. Mallett, a partner in the law firm of Mallett,
Trichter & Brann in Houston, Texas. Mr.
Mallett is a Board Certified Specialist in
Criminal Law, Past President of the Harris County Criminal Lawyers Association,
Adjunct Professor at the University of
Houston Law Center, and the PresidentElect of TCDLA.
The Long Range Planning Committee
(LRPC) convenes on the Friday afternoon
preceding each TCDLA Board meeting.
Every TCDLA member is welcome to
attend. The purpose of the LRPC is to
informally re-evaluate the TCDLA and to
make suggestions for improvement. Mr.
Ronald L. Goranson of Dallas, Texas,
Vice-chairman
for 1987-88, will take over
I
I
as Chairman of the LRPC at the 1988
TCDLA Annual Meeting in Fort Worth.
Jeflrey Hinkley is a solo practitioner in
At the December 1987 TCDLA Board
Midland, Texas, and lirnits his practice meeting in Austin, the LRPC reviewed
primarily to criminal and family law trial membership involvement. A focus of conw o ~ kHe graduatedf?onz St. Mary's Uni- structive criticism was the ratio between
versity School of l a w , and has a11 M.S. active and passive TCDLA inemhers,
Degreefrom Dinify University, where he demonstrated by the traditionally low
was a George W. Breckenridge Fellow and attendance at the Annual Meeting. This,
graduated with hoaors. He received his in turn, led to a discussion of the substanB.A. Degreefront Southem Zllinois Uniwr- tial expense and inconvenient time-out-ofsify. He is the c~rrrentPresident of the the-office required to attend the State Bar
Midland Crirninal Deferwe Ln~cyersAsso- Criminal Law Seminar, and then the
ciation.
TCDLA Annual Meeting two (2) days
Mr. Hinkley has served as a Director of later, according to the format imposed on
TCDLAfor 5 years, is currently a mernbu the TCDLA by the State Bar. The LRPC
of the fiecrrtive Cornmirtee and the Long recommendation was to consolidate crimRange Planning Cornmiflee. and has inal justice-related activities into consecchaired the Membership Commifteefor the utive days. After TCDLA Executive
last 3 years. Mr. Hinkley recently served Director John Boston approached the State
as lead courtsel in the r~atio~mll)~p~hlicized
Bar, a more streamlined program was
Iranian anns dealer case against Victor M. adopted for the Fort Worth Convention.
Fonseca, in which he secured a complete Time will tell whether this re-scheduling
dismissal for his client.
of criminaljustice activities at the Bar Convention will increase TCDLA membership
I will focus on the present activities of two participation.
A related topic of discussion was a pro(2) of the con~mittees:the Long Range
Planning Committee, and the Legislative posal to move our administrative year
away from the Bar Convention, so that our
Committee.
Annual Meeting would he at a separate
LONG RANGE PLANNING
place and time, perhaps in conjunction
COMMITTEE
with the TCDLA Advanced Texas Law
The Long Range Planning Committee Short Course. This concept remains open

I .
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for future consideration.
Association to work on specific research
At the LRPC meeting held in New Or- projects. The Committee expects that enleans during February 1988, the TCDLA hancing its research capabilities will greatBylaws were reviewed, particularly with ly improve the Association's effectiveness
respect to the dates for nominating Of- before the Legislature.
ficers, Directors and Associate Directors.
Between now and the start of the LegisA consensus concluded that the nomina- lative Session, the Committee will be
tions should come later in the adminis- gathering suggestions from TCDLA memtrative year, when more information about bers concerning proposed changes in
the qualifications and work of possible can- substantive and procedural criminal law.
didates would be available. In response, The Committee will review all proposals
President Charles Butts appointed Richard and will solicit sponsorship for those proAnderson to chair a Bylaws Revision Com- posals having merit. The Committee will
mittee, to recommend the necessary lan- also be reviewing legislation already being
guage for amendments to be presented at proposed for the 1989 Legislative Session,
the Fort Worth meeting.
such as the sentencing reform bill proposed
The LRPC has its next meeting sched- by RepresentativeGranoff. Analysis of this
uledfor Friday, April 22, 1988, from 3:30 bill and other bills will appear in a monthly
to 5:00p.m., at the La Mansion Riverwalk column to be published in the VOICE.
Hotel in San Antonio. Everyone is welThe Legislative Committee looks forcome to attend.
ward to an active and productive Legislative Session in 1989. The Committee
requests your continued input and support
LEGISLATIVE COMMPlTEE
in its most important effort.
The Legislative Committee is chaired by
TCDLA COMMITTEE LIST
Mr. E. G. "Gerry" Morris, a partner in
the law firm of Smith & Morris in Austin,
Amicus Curiae:
Texas. Mr. Morris is a Board Certified
Specialist in Criminal Law, Chairman of Walter Prentice, Chairman
the Criminal Law and Procedure Section 323 Congress-Suite 300
of the Travis County Bar Association, and Austin, Texas 78701-4038
bas been s TCDLA Director for two (2) 512-482-0061
years.
Mr. Morris states that the primary ob- Annual Meeting:
jective of his committee is to effectively Tim Evans, Chairman
present to the Legislature TCDLA's posi- 115 W. 2nd Street-Suite 202
tion on criminal law matters in order to Fort Worth, Texas 76102
promote justice and to protect those indi- 817-332-3822
vidual rights guaranteed by the Texas and
United States Constitutions.
Awards and Commendations:
The Legislative Committee is spending David A. Sheppard, Chairman
its off-year reorganizing and preparing for 910 West Avenue
the 1989 Legislative Session. Among the Austin, Texas 78701
changes in the Committee is the appoint- 512-478-9483
ment of the TCDLA Executive Director
John Boston as the Association's chief Building Fund:
lobbyist. The Committee will continue to
provide research support for Mr. Boston, Charles M. McDonald, Chairman
and will also review proposed legislation P. 0. Box 1672
in order to determine the Association's Waco, Texas 76703
817-754-7317
policy position on each item.
This session, money will be allocated in
the budget for a salaried student research
assistant. The Committee has also con- Clifton L. "Scrappy" Holmes, Chairman
tacted the University of Texas Law School P. 0. Drawer 3267
to explore the possibility of securing the Longview, Texas 75606
assistance of members of the Criminal Law 214-758-2200
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CLE:
Bill White, Chairman
1306 Nneces
Austin, Texas 78701
512-472-0144
Corrections and Rehabilitation:
Wm. T. Habern, Chairman
1818 Elmwood Court
Sugar Land, Texas 77478
7 13-242-2244
Death Watch:
Julie Howell, Chairman
501 West 12th Street
Austin, Texas 78701
5 12-472-3700
Executive Committee:
Charles D. Butts, Chairmen
800 Milam Building
Travis & Soledad
San Antonio, Texas 78205
5 12-223-2941
Finance and Budget:
Richard Alan Anderson, Chairman
3333 Lee Parkway-Suite 930
Dallas, Texas 75219
214-559-4384
Hall of Fame:
Frank Jackson, Chairman
2902 Maple Avenue
Dallas, Texas 75201
214-871-1122
Lawyers Assistance:
Chairman to be named
Legislative:
E. G. "Gerry" Morris, Chairman
710 West Avenue
Austin, Texas 78701
512-478-2517
Liaison with Judiciary:
Clifton L. "Scrappy" Holmes, Chairman
P. 0. Drawer 3267
Longview, Texas 75606
214-758-2200
Liaison with Prosecution:
Dain P. Whitworth, Chairman

1210 Nueces, Suite 100
Austin, Texas 78701
5 12-474-1464
Long Range Planning:
Edward A. Mailett, Chairman
5 5 Wangh Drive
Houston, Texas 77007
713-868-1010
Membership:
Jeffrey Hinkley, Chairman
201 W. Wall, Suite 102
Midland, Texas 79701
915-684-4083
Nominating Committee:
Charles M. McDonald, Chairman
P . 0. Box 1672
Waco, Texas 76703
817-754-7317
Office Procedures:
J . A. "Jim" Bobo, Chairman
409 North Texas
Odessa, Texas 79761
9 15-332-0676

New Members

Past Presidents:
Knox Jones, Chairman
817 Pecan
McAllen, Texas 78501
512-686-1119
Publications:
Joseph A. Conners, KI, Chairman
804 Pecan
McAllen, Texas 78501
512-687-8217
PublicitylPublic Relations:
Stan Brown, Chairman
P. 0. Box 3122
Abilene, Texas 79604
915-677-1851
Representation of Indigents:
Charles L. Caperton, Chairman
2211 N. Lamar B 0 0
Dallas, Texas 75202-1005
214-651-8144
Significant Decisions Report:
Catherine G. Burnett, Chairman
1314 Texas-Suite 1001

Houston, Texas 77002
713-222-2940
State Bar Activities:
Clifton L. "Scrappy" Holmes, Chairman
P. 0. Drawer 3267
Longview, Texas 75606
214-758-2200

Travel:
Buddy M. Dicken, Chairman
112 South Crockett
Sherman, Texas 75090
214-293-7171
Voice for the Defense:
Kerry P. FitzGerald, Chairman
1509 Main Street-Suite 709
Dallas, Texas 75201
214-747-6955
Ex-Officio of all the above committees:
John C. Boston,
TCDLA Executive Director
600 West 13th Street
Austin, Texas 78701
512-478-2514

AN TCDLA new nre,nbersf,vm Jattttnry I , 1988 to March 31, 1988 (47 tnetnbers)

Paula Gavrel Asher
1900 W. Loop South, U860
Houston. Texas 77027
(713) 961-9457
ENDORSER: Jack B. Zimmermann
MEMBERSHIP DATE: February 1, 1988

Mitchell C. Chanev
P.O. Box 2155
Brownsville, Texas 78520
(512) 542-7441
ENDORSER: Eduardo Roberto Rodriguez
MEMBERSHIP DATE: January 27, 1988

J. Stephen Cooper
701 Commerce, Ste. 302
Dallas, Texas 75202
(214) 744-5044
ENDORSER: Emmett Colvin
MEMBERSHIP DATE: March 1, 1988

Richard E. Batson
Box 423
Moulton, Texas 77975
(512) 596-4675
ENDORSER: John C. Boston
MEMBERSHIP DATE: February 1, 1988

Jack R. Chappell
P.O. Box 10223
Midland. Texas 79702
(915) 685-1781
ENDORSER: Jeffrev Hinklev
MEMBERSHIP DA?E: ~aniary4, 1988

William E. Corcoran
100 S. Bicentennial
McAllen. Texas 78501
(512) 631-3381
ENDORSER: Knox Jones
MEMBERSHIP DATE: February 25, 1988

Anthony I . Blazi
106 S. St. Mary's, Ste. 500
San Antonio, Texas 78205
(512) 271-8788
ENDORSER: Gregory W. Canfield
MEMBERSHIP DATE: March 3, 1988

Charles E. Chatman
2300 W. Taylor St., #I902
Sherman, Texas 750W
(214) 893-7171
ENDORSER: Buddy M. Dicken
MEMBERSHIP DATE: January 14, 1988

Ted C. Daniel
12200 N.W. Fnvy., Ste. 425
Houston, Texas 77092
(713) 680-1624
ENDORSER: Carolyn Clause Garcia
MEMBERSHIP DATE: January 11, 1988
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Martha Brittain Domelly
702 San Antonio
Austin, Texas 78701
(512) 473-8438
ENDORSER: Dain P. Whitworth
MEMBERSHIP DATE: March 10, 1988
Edward F. Garm
P.O. Box 1437
Corpus Christi, Texas 78403-1437
(512) 884-0843
ENDORSER: Edward A. Mallett
MEMBERSHIP DATE: March 18. 1988
Douglas Gelo
2915 Wyoming
El Paso. Texas 79903
(915) 562-8001
ENDORSER: Rod Ponton
MEMBERSHIP DATE: March 21, 1988
Greg Glass
1744 Norfolk
Houston, Texas 77098-4408
(713) 521-9216
ENDORSER: Edward A. Mallett
MEMBERSHIP DATE: January 4, 1988
James D. Granbern
P.O. Box 1301
Sinton. Texas 78387
(512) 364-1831
ENDORSER: John H. Miller, Jr.
MEMBERSHIP DATE: March 9, 1988

Wayne T. Hill
4615 Southwest Frwy.
Suite 675
Houston, Texas 77027
(713) 623-8312
ENDORSER: Edward A. Mallett
MEMBERSHIP DATE: Febmary 5, 1981
Wm. M. House, Jr.
P.O. Box 1486
Palestine, Texas 75801
(214) 723-2077
ENDORSER: John VanMeter
MEMBERSHIP DATE: March 11, 1988
Barry G. Johnson
113 Houston St.
Fort Worth. Texas 76102
(817) 33z-i131
ENDORSER: Santiaeo Salinas
MEMBERSHIP DATE: February 1, 1983
Matthew A. King
3663 A i m r t Frwv.
Fort ~ o n h , ex& 76111
(817) 332-3500
ENDORSER: lack V. Strickland
MEMBERSHIP DATE: February 16, 198

Charles T. Moreland
P.O. Box 1727
Willis, Texas 77378
(409) 856-9033
ENDORSER: Cheryl Lynn Osterberg
MEMBERSHIP DATE: February 24, 1988
Christopher P. Morgan
2611-A W. 45th
Austin, Texas 78731
(512) 452-1249
ENDORSER: William Rink
MEMBERSHIP DATE: January 21, 1988
Patrick T. Perantem
2900 Tower Life Bldg.
San Antonio, Texas 78205
(512) 226-1463
ENDORSER: Robert 0. Switzer
MEMBERSHIP DATE: March 10, 1988
Bobby Perel
1011 North Mesa
El Paso, Texas 79902
(915) 544-5234
ENDORSER: Arvel (Rod) Ponton
MEMBERSHIP DATE: March 7, 1988

Ken M. Link, Jr.
1050 First Republic Bank Tower
Fort Worth, Texas 76102
(817) 332-5800
ENDORSER: John Linebarger
MEMBERSHIP DATE: March 4, 1988

Ira Perz
502 Caroline, #200
Houston, Texas 77002
(713) 224-7640
ENDORSER: Edward A. Mallett
MEMBERSHIP DATE: February 17, 1988

Bill Green
2902 Briarhurst. Ste. 701
Houston, Texas 77057
(713) 266-1004
ENDORSER: Edward A. MaUett
MEMBERSHIP DATE: March 15, 1988

Debra L. Linker
331 Melrose, #I19
Richardson, Texas 75080
(214) 234-6242
ENDORSER: John C. Boston
MEMBERSHIP DATE: March 9, 1988

Reed Prospere
304 S. Record
Dallas. Texas 75202
(214) 742-8001
ENDORSER: Kerrv P. FitzGerald
MEMBERSHIP DATE: March 29, 1988

H. E. Gene Hargett
1610 Sweetbriar
Austin, Texas 78723
(512) 451-1422
ENDORSER: John C. Boston
MEMBERSHIP DATE: February 1, 1988

W. Troy McKinney
11 Greenway Plaza, Ste. 3112
Houston. Texas 77046
[713) 961-5901
ENDORSER: Stanley Schneider
MEMBERSHIP DATE: January 4, 1988

Don Richard
P.O. Drawer 2998
Big Spring, Texas 79721
(915) 267-3263
ENDORSER: Robert D. Miller
MEMBERSHIP DATE: March 10, 1988

David Hazlewood
808% Main
Lubbock, Texas 79401
(806) 763-5284
ENDORSER: Marvin Williams, Jr.
MEMBERSHIP DATE: February 1, 1988

3. Daniel Mena
550 E. Paisano
31 Paso, Texas 79901
915) 544-3344
INDORSBR: Rod Ponton
vlEMBERSHlP DATE: March 7, 1988

H. C. Roell
1700 One Riverway
Houston. Texas 77056
ENDORSER: J. Gary Trichter
MEMBERSHIP DATE: February 1, 1988

Dan w.'Heard
P.O. Box 32
Port Lavaca. Texas 77979
(512) 552-9791
ENDORSER: Edward A. Mallett
MEMBERSHIP DATE: January 27, 1988

i s a A. Millard
900 W. Loop S., #870
souston, Texas 77027
713) 963-8337
!NDORSER: Jack B. Zimmermann
AEMBERSHIP DATE: Januan, 27. 19R8

Karl W. Rosette
3023 Dacca Dr.
Houston, Texas 77051-4611
f713) 733-4516
iENDORSER: John C. Boston
MEMBERSHIP DATE: February 10, 1988
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Richard Sarabia
2439 S.E. 8th. #A2
Grand Prairie, Texas 75051
(214) 262-0684
ENDORSER: David R. Scoggins
MEMBERSHIP DATE: February 16, 1988

Robert R. Sykes
P.O. Box 102
Midland. Texas 79702
(915) 686-8301
ENDORSER: Jeff Hinklev
MEMBERSHIP DATE: ianuary 19, 1988

Peter Van Tyle
5W W. 16th St.
Austin. Texas 78701
(512) 474-6642
ENDORSER: Thomas Prichard
MEMBERSHIP DATE: February 18, 1988

Ladis T. "Lad" Slavik, Jr.
2611-A W. 45th
Austin, Texas 78731
1512) 452-1249
ENDORSER: Don Keith Bartos
MEMBERSHIP DATE: January 21, 1988

Roel R. Trevino
1401 W. Polk
Pharr, Texas 78577
(512) 783-1236
ENDORSER: Knox Jones
MEMBERSHIP DATE: March 18, 1988

Sylvia Yarborough
Lyric Office Centre
440 Louisiana, Ste. 575
Houston, Texas 77002
(713) 227-4937
ENDORSER: Gerald E. Bourque
MEMBERSHIP DATE: February 3, 1988

Robert Earl Smith
1108 Nueces
Austin, Texas 78701
(512) 478-7381
ENDORSER: John C. Boston
MEMBERSHIP DATE: February 11, 1988

Larry P. Urquhart
P.O. Box 1808
Brenham, Texas 77833
(409) 836-5664
ENDORSER: Ronald G. Woods
MEMBERSHIP DATE: February 22, 1988

Tammy Stroud
404% E. 40th
Austin, Texas 78751
(512) 467-9157
ENDORSER: lbhn C. Boston
MEMBERSHIP DATE: March 11, 1988

Darlene L. Vale
1401 W. Polk
Pharr, Texas 78577
(512) 783-1237
ENDORSER: Knox Jones
MEMBERSHIP DATE: March 18, 1988

his right to remain silent, subjects
himself to all the rigors of crossexamination, including impeachtnent,
and exposes himself to prosecution for
perjury. Inconsistent testimony by the
defendant seriously impairs and potentially destroys his credibility. While we
hold that a defendant may both deny the
acts and other elements necessary to
constitute the crime charged and at the
same time claim entrapment, the high
risks to him make it unlikely as a
strategic matter that he will choose to
do so."

The Federal Corner
conlimted from pnge 30

The Government also argued that allowing a Defendant to rely on inconsistent
defenses would encourage perjury, lead to
jury confusion, and subvert the truthfinding function of a trial.
In brushing aside these arguments, the
Court suggested that "the practical consequences will be less burdensome than the
Government feared," and quoted from
United States 1,. Dernrna, 523 F.2d
981,(CA9 1975) (en banc.):

Nothing in Malhews suggests any change
in the -~~
form of the charge on the defense
"Of course, it is very unlikely that the of entrapment. The jury instruction will
defendant will be able to prove entrap- still require the jury to find the existence
ment without testifying and, in the of two related elements: Government incourse of testifying, without adn~itting ducement of the crime and a lack of
that h e did the acts charged . . . When predisposition on the part of the defendant
he takes the stand, the defendant forfeits to engage in criminal conduct.
~~~

~

-

Gregory K. Zaney
1 Cousteau Lane
Austin. Texas 78746
(512) 327-6223
ENDORSER: John C. Boston
MEMBERSHIP DATE: January 11, 1988

Forget!
Send for the latest edition olthc fret:
Consumer 1nfom1.1tionCatalog. [ IThc
Cataloe lim over 200 selected fedcrnl nublicatiok of consumer interest on subjects
like health, nutrition, federal benefits,
money management. OThe Catalog is
free and so are many of the booklets. 0
Just send your name and address, no
strings attached. Write today:
Consumer Information Center
Department DF
Pueblo, Colorado 01009
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In and Around Texas
by John Boston
Re:

Petition to Seek Election to
Associate Board of Directors

STATEMENT
Ihe u n d e r s i g n e d

Gentlemen:
Pursuant to Article VIII, Section 3(b) of the
Bylaws of the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association,
the purpose of this letter is to oetition the Association
- .-..
for election to the Associate ~oard-ofDirectors. I HEREBY
REQUEST TRAT I BE CONSIDERED FOR ELECTION TO THE ASSOCIATE
BOARD POSITION TO WHICH DICK KETTLER WAS NOMINATED.
In accordance with the aforesaid Bylaws provision,
attached hereto as Exhibit "A' is a Statement signed by
twenty (20) members of the Association stating, in effect,
that I am qualified to be an Associate Director of TCDLA and
will perform the duties imposed by that position.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate
to call.

NOTICE TOJlII? MEMIIEItS-0
TEXAS CRIMINAI. I)l!FENSE.~WYKltS A S S O C ~ I O ~
On march 25, 1988 TCDLA member Keith E. Jagmin filed a petitio~
with the home office of TCDLA seeking election as Associate
Director of the Association in accordance with ARTICLE VIIISaid
ELECTIONS, Section 3 (h) of the Association by-laws.
section requires that the petition shall set forth the office the
member seeks and shall have attached to it the signed statements
of twenty (20) members who believe the petitioner is qualified
for such office and will perform the duties imposed by the office
sought. The by-law section further provides that the President
or President's designated representative must determine that the
petition is in order before said nominee may be eligible to run
for a position or have such infomation published in the May
issue of the VOICE for the Defense.
The petition was received during normal working hours on March
31, 1988; the deadline for submission of the petiticn is 5:oc
p.m. Maroh 31st. In acoordance with ARTICLE VIII, SECTION 3 (b)
of the by-laws President Charles D. Butts designated the
undersigned as his representative to determine that said petition
is in order. After a review of Mr. Jagmintsletter and attached
statement of twenty (20) members of the Association, I find, and
hereby certify, that the petition is in order; that Keith E.
Jagmin is a member in good standing of the Association and was at
the time of the deadline for submission of his petition; that the
statement of the twenty (20) members of the Association is
submitted in accordance with the by-laws; and that the twenty
(20)
names and signatures on the statement are those of
Association members in good standing at the time of the deadline
for submission of the said petition.
ATTEST:

SEAL

,F- Yr-ff

Date
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ense Lawyers
Association

hereby c s r t i f y t h a t
KBIZH K. JACIIN. A t t o r n e y at Law. i r a
nrnber i n good s t a n d i n g of t h e m x a S
Criminal Dofenrs ~ a r v e r s ~ s r a c i a t i o n .
It i s a y u n d e r s t a n d i n g t h a t XSITH E. JAGI I I N i s p e t i t i o n i n g t h e a s w c i * t i o n for
.1ection
t o the *.sosi.te
Board o f
I t i s my belief t h a t KBITH 8 . J A O U I Y i s
p u a l i f i s d t o b e elected t o t h e A s a o d a t e

Boa*d of D i r e c t o r . or r h a Tax..
criminal
Defense r a r y e r s ~ a s o o i a t i a n and r i l l
perform t h e dutxes k p o s e d b y t h a t pooition.

Champions of the CourtroomA ~ e h n a of
r America's Lawyers' Lawyers
You will not want to miss this year's annual Criminal Law Institute on Thursday.
June 9th. sponsored by the Criminal Justice Section of the State Bar. The one-day
seminar features an all star line-up of trial lawyers who have achieved national
reputations for their courtroom skills.
At publication time the following lawyers have
committed to speak:

Gerald Goldstein.
Like Mr. Haynes, Gerald Goldstein's reputation as
a top trial lawyer has spread far beyond the Texas
borders. His reputation as a lawyer's lawyer was
solidified in the Texas "Bri lab" trial and he consistently achieves the highest rankings as a lecturer
at the most advanced criminal law seminars in the
country. Mr. Goldstein graduated from Tulane
University and got his law degree in 1965 from the
University of Texas. He is an officer of the Texas
Criminal Defense Lawyers Association and serves
on the Board of Directors of the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers.

John Wall.
Mr. Wall epitomizes the adversary system. He has
earned his national reputation both as a tough
prosecutor and a vigorous defender of the rights of
the accused (and the attorneys who represent
them). He graduated cum laude from Boston College in 1954 and went on to receive both his LL.6.
and LL.M. from Georgetown University. He was an
Assistant United States Attorney in Massachusetts
during most of the 1960s and finished his career
with the Justice Department as Attorney in Charge
of the Organized Crime Strike Force in New
Orleans from 1970-73. He is currently a director of
the National Criminal Defense Lawyers Association.

Albert J. Krieger.
Mr. Krieger, of Miami, Florida, has risen to the top
echelon of American Criminal Defense Lawyers
since his graduation from New York University in
1949. In 1977, while practicing in New York, he
was named Outstanding Practitioner by the
Criminal Justice Section of the New York Bar
Association. He has been involved in many high
profile cases including the "Wounded Knee"
defense and the famous "Prince of the City" cases
i n New York. A prolific author and lecturer, Mr.
Krieger shares his expertise across the nation and
serves on the faculty of the Harvard Law School
Trial Advocacy lnstitute and the National College
for Criminal Defense. He is a past President of the
National Criminal Defense Lawyers Association and
serves on the Liaison Committee of the American
Bar Association House of Delegates. As such, he
meets quarterly with Attorney General Edwin Meese
to espouse the concerns of the Defense Bar as to
lawyer subpoenas and fee forfeiture.

Barry Tarlow.
Mr. Tarlow is a Los Angeles trial lawyer who
graduated first in his class from Boston University
Law School in 1964, where he was senior editor of
the law review. In 1965, he served as a prosecutor
for the Justice Department as an Assistant United
States Attorney for the Central District of California,
criminal division.
He is recognized as one of the leading authorities
in the country on the defense of RlCO prosecutions
and is certified as. a specialist in criminal law by the
California Board of Legal Specialization. Mr. Tarlow
has been selected as one of the outstanding
criminal lawyers in the country by publications
ranging from: The National Law Journal, Directory
of the Legal Profession to Naifeh and Smith's The
Best Lawyers in America to Town and Country
Magazine.
He is an author of California Criminal Defense
Practice, Vols. 1-6, Matthew Bender, 1980. He is
the Criminal Law Editor of the RlCO Litigation
Reporter and a Contributing Editor of the Champion, the publication of The National Association of
Criminal Defense Lawyers, and authors a monthly
column entitled, "The RlCO Report."
In 1978, he served as President of California Attorneys for Criminal Justice, the 1,600-member
state criminal defense lawyers' bar association. Mr.
Tarlow was the Vice Chairperson of the American
Bar Association Criminal Justice Section Council
and Is a member of the Board of Directors of the
National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers
and Chairman of the Committee on RlCO Prosecutions. He is also a member of the Board of Directors of the National Network for the Right to
Counsel.

Richard "Racehorse" Haynes.
Mr. Haynes needs no introduction to Texas lawyers
and his courtroom prowess has earned fame across
the nation. He is perhaps best known in Texas for
his successful defense of oil millionaire T. Cullen
Davis. In 1956 he graduated from the University of
Houston Bates College of Law, where he has often
sewed as adjunct professor of criminal law. He has
Sewed on the teaching faculty of the National College for Criminal Defense and continues to lecture
at numerous criminal law seminars. Mr. Haynes is
a Life Fellow of the Texas Bar Foundation.
The luncheon speaker was not confirmed at publication time but will certainly compliment the high
caliber of this heavyweight cast.

The lnstitute will be held at the Worthington Hotel from 9:OO-5:00on Thursday, June9, 1988. Registration is $75.00 i f you register for the convention. $90 00
for non-registrants. A speakers' reception and social hour will follow the lectures
The Worthington Hotel is the site of all the crrninal law functions for the Convention and will host the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers annual party later that night.

TEXAS CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS ASSOCIATION
600 West 13th Street
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TEXAS CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS
ASSOCIATION
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NEW MEhlBER APPLICATION
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RENEWAL APPLICATION
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MAILING ADDRESS
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S T A T E ZIP

BUSINESS TELEPHONE (-)
TELECOhlhlUNICATIONS ACCESSIBILITY:
Y E S N O TELECOhlhlUNlCATIONS PROTOCOL-N/ABAR CARD NUMBER
NAhlE
(As recorded on State Bar Card)
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TITLE FOR SALUTATION:
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BAR DATE: Month
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PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: (Current)
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AREAS O F SPECIAL INTEREST IN CRlhIINAL
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I

CERTIFIED CRIMINAL SPECIALIST:
Y E S NO-

I
I
I
I

RESIDENCE TELEPHONE (-)
Have you ever been disbarred or dibciplined by any
bar association, or are you the subject of disciplinary
action now pending?
Date
(Signature of Applicant)
ENDORSEMENT
I, a member of TCDLA, believe this applicant to b e a
person of professional competency, integrity, and
good moral character. The applicant is actively engaged in the dcfensc of criminal cascs.
Date
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I
1
I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
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(Signature of Member)
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Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
600 West 13th Street
Austin, Texas 7870 1
(512)478-2514

. . .in this s t a t e already belong to t h e T e x a s Criminal Defense
Lawyers Association. We believe w e have n o w t h e best Criminal Defense Bar i n t h e United States. We maintain t h a t level
o f excellence b y continuously seeking o u t n e w minds, n e w
energies. Therefore w e want YOU. . .if y o u r legal a n d personal
philosophies a r e compatible w i t h o u r purposesar~dobjecti~~es:
0 To provide an appropriate state organization representing those
lawyers who are actively engaged in the defense of criminal cases.
0 To protect and insure by rule of law those individual rightsguaranteed by the Texas and Federal Constilutionsin criminal cases.
To resist proposed legislation or rules which would curtail such rights
and to promote sound alternatives.
To promote educational activities to improve the skills and knowledge of lawyers engaged in the defense of criminal cases.
To improve the judicial system and to urge the selectionand appointment to the bench of well-qualified and experienced lawyers.
To improve the correctional system and to seek more effective
rehabilitation opportunities for those convicted of crimes.
To promote constant improvement in the administration of criminal
justice.
ADVANTAGES FOR TCDLA MEMBERS

I

Year

National

Some of the best legal minds

I
I
I

:
I
I
I

!

0

The monthly Voice jor llre Definse magazine.
The "Significant Decisions Report" of important cases decided by the Texas Court of
Criminal Appeals and the Federal Courts.
TCDLA Membership Directory-referrals to and from Criminal Defense Lawyers in
over 100 Texas cities.
Outstanding educational programs-featuring recognized experts on practical aspects
of dcfctisecases. TCDLA and the Statc Bar annually present many seminars and courscs
in all parts of the state.
Availability of Lawyers Assistance Committee, a ready source ofinformalion and assistsnce to members, and the Amicus Curiae Committee.
The Attorney Genetah Crime Prevention Newsletter. Summaries of latest Texas Caun
of Criminal Appeals cases wailablc la private practitioners only through TCDLA'a
group ~ubseription,ineludedin dues.
Organizational voice through which criminal defense lawyers ran formulate and express Uleir position an l$girlation, court refam>, important defense cases thmugh Andeas
Curiae activity.
Discounts and free offerings for publications of interest to criminal defense lawyers
Messenger service in the Capitol area.

ELIGIBILITY AND DUES
Effective: April 19, 1986
Voluntary Sustaining Dues (VS). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S300.00
Sustaining Dues (SUS) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .200.00
Dues far mambsrs in the firm of
a sustaining member (SMF) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50.00
Members admitted to practice: (MEM)
2 yeaw or less . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50.00
2-5 years.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00
5 01 more years.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150.00
AfliKm Persons in careers which contribute to defense of
criminal cases, e.g., law professors, are eligible for affiliate membership upon approval of the application and
receipt of the annual dues.
AffiliateDues (AFF) ...................... 50.00
Students: Those regularly enrolled In a law school in
Texas are eligible for student membership.
Student Dues (SDM). ..................... 20.00
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